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SECTION l	 1
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The problem to be addressed is the°design of a high data
rate switching center for a satellite tracking station.
	
A specific
characteristic of this station is the comparatively long distances for
F" the transmissiono	 nformat on to t r: s	 tc	 et	 f i r ation	 h	 wi	 hing n twork.	 Conse-
quently, high data rate optical fiber'^are considered for the inter-
connect links.	 The feasibility study considers the implementation
of an optical switching center using an integrated optics switching
matrix.	 The study includes a comparison with opto-electronic and
' electronic switching networks.
	
Also, the study identifies and details
a program for developing and implementing an integrate	 ►^ ics°
{
switching center.
k
Specific requirements for the switching center are:
	 q
°	 Data rate throughput up to 300 Mb/s, with 8 input lines
and 16 output lines,
°	 The switching network should have the capability of
connecting each input to each output.
	 J
The input and output tines of up to 200 ft. length should
be optical fibers.
The integrated optical switching center should be oper-
ational by 1982.
Table 1-1 is a summary of the assumed design specifications
for the switching network.
l
y
4.	 µ
Table 1-1. Data Handling System Assumptions V
System Parameter	 Ass med Requirement
1) Longest path length	 100 to 200,feet
2) Data rate of each path	 Up to 300 Mb/s°
3) Number of switching input ports Up to 8
4) Number of switching output ports Up to 16
5) Power limitation	 Essentially none, but objective of
less than 250 Watts
6) Switching speed "^'	 Greater than 100 Hz, but preferred
at up to 1 MHz
7) Signal-to-noise ratio	 Greater than 20 d6
8) Channel crosstalk	 Better than 25 dB with objective of
50 d8
9) Maximum insertion loss from 	 50 ­ dB
input	 -
10) Carrier wavelength 	 Desire operation in the a	 1.0 tG.
1.2 um range; will accept operation
in the k = ,0.8 to 0 . 9.Pm range
	
t
a
11) Signal distortion due to	 Less than 1% PID ( peak individual
switching network	 distortion)
r	 12) Electromagnetic: • interference	 Unaffected by EMI
13) Cost of system hardware and	 Reasonably low ($100 K to $250 K)'
software
a
i
r
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SECTION 2_
SUWAaY
A detailed feasibility study of the de^,;^'rbed switching
network using an integrated switching matrix his: bees; found to 'be
the optimal solution to meet the requirements outlined in Section 1,
This conclusion results from capability of	 an integr«Zed optic
switch plus'the switch ' s ability to provide the desired connecti-
vity while requiring a minimum of electronic hardw^*^e.	 The pre- °Q
ferred integrated optical switching scheme has been found to be an
G electro-optic Bragg diffraction switch.
r To ascertain the advagtages of the fntegrated , optics'
switching center, its properties were compared to those of opto-elec- i
tropic and to electronics switchi ng networks.	 These techniques
were found to. have the following characteristics; }'
' The opto-electi'tj'rrM switching network combines optical
i distribution f^'om	 he anput.:to the output terminalsI
with electronic s^f` Ching, to form the ap^^ ►^opriate
conneptions, ^or an n x m switching network an opto-
^, electronic ne work requires n light sources, but n x rn
photodetector
	
and preamplifiers.
	
This requiremen'
leads to a hi g	 cost and lower reliability.i	 r
°	 The electronic switching network can also meet the f
the requirements outlined in Section 1.
	
This configu-
ration can be built of multiplexers using 11 100 Series
Emitter Coupled !; ,ngic" produced by Fairchild.	 The
€
multiplexers ar` .,designed with 50 ohm transmission
lines.	 However, for every two multiplexers a:buffer
circuit is required adding considerably to the complexity
and power consumptionof the switching network. 1
l
r
!
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p	 gIn a briefing meeting at NASA-Goddard Space Fli ght Center on	 *^
July 17, 1978, a comparison of the three techniques ; (integrated optics,,"
hybrid and electronic) were peesented. The customer approved the
completion of th ,^..,'ntegrated optics conceptual design. This approval
g as given, since the integrated optical switching concept/ has been
found to be1 the optimal solution because of its high efficiency, high	 c^
reliability, minimal power consumption, wide bandk"i`dth, simple distri-
bution and the ability to connect the optical fibers to an optical
switching matrix.
2.1 ELECTRO-OPTIC BRAGG DIFFRACTION SWITCH
The electro-optic Bragg diffraction switches that make up
the integrated switching matrix option are double pole -double throw J
structures formed in planar waveguide. In the switch "on" position,
a voltage is applied to the interdgital electrodes, which induces
a phase grating in the optical waveguide. The incident light from the
input terminal is deflected by.,,the phase grating to the output termi-
na1. When the voltage is removed for the "off" position, the incident
beam passes through the switch without leakage or scattering.
2.2 SWITCHING MATRIX WITH ELECTRO OPTIC BRAGG'DIFFRACTION SWITCHES
In the switching matrix the switches connect each input
pL)rt to any output port. A key factor is that for each connection
onl one switch needs to be energized,. Moreover, one input port is
connected to two, three, or to all output ports. In the switching
matrix the incident laser beams in the planar waveguides are termina
^	 ted by absorbing film sections after passing through all the switches.
d	 Terminations are required for the switched "on" position since not
all the laser radiation,.Is deflected by the induced phase grati.ng .
Pj
tl^
Yt	
t
l; 
0	 TkP, electro-optic substrate of the switching matrix optical
waveguide is a ferro-electric single crystal of either LiN0.3 or
y	 ptb L NbO3 or byLiTa4 , The wavegude is formed b diffusion of Ti i
diffusion of Nb into LiTaO3 , The substrate orientation of the switch-
ing matrix has been evaluated, using the theory for the linear-optical
effect in optically uniaxial crystals. Further, the polarization of
the incident las*r beam, and the orientation of the interdigital
electrodes has beer derived to obtain the largest change in refrac-
tive index with the electric field.
2.3 ENDFIRE COUPLING BETWEEN OPTICAL FIBERS AND WAVEGUIDE SWITCHING
MATRIX
Because of the size limitations of single crystal LiNbO3
the optical connections between input fibers and the switching matrix
must be implemented b endf' a ou 1 r
	 E df	 couplingy 	 it c p e s 	n ire c up  g 	 the
input or output optical fibers and the switching matrix requires three
p
cylindrical microlenses. The microlenses are<,formed from the core
of optical fibers. One fiber core can function simultaneously as .-ai
microlens for all input or output fibers, transforming the radiation
from from all input or output fibers into the planar waveguide.
The beam transformation properties of to cylindrical micro-
lenses have been computed. The results indicate that their spherical
aberrations are quite small over a large angular range of the incident
radiation.
i
2.4 CROSSTALK REDUCTION
A novel method of crosstalk reduction based on diffraction
theory has been developed. This technique uses an iris in the focal
plane of the output coupler lens to reject all waves except the-co-
herent wave from the output beam.
^,	 t r
2-3
2.5 INJECTION LASER
The characteristics of A1GaAs injection lasers for the
optical transmitters have been described with special emphasis on
single transverse mode, double heterostructure A1GaAs lasers.
This single mode structure is needed because the operation of the
electro-optic Bragg diffraction switch requires single transverse mode
radiation for operation. For efficient coupling and ease of modulation a
separate laser is required for each input terminal of the switching
matrix.
2.6 MODULATION
An analysis of high bit rate direct modulation of the A1GaAs
DH laser has been developed. It has been found that distortions
from time delay, prepumping and damped oscillation can b p grently
reduced using a do bias with an ac overdrive siqnal and an output
,bandpass filter.
2.7 FABRICATION OF THE PLANAR OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES AND INTERDIGITAL
ELECTRODES FOR THE ELECTRO-OPTIC BRAGG DIFFRACTION SWITCH
2.7.1 Titanium Diffusion
To form a waveguide of LiTihbO 3 on a LiNbO 3 substrate, dif-
fusion of T; it a temperature of approximately 980°C in an Argon
atmosphere must be performed. For the Ti-diffused waveguide to main-
tain single mode operation the diffusion constant must be held between
1 and 1.7 wavelength (in air).
2.7.2 Buffer Lamer
0
A buffer layer of approximately 1000A must be coated on the
Ti-diffused waveguide. Th's layer preserve: the mode characteristics
	
i
of waves passing through the electrode region of the switch.
2-4
2.7.3	 Photolitho ra	 and Lift-Off Technique
The interdigital electrodes are formed by photolithoaphy
together with lift-off techniques.	 Combining these two techniques.
c	 o	 better	 l mi cron should  be obtainabl e.a pre i s ion	 f s	 than	 1  1
01
2. 8 	 CONCLUSION AND CONTINUATION OF PROGRAM UNTIL COMPLETI( 	 =_. -/,,
F The feasibility study shows that a high data rate switching
center can be implemented using an integrated optics switching matrix
G
with elect'ro-optiq,, Bragg diffraction switches.
	
This approach can
meet the requirements outlined in the ;statement of Work and can be ,f
operative by 1902. 	 The different phases of the program until the
completion are given in the Form of phiiing charts.	 Y
2.9
	 ADDITIONAL STUDIES
t To ascertain the optimized design for the integrated optics
switching matrix, the' „Cobra” switch and the acousto -optic Bragg
diffraction switch were investigated and compared to the chosen
design,
	
Other coupling schemes were evaluated including prism and
^ ratio	 couplers.g	 g  	 y
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SECTION 1 
I" INTEGRATED OPTICS SWITCHING CONCEPT
t
,
The integrated optical switching concept has been compared to
other switching methods. 	 Their key parameters are given in Table 3-1 	 and 3-2.
The integrated optical switching concept has been found to be the optimal
a
solution because of its high efficiency, high reliability, minimal power
consumption, wide bandwidth, simple distribution and the ability to connect
the optical fibers to an optical switching matrix.
The schematic of the switching system using an ° integrated optical
F
switching matrix is-shown in Figure 3-1.=
	 The key factor of this design
is that for each connection only a single switch needs to be energized as 	 a
-.
shown on Figure 3-2. 	 This is of special impoAance because the remaining
°- :switches in the "off" position do	 not affect adversely the propaga ing,
; optical waves.
The switches of the switching matix are electro -optic Bragg
diffraction switches in planar waveguide.	 The switching system is designed
for high data rate ( up to 300 Mb /s).	 Because of the high data rate and
because of the considerable distances for transmission of the information,
optical fibers are used from the optical transmtter ,to the switching
matrix.	 The digital data stream of each channel is modulated on an
A1GaAs injection laser.
	 The properties of the integrated optics switch-
=x ing network require that the laser be a single transverse mode laser and
r that the input connections are made by single mode optical fibers. 	 The
optical fibers are coupled by an endfire method	 to the switching matrix.
The coupling technique uses microlenses, formed by the.core of optical
fibers, to form the required laser beam with large aspect ratio'.
E
3.1
	 ELECTRO-OPTIC BRAGG DIFFRACTION SWITCH
l ^ ,
The electro-optic Bragg diffracti on switch is a double-pole-
double-throw switch.
	
A typical thin-film electro-optic Bragg diffraction
switch is shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4. _ The switch is based on the linear
f
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Figure 3-3. flectro-optic Bragg diffraction Switch in LiTiMb0 3 Waveguide
3..6

electro-optic effect, where: an external electric field -` n change the
refractive index of a ferroelectric material as LiNbO 3 or LiTaO3 . The
optical switch is built into a planar waveguide which is formed by in`
diffusion of metal into the ferroelectric substrate. An inter-digital
electrode structure is formed on top of the optical waveguide. A thin
Duffer layer between the metal electrodes and the optical waveguide
minimizes the effect of the metal electrodes on the optical waveguide
mode.
In the thin-film Bragg diffraction switch the optical waves
are guided by the planar optical waveguide in the y-direction, In the
x-z plane tte laser radiation is collimated by external optics.
In the "on" position of the switch a voltage is applied to
the interdigital electrodes. The spatially periodic electric field is
n
parallel to the waveguide pl ane and close to perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the propagation of the incident light beams. The intensity of the
electric field falls off with distance from the electrodes. The spatially
periodic electric field gives rise to spatially periodic refractive index
variations, formming an induced Bragg diffraction grating in the optical
waveguide. The grating deflects, in a travelling wave mode, the incident
laser radiation from terminal l to terminal 3 and from terminal 2 to
terminal 4. But only approximately 80 percent of the incident energy is
deflected.
t^
In the "off" position the voltage is removed from the electrodes,
and the refractive index of the optical waveguide again is uniform. The
incident laser radiation propagates from terminal 1 to 4, and from terminal
2 to 3. In fact, in the "off" position, the switch does not affect the
propagating waves at all. it is this property of the Bragg diffraction
A
W
switch in planar waveguide in Figures 3-3 and 3-4, which 'is of major importance
for its use in the integrated switching matrix. The incident waves can
propagate through many switches which are in-.the "off" position without
experiencing scattering or crosstalk.
BraggThe electro-op tic 	 diffraction switch `. in Figure 3-3 is
fabricated from a x- z cut LAW substrate, where the thin film waveguide
3-8
is
e
r«
is formed by titanium diffusion. The direction of propagation of; the laser
beam is along the x axis. The electric field vector of the incident wave
is parallel to the z-axis, thus setting up the TE-mode in the optical
waveguide. The orientation in Figure 3-3 was chosen because the electro
optic effect in the LiNb0 3 crystal is largest when the voltage is applied
along the optical axis and the light propagates ; perpendicular to the optical
axis.
The Ti-diffusion into a LiNb03 single crystal to form an optical
waveguide, produces a composition gradient where the titanium mole fraction
decreases towards the interior of the crystal. The refractive index
decreases from the value at the surface, n5 , to the refractive index of the
substrate "b'For the extraordinary refractive index n 	 nn = Ane = 0.04.
J^l
In an alternate design, shown in Figure 3-4, the electro-optic
Bragg diffraction switch is fabricated from a x-z plane tiTa03 substrate,
cut under an angle of 51 0
 to fEhe optical axis. The thin-film waveguide
is formed by Niobium diffusion to form LiNbTa l _x03 The incident light
beams form angles of close to 50 0
 with the optical axis of the LiTa03
crystal . The optical waves are in the TE o-mode with the electric field j,, 	r <,,
vector parallel to the waveguide plane., The angle of close to 50 0 between
the A ncident optical beams and the optical axis of the crystal yields
close confinement of the waveguide mode, since the difference in refractive
index of LiNbTa03
 and LiTa03, for this orientation, is comparatively large.
Also, the electro-optic coefficient under this angle is comparatively large;
specifically, ns	 nb = An = 0.058 and r' = 34.4 x 10 -12 m/V.
For the electro-optic :'Bragg diffraction switch the Ti-diffuised
LiNb03 waveguide can have certain'a.dvantages over the LiN6 xTa l _x03 wave-
guide. The switch with the Ti-dif `used" LiNb0 3 waveguide can,be cut along
the crystal axes while the switch with the LiNbX 
Ta1-x 03 waveguide must
be cut under an angle of $1 0
 to the optical axis. For this reason i't
should be possible to obtain for the substrate of the switching matrix
larger single LiNb03
 crystals than LiTa03 crystals. Also, the temperature
for diffusing titanium is below the Curie temperature of LiNbO 8 . However,
the temperature for diffusing Nb into LiTa0 3 exceeds the Curie temperature
of LiTa03 and requires repoling after the diffusion. However, consideration
3-9
tU
e
must be given that laser damage hap, been observed in LiNbO3 crystals under
Intense laser radiation.
,,Jthe periodic metal electrodes of the Bragg diffraction switch
in Figures 3-3 and 3-4 are not deposited directly on the thin-film optical
waveguide.	 The field distribution in the optical waveguide is such that
the evanescent field extends into the substrate and into the superstrate,
as shown schematically in Figure 3-5. 	 For the coordinate7^ ystem in
j
Figures 3-3 and 3-4, the evanescent field in the superst 	 to for the TE-
^ made 1s	 >
E
^
f
J
, t
E a: exp - Y
	
3-0))
^ n2
where the decay factor n2	becomes larger when the superstrate is metal
rather than`air -orodielectric.
When the electrodes are deposited directly onto the thin-fil m
waveguide, the mode characteristics of the watiequide in portions where
the electrode strips are present will be 'different from those where the
electrode gaps are.	 Consequently, even in the absence of any .applied elec-
tric field, the periodic electrodes would act as a weak grating and cause
the light beam to be deflected.	 Its deflection angle will be twice the
deflection angle due to the applied electric field. 	 To alleviate the4
effect of the metal electrodes, a buffer layer in form of 1000A S02 thin-
film should .he coated on the Ti-diffused LiNb03, as shown in Figure 3-3 	 ;.
and Figure 3-5, and on the Nb-diffused LiTa0 3
 in Figure 3-4.
3.1.1	 Analysis of Electro-0pti'c, Thin Film, Bragg Diffraction Switch
The most significant characteristic of the Bragg effect is that
	 +
a phase grating with a periodicity large compared to an optical wavelength,
can	 deflect ar: incoming laser beam into a
	
i^gle, -first order, diffraction
beam (rather than i n a multitude of grating lobes).	 This Characteristic
is related to the finite width of the grati ng..	 The . Bragg effect occurs
only when the width of the phase grating
 w exceeds a certain value, which
is defined through the Q factor; it is
3-10
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Q X	
' W
nA
(3-2)
0
where X - 0 is the optical wavelength in the optical waveguide with
n
the refractive index n and A is the periodicity of the phase grating.
The Bragg condition requires that Q > 10.\;x,
The electro •optic Bragg diffraction switch in Figures 3 -3 and
3-4	 is a double-pole-double-throw switch. The switching function takes
advantage of the linear-optics effect, where an external electric field
can change the refractive index of a ferro-electric material like LiNb03
or LiTa03
 The thin-film Bragg diffraction switch is built into a planar
(one-dimensional)optical waveguide. To form a phase grating in the opti-
cal waveguide, a periodic electric field is set up by the interdigital
electrodes, which are placed on top of the optical waveguide. The periodic
electric field changes periodically the refractive index in the optical
waveguide and thus, generates the phase grating.
The periodic change in refractive index from n2 = n + A n to
n l = n - A n set up by the periodic electric field, is schematically shown
in Figure 3-6. (Though the fundamental spatial electric field component
follows a cosine function, the phase grating is shown discontinuous in
the illustration). However, the change of the refract`ove index introduced
by the electro-optic effect is extremely small. Efficient Bragg diffrac-
tion requires appreciable phase modulation and must rely on traveling
wave interaction. The phase grating couples the diffracted wave to the
incident wave.. As the incident wave travels across the phase grating the
multiple periodic reflections will add in phase,when 0 i = 0  = sin -1 (Xo/2nA) (3-3)
where A and 6d are the angles of the incident and the diffracted waves
inj-de the dielectric, as shown in figure 3-7a, Thus, the incident laser.
beam forms an angle of
ei + Od 	sin-1 (X0/nA)
with the deflected laser beam.-
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For the implementation of th y, lectro^,optic Bragg diffraction
switch it is important to realize, that the symmetry of the incident
and deflected bam, in refereke to the stratifications of the(^phase
grating, that i'^ 'e j _ ed , yields the highest., deflection efficiency.
Hdrvever, the angle between incident and defl ected beams of C i + ed still
remains the same, even when Q 	 A , But for 0	 0 the,diflectionii	 d	 d
effici ency bect^Ines smal 1 er
^(I	 the 1^ravialling,, ,wave interaction introduced by the phase grating
results in an exponential decay of the incident it; v^z"nd aq exponential
M14 Up of ,thiadiffr c ed wave	 nce the chan;e. 	 Olp",Attides of the
inci en-t and dliffract^d waves are introduced by the re^ c ''ons at\eoch
of t1a , 'stratifj'cation^, their amplitudes vary only in the d'rectie'n
per pe d'ioular i	 'tudes of
	
o `the stratification. The variation i n amply	 i,'
the inid` .".nt a d "the di fracted waves for the	 r t l orien^ ation in	 II
Figure 3-	 is given by
, (	 ar,d^^
	
a	
- ^
'
,where z e. tends from z ;; 0 to z r w tan e i , which i s the pr *Ction of^f,	 iThe propag^` ti on path acrj ss the phase gating, on the z - d r^ecti nn, as
shown stn N,-7br 	 I
Fr^,m
	
ithe I i mi t ion of the travelli ng wave interacti oij length
to z « w tan 0 follows tI at the efficiency of converting the in" i dent	 r
k	 light to the, diffracted , cted 
j
,ght is proportional to the width of the phaseI;
grating. The ratio of thy, diffracted li ght intensity I d to the i n^ci den
light intensity',Ti, is
1 d/l i
 x sin ` (A^/2)
	
(3 6)
where
r!
kwAn
(3,7)
G'R
	
k
2
v
;F	 H	
.3814
i


{XQ is the optical wavelength in air, and An is the change in refractive
index of the electro-optic waveguide, introduced by the external electric
field, to general form
AO 
^` _ it a (n')3r" ,Eeo	 ,	 (3-g)
For the electro-optic Bragg diffraction switch configuration in
Figure 3- 3 from Eq. 3-14
n	 ne
r	
r33
Ee = E z, e,
where ne is the refractive index of the extraordinary ray of the uniaxial
Li003 crystal, r33 is one of the electro-optic tensor coitiponents of
LOW,, and Ezae is the in-plane component of the external electric field,
set up by the interdigital electrodes. For the electro-optic Bragg diff-
raction switch configuration in Figure 3-4, n', r' and E. are given by
Eqs. 3-20, 3-21 and 3-16.
From Eq. 3-6 it follows that to diffract all the incident light,
A^ must become it. The phase change A^ in Eq. 3 ­3 contains the product of
the width of the phase grating times the electric field, A wider phase
grating would require a lower electric field.
However, consideration must be given that the width of the
phase grating also affects the ratio of the beamwidth of the diffracted
light beam to the beamwidth of the incident light beam. This is because
the number of stratifications which contribute to the diffracted light
beam is not necessarily the same as the number of stratifications which
are illuminated by the incident beam as shown in Figure 3-8b. The width
of the diffracted beam which results from multiple reflections at the
stratifications of the phase grating is only the same as the beamwidth
of the incident beam when the width w of the phase grating is narrow.
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k(Figure 3-8a). When the width of the phase grating exceeds that of the
incident laser , beam, the width of the diffracted beam will approximate
the width of the phase grating. (Figure 3-8b).
l^	 This is also illustrated in the momentum diagram in
Figure 3-9. In Figure 3-9 the diffraction spread of the optical beam,
4. is related to the diffraction spread 60. The diffraction spread
of the optical beam is
NiA
where N i is the number of stratifications illuminated by the incident
laser beam. The diffraction spread do is inversely proportional to the
width of the phase grating, it is
a=^
When 60 >> 60 (Figure 3-9a) the width of the diffracted light
beam is the same as the width of the incident light beam. This is
also illustrated in Figure 3-8a, where a wider laser beam of the
width N 
i A is diffracted by a narrow phase grating of the width w,
and the width of the diffracted beam remains the same as the
width of the incident beam. When 40 >> 60 (Figure 3-9b) the
diffracted beam becomes considerably wider, in fact it approximates
the width of the phase grating. The same relation is illustrated
in Figure 3-8b.
Ir
e
For the switching matrix using electro-optic Bragg diffraction
switches the width of the incident as well as of the diffracted laser
beam is restricted by the requirement for low cross talk. The expansion
of the laser beams, along the optical propagation paths on the switching
matrix is typical for the expansion in the near-field. The expansion
of the Gaussian half-width of the diffracted laser beam with distance
from the phase grating, is given by
3=1g
(E.I. Gordon, Proceedings IEEE, Vol. 54, No. 10, October 1966.)
aj
I
Figure 3-9. Scattering with Phase Grating and Light Beams of Finite
Width. The Diffraction Angle of the Light is 6^ and that
of the Phase Grating is 60. There
are Two Possible Configurations:
(a) 66>> S^ or (b) S^>> 66
For (a) the Scattered Light Beam ha g a Diffraction Angle
for (b) the Diffraction Angle is 60.
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10 2	 V,2W2(x)	 wo 1 + nn -	 (3-9)
0
where wo is the Gaussian half-width of the diffracted laser beam at the
phase grating.
Though a wider diffracted laser beam would expand slower than
a narrower beam, the suppression of crosstalk would still be less effective.
It follows that the requirement for low crosstalk limits the width of
the diffracted laser beam not to exceed by far the width of the incident
laser beam. This requires that dQ >> 6^ and restricts the width of the
phase grating.
3.1.2 Linear Electro=Optic Effect in Uniaxial Crystal
In an efficient thin .:il m electro-optic BraggAiffraction switch
the optical waveguide as well as the substrate are of electro-optic material.
In the switch configurations in Figures 3-3 and 3-4, the optical waveguide
if formed by in-diffusion of metal into the substrate. The substrate
itself, must be formed by a single crystal because the operation of the
switch depends on the mono-crystalline structure of the electro-optic
ma teri3O.
The change of the refractive index (4n in Eq. 3 -7) of the
Bragg diffraction switch, with an external electric field, is based on
the linear electro-optic effect. The electric field applied to the per-
iodic electrodes of the switch alters the dielectric tensor of the electro
optic material.
The electro-optic substrate is a ferro-electric single crystal,
of either LiNb0 3 or LiTa03 ; it is optically uniaxial, that is, the high-
est degree of rotational symmetry applies only to a single axis, (the
optical axis). It is an anisotropic crystal where the physical properties
varywith direction. For an electro-magnetic wave propagating through the
anisotropic crystal the electric displacement vector Q and the electric
i
s
t
1
is
1 ,61
9field vector t are not necessarily parallel. Thair relation can be described
by the dielectric tensor 
ekl defined by
Ok SE kl El
	 (3-10)
e
To determine the velocities of propagation in the anisotrupic
crystal the ellipsoid of wavenormals has been defined from the electric
energy density, using an axis transformation to the principal dielectric
axis of the crystal. It is given by
2	 2	 2+^" i
nx	 ny	
z
The major axes coincide in directions with the principal dielectric axes,
the length of the semiaxes are equal to the principal refractive indices.
The ellipsoid of an uniaxial crystal with z being the optical axis, is
given by
2	 2	 2
0	 no	 ne
The refractive indices no and ne arecJhose of the ordinary and'
extraordinary ray. The ellipsoid for an uniaxial crystal is shown in
Figure 3-10. When a light beam propagates through the crystal at the
direction s in Figure 3-10, tf, ' intersection plane through the origin
of the ellipsoid, normal to s, ; an ellipse. The refractive index n e (0)
of the extraordinary ray is equal to the length of the semimajor axis
0A. The electric displacement vector $e (0) is in the s - z plane, it is
along OA. The index of refraction of the ordinary ray is independent
of 0. The electric displacement vecto10 is normal to the s-z plane.
In Figure 3-10 where the projection of s on the x - y plane coincides with
the y - axis, the electric displacement % is along the x - axis, that is
t
Figure 3-10. The Construction for Finding the Indices of Refraction and
the Allowed Polarization Directions for a Given Direction of
Propagations.
	 The Figure Shown is for a Uniaxial Crystal
with nX = n y = no , z Being the Optic Axis
(A. Yariv, "Quantum Electronics," Chapter 18.3)
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Z(001;c) axis
D.
in describing switching of guided waves, it is convenient to use
coordinates appropriate to the geometry of the waveguide, which may not
correspond to the principal cordinates of the bulk crystal. In a general
coordinate system which is non -principal, the index ellipsoid is given by
/X2 	Z2
+	 +	 +2 r. + z ^ +	 1	 (3-1 1)n	 n	 n	 n 4	 n	 n
where 4 + 2, 3, 5 + 1, 3, and 6 +1, 2.
In an electro -optical crystal an external electrical field
changes the refractive index. Specifically, the linear electro-optic
effect, used in the switch, is characterized by a linear change of the
l coefficients with electric fields. It is described by the electro-
n i
optic tensor rid through the relation;,
1.
2	 rid E j	 (3-12)
The electro-optic tensor r
	 given in general form by
rxxx	 rxxy	 rxxz
rYyx	 I'M	 ryYz
rzzx
	 rzzy	 rzzz
rid =	 ryzx	 ryzy	 ryzz
rxzx'
	 rxzy	 rxzz
rxyx	
rxYY	 rxyz
Of
j
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For LiNb03 the tensor is given by
R
0
-r22 rt 3
0 r22 r13
r ij z 0 0 033
r51
r5l
0 n
-r
22
0 0
where 
r22 - -r l; -r 61' r 51 'r42 , and r13 = r23'
The equation for the index ellipsoid from equations 3-11 and 3-12 is
(not - r22E2 +r13E3)x2 + (no2
+ r22E2 + rl3E3)y2+ (net + r33E3)z2
+2(r51 E2)yz + 2(r51E1)xz + 2(-r22E1)xy	
1	
(3-13)
where E l , E29 E3 9 are external electric field components in the
x, y and z directions.
The relations for L'iTa0 3 are similar to those of LiNb03.
s
^r
In the electro-optic Bragg diffraction switch in Figure 3-3
the substrate is an x-z plane, single LiNb0 3 crystal. The optical
waveguide is formed by diffusing titanium in the substrate to form
LiTiNb03. The direction of propagation of the laser beam is along
the x axis. The electric field 'vector of the incident wave is parallel
to the z-axis, thus setting up the TE-mode in the optical wa;veguide.
The orientation in Figure 3-3 was chosen because the electro-optic
effect in the LiNb0 3 crystal is largest when the voltage is applied
along the optical axis and the light propagates perpendicular to the
optical axis. Equation 3-13 for the index ellipsoid, specifies the
Linear electro-optic effect of LiNb0 3 . Because the Bragg angle which
the incomir y=aser beam forms with the diffraction grating (set up by
the periodic external electric field) is very small, the assumption
3-25
ican be made, that only the Ez,e component of the external electrical
field needs to be considered. Then Ex  = Ey e K 0. Since the wave
normal is along x, in the equation for the index ellipsoid (Equation 3-13),
x = 0. For the wave polarized along the optical axis z, the effect of
the electrical field E z ^e is to change the refractive index, so that
the new index (ne + Qne,E) is given by
e +1An	
" ^ + r33Ez,e
eE
)	 e
Since Ane
 is small compared to ne , to a good accuracy
ne,E _ -ne re 	 33z 	 (3-14)
From Table 8-1 for the LiNbO 3 crystal we obtain that
ne = 2.175 at 0.8 microns and r 33 ' 30 x 10' 10 cm/V.
For the Ti-diffused LiNb0 3 optical waveguide, the largest
increase of the extraordinary refractiveindex due to the Ti-diffusion is
one = 0.04, (Section 3.1), so that ne in Equation 3-1 4 is ne = 2.215.
In the electro-optic Bragg diffraction switch in Figure 3-4
the substrate is an x - z plane, single LiTa03 crystal. The waveguide
is made by diffusing metallic niobium into the substrate to form LiNbxTal-X03.
The direction of propagation of the laser beam s is under the angle 0
in reference to the optical axis z. To evaluate the effective refractive
index and the electro-optic coefficient the coordinate system x,y,z'
in Equation 3-13 must be transformed to the coordinate system x', y', z',
Os shown in Figure 3-11.
x=z i
 sin 0+x , cos0
X = yo
Z =z' cos 0 - x' sin 0.	 (3-15)
The external electric field set up by the periodic electrodes
in Figure 3-4 which is predominantly in the plane of the waveguide,
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R ^
mist also be transformed to the \'coordinates x' y', z'. It is
E l ; E3 ' sin 0 + E l ' cos 0
	
E2 = 0	 (3-16)
E3 = E3 ' cos 0 - El ' sin 0.
Because the Bragg angle which the incoming laser beam forms
with the grating ( set up by the periodic field) is very small+ the
assumption can be made, that only the El ' component of the external
electric field needs to be considered. To find the effective refractive
index and the electro-optic coefficient for propagation in the s direction.
the equation of the ellipse, formed by the intersection of ,a plane
normal to s with the index ellipsoid in Equation 3-13 most be derived,
From Equations 3-11, 3-12, 3-15 and 3 -1 6
 for E2 '= 0, E3 '	 0 and V = 0,
we obtain
Jnot cos 2e - r13E1sinecos20 + n^ 2°sine =r33E^ sin3e
_ 2r E+2	 '2 +	 -2	 '	 '2 -
	
^	 2 ^ ^ (3-17)
51 1 sinecos e)x	 (no	 r13E l sine)y	 2r22Eycos 6x y =1.
The effective refractive index neff is
3
neff	 n	 +r 1 E	
-18
l	
(	 )
For the TE-mode the wave is polarized along the x I coordinate
EFor
	 neff : n^ + A n = n^ - n3 r 1 	 (3-15)
the refractive index n  and the'electro-optic coefficient r', from
Equations 3-17, 3-18 and 3-19, for the TE-mode are
n. n.
n2
	
.,.
Cos .;+ n
o
 sin 8	 (3-20)
e
v
r	 r13 sinecos
20 + r33sin3e + 2 r51 sinecos2e	 (3-"1)
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0For the TM-mode which is polarized along the y 1
 ,coordinate
n I = no
{	 r 	 rl3sin 6	
(3-22)
The effective electro
-optic coefficient in Equation 3- 21 is a linear ccmbi-
nation of the coefficients ri3 and varies with the angle 6, To maximize
the effective electro-optic coefficient an optimum value of 9 had to be
F	 t	 T	 d	 ,,beval uated. For he Emoeitisgievn y
+	 F_ l 2 r51
eopt = - arc tanr_(3-23)
- 51^3r33
The refraction index of LiNb Ta ..0
	 isx 
between that of LiNb0 3 and LiTa03 , so that the differences in refractive
indices between the waveguide layer and the substrate, should be proport
i a to the difference of n between LiNbO and LiTa p 	From Equations 3 .20 and 3 .121onal
	
	 	 w	 3
we observe that 9 = 0 the TE-mode is polarized in direction of the
ordinary ray, where, the index difference between niobatd and tantalate
is largest (ono= 0.113). But the electro-optic coefficient is zero.
For 0 = 90° the TE-mode is polarized in direction of the extra-ordinary
ray where the index difference between niobate and tantalate is smallest
'i
ti	 (Ane= 0.'021) but the electro-optic coefficient from Equation 3-21 is
r33
= 30 x 10	 m/V. When the wave propagation is'under an angle 0
s
as shown in Figure 3-4 ,the index differential An' is such that An P < An'
< An. Then from Equation 3-21 the angle can be computed which yields the
largest electro-optic coefficient r'; for 'opt= 51 0 , r' = 34 x 10`1 2 m/V.
o
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SECTION 4
INTEGRATED OPTICS SWITCHING MATRIX USING
ELECTRO-OPTIC, THIN-FILM, BRAGG DIFFRACTION SWITCHES
c
r.
The requirement for the switching matrix is to connect
each of n input ports to each of m output ports. Of primary
importance is low cross talk and low distortions.
In principle two different approaches can be taken; the
transmission of light between the switches can either- be along channel
waveguides (2-dimensional wave confinement) "'or along planar wave-
guides (1-dimensional confinement). At optical wavelengths 2-d
confinement does not necessarily yield the lowest crosstalk, since
crosstalk can be set up by leakage inside the switches and b,
scattering at channel guide junctions. Transmission of light
between switches in planar waveguide can introduce crosstalk by
coupling between parallel light beams. An optimized switching
network must minimize all sources of crosstalk and distortions.
The result of the study on different switching r,,atrix
configurations indicates that the switching matrix in Figure 4-1
should yield low crosstalk and small distortions. The switches
are electro-optic, Bragg diffraction switches in planar optical
waveguide. The entire switching matrix is built on a ferro-
electric single crystal substrate, the planar optical waveguide
is formed by meta1 in-diffusion. The SiO2 buffer layer is coated on
the optical waveguide. The interdigital electrodes of the switches
are formed by photolithography and lift-off "technique. The elongated
shape of the single crystal substrate of the switchings matrix in
Figure 4-1 can be fabricated from a large single crystal made by
the Czochraski pulling technique.
The optical waves along the switching matrix are guided by
the planar optical waveguide in the y-direction. In the x-z plane
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tthe incident laser beams are collimated by external optics.
A key factor of the switching matrix is that for each
connection only one switch needs to be energized. This is shown
in Figure 4-2, which gives a cross section through the optical wave-
guide of the switching matrix. In the "on" position of the electro-
optic Bragg diffraction switches, the light entering the
voltage induced grating at the Bragg angle 9 B is diffracted through
an angle 296
 in the plane of.the waveguide. In the "off" position
when the voltage is removed, the radiation can pass through the switch
without leakage or scattering. This is of great importance because of
the fact that in the switching matrix for each connection only one
switch needs to be energized. Thus, in the 4 X 4 matrix, four switches
are energized and 12 switches are in "off" position,as shown in
Figure 4-2. The waves can propagate through these 12 switches without
experiencing scattering or distortions. An important feature of the
switching matrix in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 is that the incident laser beams,
after passing through all the switches in each row, are terminated by
absorbing films.
	
These terminations are required since in the "on"
position, the electro-optic Bragg diffraction switches only deflect
about 80 percent of the incident radiation towards the output terminals.
The reason for this limitation had been related to the fall-off of
the electric field with the distance from the plane of the electrodes.
In the switching matrix in Figure 4-1 and 4-2 the part of the incident
energy, which in the "on" position, is not diffracted through the
angle 296 , will continue to propagate in the direction of the incident
wave and wi•.lIbe absorbed by the, matched termination.
An additional feature:of the switching matrix in Figure 4-1
and 4-2 is that: it can connect one input port to four output ports.
To-do so, advantage can be taken that the fraction of the incident
light which in the "on" position, is diffracted by the induced
phase grating, can be controlled by the voltage across the electrodes.
To accomplish equal intensity division among the four output ports,
the voltages across the electrodes of the four switches must be
staggered, with the lowest voltage at the switch closest to the input°
port.
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The switching matrix in Figures 4-1 and 4 -2 of an n x m array,
is shown for n-m*4. The matrix can be extended to an array of 8 X 16.
One limitation to the size of the array is imposed by the size of the
single 'crystal LiTa03
 and LiM103 substrate. Taken this as a
limitation, the number n and m is restricted by the requirement to
minimize coupling between adjacent light beams in the planar waveguide.
To evaluate the coupling between adjacent light beams in the optical
waveguide,formed by diffusion, the assumption will be made that the
field distribution of the coherent light beams, (perpendicular to the
plane of the waveguide, (z-direction) , is Gaussian, which is given by
Z2
E a Eoe - w 0
-2 z2
I a 
lOe WO
and wo is the half-width of the light beam where the field had decayed
to a-1 . For z=two , E=0.018Eo
 and I-0.0003I o . At a distance of 2wo from
the beam center the coherent radiation has decayed by 35 db.
Also the beam expansion has to be evaluated to avoid that the
beam widens as it travels from one side of the switching matrix to the
other. The Gaussian light beam expands as it propagates over the
distance x from a beam width of 2w o to the beam width of 2w, which are
related by
w = wo [1 + X0  _ 2 ] 1/2
n r wog
For the x- dimension in Figures 4-1 and 4-2, which is x-3.2 crq n = 2.2
and x o = 0.83 X 10-4 , the term	 ox	 << T for values of wo not
n1
4-5
ox 2
smaller than 0,,1 mm. In fact h w0 	 = 0.147 for w  = 0.1 mm.
<<	 It follows that a light beam of a Gaussian width of tw o
 = 0.2mm will
not expand noticeably as it propagates over a distance of 3.2 cm. When
the centers of the light beams are spaced 4w a 0.4mm apart, the
j^	 coupling between them should be no more than 70 db.
The matrix design in Figures 4-l'and 4- 2 use a spacing between
the centers of the incoming laser beams of 0.4mm and a Bragg angle
0
8B n 2.7
	 The Bragg angle was derived from Eq 3-3 for a periodicity
the phase grating of A - 4 microns.
The placement of the Bragg diffraction switches in Figure 4-1
and 4-2 are such that they allow a larger spacing for the deflected
beams than for the incident beams.
From section 3.1.1 it follows that the width of the phase
grating can be approximately equal to the width of the incident laser
beam if a slight widening of the deflected beam is tolerable. for a grating
width of i.e., w - 0.3mm, Q - 147r and meets the Bragg effect requirement,
that Q >10.
In Figure 4-3 and 4-4, the placement of the switches
is such that the spacings among deflected beams is closely the same
as that of the incident beams. This design would further limit.the
width of the phase grating but would reduce the length of the matrix
from 3.2 cm to 2.4 cm.
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SECTION 5 f
END-FIRE COUPLING USING CYLINDRICAL MICROLENSES
The inputs to the switching matrix are single mode optical
fibers which connect the optical transmitters, that is the single
transverse mode A1GaAs lasers,to the switching matrix (outlined
in Section 3).
The monolythic A1GaAs laser array for use with the optical
fibers and the integrated switching matrix is shown schematically
An Figure 5-1. The array can be formed by subdividing the p-n
junction either by in-diffusion of an isolating material or by
mechanical separation. The radiation of the double heterostructure
A1GaAs lasers is in general completely polarized,with the optical
electric field vector parallel with the plane of the heteroiayers. That
is, the modes which dominate lasing in the DH structure lasers are TE
modes. This polarization is compatible with the polarization of the
i	
electro-optic Bragg diffraction switches in the switching matrix, where
the TE-mode with the optical electric field vector perpendicular to
the y-direction,yields the largest effective electro-optic coefficient
The core diameter of the single mode fiber is close to 6
microns. The field distribution across the fiber core can be approxi-
mated by a cosine function. For this distribution, the half-power, full-beam
width of the radiation from the fiber core is 8 = 1.1
	
	
a o
	 -
core diameter
8.7 0 and the full beamwidth to the first nulls in the diffraction pattern, is
1.78 '-15°.
The function of the optical couplers is to transform the
radiation from each of the single mode fibers to each of the input
terminals of the switching matrix. It is of great importance to
couple most of the laser radiation to its respective input. This is
not only necessary for power transfer efficiency but also to minimize
leakage among input terminals.
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The techniques for coupling laser radiation to integrated
circuits require either ,A prism coupler, a grating coupler (Section A-1)
or an endfire coupler• } , i 4 th, the prism coupler and a grating coupler
transfer only collimated 4, ter beams efficiently to the inte-
grated circuits and would require a lens to collimate the radiation
from the optical fiber. Also, they would take up a sizeable area
on the substrate. Butt-edge coupling would not yield the required
collimated beam in the x
-z plane of the integrated switching matrix.
Butt-edge coupling with an integrated cylindrical lens on the substrate
seems to be feasible as soon as the quality of integrated lenses will
be improved.
At the present time endfire-coupling using three cylindrical
microlenses seems to be the most promising approach, especially since
previous experiments on the beam transformation of the wide angle
radiation from an A1GaAs laser by crossed cylindrical lenses have
resulted in a diffraction limited transformed laser beam. Endfire
coupling using three microlenses from each optical fiber to each input
terminal of the switching matrix would yield the large aspect ratio
of the laser beam required for efficient coupling ,to the switching
matrix. This type of endfire coupling would not require any space on the
substrate.	 I
5.1 SINGLE TRANSVERSE MODE IN PLANAR OPTICAL WAVEGUI^ ( Y-DIRECTION)
In the planar optical waveguide of the switching matrix the
laser radiation is guided only in one dimension (y-direction in
Figure 3:3 and 3 .4.). The metal diffusion into a ferroelectric crystal
like LiNbO3 or LiTa0 3 , to form planar optical waveguide , produce a
composition gradient,where the metal mole fraction decreases towards
the interior of the crystal. The refractive index decreases
from the value at the surface, n s,to the refractive index of the sub-
strate, n b . The index profile can be written as n (y ) = n b + an f (y/D) ,
for y>O. The function f W^/D), called the diffusion shape, describes
the variation in the refractive index due to diffusion and takes on
values from O to 1. This is shown in Figure 5-2 for the LiNbTa0 3
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Figure 5.2 Relative Nb and Ta Concentration as^a Function of,
Depth Below the Surface,
W.M. Harmer and W. Phillips, Appl. Phys. Letters.,
Vol 24, No. 11. 1 June, 1974)
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,
optical waveguide. The diffusion depth D, in general, is normalized over
y	 the freespace wavelength a^, Y o =xo , The diffusion shape follows a
complementary error function for short diffusion times, where the
metal is not completely diffused into the ferroelectric crystal.
For long diffusion times where all the metal is diffused into the
crystal, the diffusion shape follows a Gaussian function.
(Section 8x1.2.2)
The optical waveguide is asymmetric since n b
 # n0 , where no
is the refractive index of any layer on top of the waveguide. Thus
for propagation of a single mode an upper and lower cut-off can be
computed. The results of tese computations are given in Figure 5-3.
Figure 5-3 shows the single mode cut-eff as a function of the difference
N	 in refractive index n s nb and the normalized diffusion depth Y o . The"
i°	 computation was performed for the diffusion shape being represented by
a complementa ry error function and by a Gaussian function. From
Figure 5-3 we conclude that the metal-diffused optical waveguide in a
` i	ferroelectric crystal can support the fundamental mode when the normalized
diffusion constant is between l and 2,2 for the complementary error
j	 function,and between 0.5 and 1.7 for the Gaussian function.
E
jx
In Figure 5.4, the approximation of the Gaussian field
distribution of the single transverse mode for a planar diffused
waveguide is shown as a function of the normalized depth '
	 For
I	
a diffusion depth of approximately 1. 3 microns, the Gaussian width6
of the fundamental mode, 2wy , will be approximately 1.8 microns.
f
5.2 BEAM SHAPE IN THE X-Z PLANE
0
In the x-k plane of the switching matrix, the laser beams
must be parallel beams. To form the parallel laser beams the radiation
from the optical single mode fibers must be collimated by the endfire
couplers. From Section 4 it follows that the Gaussian width of the
laser beams should be 2tj4
 = 200 microns and their center to center
spacings 400 microns. The laser beams should not expand noticeably over
the length of the switching matrix.
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5.3 BEAM TRANSFORMATION
The transformation of the„round beam of the single mode fitter
to the beam cross-section in the planar optical waveguide of the switch-
ing matrix, with a large aspect^t o, requires three cylindrical
lenses which are shown in Figure 5-5. In the meridian plane, parallel
to the y-direction, the first lens transforms the wide angle optical fiber
radiation to a parallel beam, and the second lens transforms the
parallel beam to the field of the optical waveguide mode (Figure 5-54).
In the meridian plane parallel to the x-z plane a single lens transforms
the radiation from the optical fiber to a parallel beam of 200 microns
diameter ( Figure 5-5b). The required numerical apertures of the lenses
in figure 5 . 5a are sin Ayl = 0.13 for the first lens and sin ey2
0.34 for the second lens. The numerical aperture of the lens in
Figure 5.5b is sin 
ex
-z = 0.13.
5.4 CYLINDERAL MICROLENSERS
Because of the small dimensions of the switching matrix, the
cylindrical lenses must be microlenses. The microlenses can be
implemented by the core of optical fibers. When a single fiber core is
placed parallel to the mirror faces of the n single mode optical fibers
in an array, it can convert the radiations from the optical fibers into
n beams, collimated in the y direction. The inverse function can be
performed by a second single fiber core when placed parallel to the
switching matrix. Silicon technology had been developed previously for
precisely positioning the fibers relative to the optical fiber array
and to the switching matrix. The collimation of the radiations from
the optical fibers in the array in the x-z plane can also be performed
by the cores of optical fibers. However, the core diameter of the
optical fibers must be larger, also a separate fiber is required for
each input terminal of the switching matrix, as shown in Figure 5-6.
In general-a lens with a numerical aperture of 0.34 requires
at least 3 lens elements to correct for spherical aberrations. However,
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the core of an optical fiber represents a single cylindrical lens
so that aberrations will be introduced by the microlenses. To
determine whether these aberrations .are tolerable the beam trans-
formation through a microlens was evaluated.
The core of an optical fiber is a typical cylindrical micro-
lens. To derive its optical properties it must be treated as a
thick lens. In the meridian plane of the lens curvature the focal
length f of the core of an optical fiber with constant refractr've
index n and a circular cross section with the radius R, is given by
.	 f	 nR	 5-12(n-1)
^M The two principal planes of the thick lens coalesce at the lens
center, the focal planes are at a distance f-R from the vertices of the
lens.
x
	
	 In the meridian plane perpendicular to the lens curvature
the optical fiber can be considered a dielectric slab. Ray tracing
through the dielectric slab shows that the dielectric slab has the
effect of forming an "image" of the object with the magnification
of one. The image is on the same side of the slab as the object,
but the image distance is shorter than the object distance. The
displacement of the image from the object (for diverging rays)
towards the fiber, i_siven b9	 Y
x	
o 
s s + R - (s-R)tan a. i + 2R tan at
5-2
tan `)7i
t	 where s is the object distance, «( is the angle of the incident ray,
and sin at n sin a i . For small 'angles of a i , where si n a i Mai
0 2R (1 - ^)	 5-3
n
1 {
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The first microlens in Figure 5-5a collimates the
radiation from the optical fiber (in the ' Y-direction). The second
microlens focuses the collimated radiation to couple it to the
single-trrnsverse-mode optical waveguide. The optical transformation
using two cylindrical lenses, has the advantage that the transformation
becomes largely independent of the spacing between the optical fiber
and the switching matrix. Also, smaller diameter optical fiber
cores can be used than those required for the image formation by
a single microlens with object and image spacings close to twice
the focal length. This is very important because with increasing
fiber core diameter the spherical aberrations become larger.
5.5 TRANSFORMATION IN MERIDIAN PLANE PARALLEL TO Y-DIRECTION
To transform the radiation from the optical fiber array
to become parallel, the fiber must be placed close to the focal plane
of the first microlens in Figure 5-5a. The transformation properties
of a single optical fiber core have been evaluated. Specifically, 	
x
we have computed the relation between input-output angles, and also
the spherical abberations introduced by the cylindrical micro lens,
for different angles of incidence and different object distances.
	 -:
The spherical aberrations are expressed as the deviation from a
spherical wavefront with a radius approaching infinity. The computation
was performed for a fiber core of 180 microns diameter, a refractive
index of n-1,62 (typical for fused silica) and a focal length of
f-117.5 microns (from Eq.5-1).
The result is shown in Figure 5-7. As long as the distance
between the object and the vertex of the microlens does not exceed
15 microns (corresponding to an object distance of s = 105 microns)
the microlens forms a virtual image up to a half angle of the incident
radiation of 30 0 . The beam is diverging but the largest half-angle
never exceeds 1.5	 As the object moves towards the focal plane
(s-R427.5,microns) the divergence of the transformed radiation
should a(,roach zero. However, the optical fiber core can not
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i
I
transform the laser radiation to become parallel (in terms of 4i
geometric optics) over the entire half-single range of 30 9 .	 Instead,
as the input angle increases the output angle first also increases,
then it becomes Zero and for even larger angles of incidence the output .;
angle becomes negativ	 The negative output angles correspond to a
real image formation with converging radiation.
	
The change from
virtual image to real image formation moves to smaller angles of
Y
incidence as the spacing between the optical fiber and the principal plane
of the microlens approaches the focal length.	 For the distances
s-R between 25 microns and 27 microns, the output angle is smaller
than 0.5 0 with a half-angle of incidence of 15 0 and remains VO at
half-angle of incidence of 200.
The spherical aberrations introduced by the optical fiber
core as a function of the half-angle of incidence, is shown in
Fi gure 5-7a, for different spacing s-R. 	 In the region of the virtual
image formation where s-R=15 microns, the deviation of the actual wave-
front from a spherical wavefront is no more than a fourth-wavelength
up to half-angle of incidence of 30 0 .	 (A deviation of a fourth
wavelength can be tolerated).
	
In the region of the real image for-
mation, where s-R=28 microns the deviation of the actual wavefront
from the spherical wavefront is no more than a fourth wavelength up
to a half-angle of incidence of 20 °. 	 In the region where virtual and
real images are formed (s-R=23 microns to 27 microns), the deviation
from the spherical wavefront also remains small for half-angles of
incidence up to 20 '0.
:r
For the transformation of the radiation from the optical fiber, in
the y-direction, to the optical wuveguide mode of the switching matrix, we concl4 e
from Figures 5-7 and 5-7a that the optimum object distance for lens 1 is 113
microns (s -R=23 microns).	 For an object distance of 113 microns
4
r
the microlens 1 transforms the radiation such that the collimated
radiation is practically parallel over the half-angle range of the
incident radiation of 7.5 0 .	 Also over this angle range the deviation
from a spherical wavefront remains way below a quarter wavelength.
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The micro-lens 2 in Figure 5-5a focuses the collimated
radiation to couple it into the optical waveguide of the switching
matrix with a Gaussian width of 1.8 microns. The intensity
distribution in the focal plane of the microlens is determined by wave
diffraction. The Gaussian width 2w  of the laser spot in the focal
plane of a lens is
where f is the numerical aperture of the microlens 2 The numerical
aperture of microlens 2 which is -f = sin 20 0 = 0.342, yields the Gaussian width
of the focused laser radiation in Equation 5-4 to 2wg, = 2.3 microns.
Thus, the Gaussian width of the transformed laser radiation will be
^y
rather closely matched to the Gaussian width of the optical wave
guide mode of the switching matrix of 1.8 microns,
5.6 TRANSFORMATION IN MERIDIAN PLANE PARALLEL TO X-Z PLANE
In the meridian plane parallel to the x-z plane the
radiation from the optical fiber must be collimated to form a beam
of 200 microns Gaussian width (Figure 5-5b). To perform this
transformation with an optical fiber core its focal length should
be 480 microns and its radius should be 300 microns, for a refractive
index of n=1.45 (Glass)* No computation on the beam transformation
of this type of cylindrical microlens has been performed. To
approximate the properties of this type of lens, we show in Figure 5-8,
the transformation characteristic of an optical fiber core with a focal
length of f 1450 microns, a radius of R = 900 microns, and a refractive
index of n = 1.45, which had been computed previously. The optical
"transform properties of an optical fiber core with a focal length of
`* ,is type o f microlens would require an increase in the beam
center spacings on the switching matrix frown 0.4mn to 0.6mm, or
a Sclfoc fiber microlens could be used.
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f - 480 microns, will be between those shown in Figures 5-7 and 5-7a,
and those in Figure 5-8. The optical fiber core with a focal length
of 1450 microns in Figure 5-8 transforms the laser radiation to become
	
eery close to be parallel up to a half-angle of incidence of 7.5 0 (for	 #'
a spacing between optical fiber and the vertex of the microlens of 480
microns. Also, over this angle range the spherical abberations are
="-well below a fourth wavelength.
A comparison of Figures 5-7, 5- 7 a and 5-8 indicates that
a smaller focal length cylindrical microlens can transform the fiber
radiation to become even closer to be parallel over a half angle
range of the incident radiation of 7.5
	
We conclude that an optical•
fiber core with a focal length of 480 microns (microlens 3 in
Figure 5-5b) should be able to transform the radiation from the single
mode optical fiber with a half angle of 7.5 0 to become very close to be
parallel and to form a beam of 200 microns Gaussian width.
The computation of an optimized spacing s-R for the cylindrical
microlens with a focal length of 480 microns will be similar to the
computation which resulted in Figures 5-7, 5-7a and 5-8. In designing
the optical transformation path parallel to the meridian x-z plane
r	 (Figure 5-5b), one has also to consider the effect of microlens l on 	 a
the optical transformation. Microlens 1 forms an image of the p-n junction 	 .
in the x-z plane. The image formation by the microlens 1 in the
x-z plane requires an increase of the optimized spacing s-R of the
microlens 3, by o, given in Eq. 5-2. It is the image distance of
microlens 3 which must be made s-R. Since,-the image distance of lens 3	 Mx
is smaller by a than the distance between fiber and the vertex of
lens 3, the vertex of lens 3 must be spaced from the fiber by s + o
R. For the parameters of lens l where R = 90 microns and n=1.62, 	 '31
o from Equation 5.2 is o = 69 microns.
	
The field distribution at the exit surface of the microlens
	 ^a
expands by wave diffraction as;lthe radiation propagates in space.
Using the relation for beam expansion (Section 4) the radiation
will have expanded by wave diffraction by no more than,14 microns
n	 at a distance of 3.2cm.
5.7	 END-FIRE COUPLING BETWEEN SECTIONS OF THE SWITCHING MATRIX ON
SEPARATE SUBSTRATES
^k
When the physical size of the switching matrix exceeds
the size of a single crystal LiNbO S or LiTaO3 substrate, the switching
matrix must be subdivided into sections on separate substrates.
These sections of the switching matrix must then be combined by
optical interconnections.	 Because of the large aspect ratio of
the laser radiation propagating through the switching matrix, the
optical connections mu^.t also be formed by cylindrical lenses. 	 The
schematic of the i nterconnections is shown in Figure 5 - 9.	 In the y-
i direction where the^Gaussian width of the planar optical waveguide mode
j is 1.8 microns wide, the beam transformation will be similar to the
transformation by lens 2 in Figure 5-5a. 	 The transformation of
the radiation in the meridian plane parallel to the y-direction
between planar' opLi `cal waveguides will be similar to the end-fire
coupling in F i gure 5-51	 using two microlenses, similar to lens 2p	 9	 g	 9
in Figure 5-5b. 
i
C
In the x-z plane the function of the optical connection
is to collimate the slightly expanding laser beam. 	 A single lens
with a focal ..jength f, could transform an incoming spherical wave
with a radius Rl to the left of the lens, into a spherical wave-
`) front with the radius R2 9 to the right of it, where
1	 ^ 1^	
^	 (5-4)
2	 R 1	 f.
k and R2 is negative for a converging wave.	 The radius of the incoming
wave is
'ra on
R(x) = x 1 +O 
2
(5-5)
1	 a
Y
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For wo = 100 microns and x=3.2cm, R=15.3cm. From Equation 5-5 it:_:
follows that a cylindrical lens with a large focal length would be
required to collimate the expanding laser radiation.
The collimation of the slightly expanding laser beam in
«	 the x-z plane can'also be performed by the two microlenses in
w
Figure 5-9b. The two microlenses can be 'implemented by similar
optical fiber cores, as were described in Secti on 5.6 for end-fire
coupling the fiber to the switching matrix in Figure 5-5b. To
collimate the slightly expanding beam the focal length;nf\the
'
	
	
second lens in Figure 5-9b must be slightly smaller than the focal
length of the first lens.
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SECTION 6
CROSS TALK REDUCTION
To reduce the cross talk between the collimated laser beams
of the switching matrix, advantage can be taken of a property of lenses
derived from wave diffraction theory. Eq. 5-4 defines the Gaussian
width of the laser spot in the focal plane of a lens. However, this
equation is valid only for spatially coherent waves. Waves which are
not spatially coherent will form a wider laser spot. Waves which
enter the lens off-axis or under a different angle than the wave deflected
to this terminal, will form a lser spot off the optical axis of the
lens. An iris (Figure 6-1) in the focal plane of the lens at the output
coupler of the switching network, along the optical axis, with a
diameter of
2 3aaf = 6 micronsg	 Tr
(wheref is the numerical aperture of the lens) will reject all
interfing waves and should greatly reduce cross talk.
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SECTION 7
P-N JUNCTION LASER
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Semiconductor p-n junction lasers, because of their small size
and high gain, are uniquely suited as sources in integrated optical
systems. Of these lasers the A1GaAs laser is the best developed, and
consequently, we will begin our discussion based upon the properties
of this device for use with single transverse mode optical
-switches, and low; loss single-mode fibers. The light source not only
n ^ k
needs small size and high gain, but for compatibility with integrated
optic switches the laser must oscillate i,n a single transverse mode.
Furthermore, the laser design should be such that the laser oscillation
can be coupled efficiently to a single mode optical fiber.
"Buried" heterostructure A1GSAs lasers were the first to
operate reproducably in a single transverse mode. However their small
junction width, which made the single mode radiation possible, also
limits the optical CW power at room temperature to close to 1 mW.
Recently a transverse mode stabilized A1GaAs injection laser with a
channeled-substrate-planar structure had ` been reported with CW power
at room temperature up to 10 mW.a This device is commercially avail-
able.
7.2 DOUBLE HETEROSTRUCTURE LASER
7.2.1 Structure
The transition from GaAs injection lasers operating efficiently
at liquid nitrogen temperature to CW injection lasers operating efficient-
ly at room temperature, required close confinement of theinjected
carriers aswell as confinement of the optical field close to the active
region of the laser. Both was accomplished by epitaxial growth of a
4	
double heterostructure laser, where the active region formed of Al Ga As
is sandwiched between two layers of Al x 1-xGa As. In the DHS laser at room
7-1
fi
temperature 0 = a 0.l and x > a. Carrier confinement to the active
region is attained by the higher bandgap energy of the confining
Ai xGai _xAs layers. The optical field confinement results from the
u u
higher refractive index of the active Al
a
 Ga l _aAs layer at the center of
the structure.
The OHS A1GaAs laser has a stable structure because of the
	
..
close match in the lattice parameters of Al a Ga l _ As and Al Ga I _ xAs.	 #
A typical double heterostructure is shown in Figure 7-1. The
n-type Al x 1-xGa As layer is grown on a n-type GaAs substrate. The
second layer is the active layer of p-type Al aGal-aAs, and the third layer
is p-type Al y Ga1 _y As, where y x. A fourth layer of p-type GaAs is
added for contacting purposes.
The optical field distributions inside the OHS laser is that
of the fundamental mode of a dielectric waveguide.
	 The mode is guided
by the active layer 'which has a higher refractive index than the adjacent
`^layers. For instance, the difference of the refractive indices of 1
 the
active Al aGa l _aAs layer and the adjacent AlxGa1
_
x layers for x r 0.3 is close
to 5 percent. The extent of the optical field of the dielectric wave-
guide mode into the adjacent layers is largely determined by the thick-
ness of the active regions. When the thickness of the active layer is
more than 0.5 microns the fraction of the optical energy confined to
the active layer i s close to 90 percent. However, the fraction of the
optical energy confined to the active region decreases rapidly when
the thickness of the active layer becomes comparable to the lasing
wavelength in GaAs of 0.25 microns. But the carrier confinement to the active layer=,
produced by the potential barriers introduced by the higher bandgap of
the Al xGa l _ xAs layers still holds even when the active layer is ` !inner
than 0.25 microns. The characteristics of the,different types or Al'GaAs
lasers had been introduced primarily by changing the thickness of the
active layer and with it, by changing the distribution of the optical
field.
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Figure 7- 1• Structure of DH diode laser with p-type active layer
[n-p-p) DH structure].
i7.2.2 Operation Wavelength
The photon energy of the stimulated emission of the DHS laser
is close to the energy gap of the Al
a
 Ga l _ aAs in the active layer.
For a = 0, the wavelength at room temperature is around 9000A. For
a > 0 the higher energy gap of AIGaAs moves the wavelength of the laser
radiation to lower values. However, the mole fraction of AIAs is
limited to a = 0.34, where, at room temperature, the direct band-to-
band radiative transition changes to indirect radiative transitions
'as shown in Figure 7-2. The transition probability is much higher
for direct transition than for indirect transition, a mole fraction of
AiAs corresponding to a>0.34, would seriously decrease the efficiency
of the laser. The cross-over between direct and indirect transition
at room temperature with a=0.34 corresponds to an energy of 1.92 volts,
0
and to a wavelength of 6600A, as shown in Figure 7-3. For a mole fraction
of AiAs of no more than 10 percent, corresponding to a wavelength shift
a	 0
from 9000A to 8000A, the threshold current density and the external
quantum efficiency are nearly equal to the equivalent values of
injection lasers, having a GaAs active region. An increase of the
mole fraction from a = 0.1 to larger values, results in noticable
increase in threshold current and a decrease in quantum efficiency.
The shortest wavelength front an A1GaAs laser for a 0.37 was measured0
at 77 0 K to be 6192A.
7.2.3 Stable Transverse Mode Radiation With up to 10 Microns Junction Width
From the theory P,-F gain-induced guiding in the AIGaAs laser,
the channeled-substrate- planar DNS laser has been. developed which
radiates in the fundamental TEM00 mode up to twice the threshold current,
where the CW power at room temperature is close to 10 mW. In the AIGaAs
laser where the Fabry-Perot resonator is completely filled with the high
gain medium the modes are determined by the refractive index and gain
variations of the medium. In the direction normal to the p-n junction
the optical field of the DHS, due to the small height of the active
layer, will always be in the fundamental mode. Along -the junction the
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Jdominant factor in selecting the lowest order transverse mode, is the
gain-guiding mechanism.
The gain-guiding mechanism is an extension of the mode
selection in a dielectric waveguide when the refractive index is
complex. In a dielectric waveguide with real refractive index the
wave is guided by the real part of the refractive index which is higher
in the center region. In the DHS lasers the mode normal to the junction
plane is that of a dielectric waveguide where the real part of the
refractive index of the active Al aGa l _aAs layer is higher than that
of the adjacent A1 xGal _xAs layers, since a<x. Because of the small
thickness of the active layer the optical field normal to the junction
plane is in the lowest order transverse mode.
For the analysis of gain- induced guiding along the junction
the assumptions have been made that'the complex dielectric constant is
spatially parabolic, it can be written as	 f
r!
	 c(x) = 8  - a2x2
	
(7-1)
where eo is the complex dielectric constant on the z- axis, (where x - D)
and the x-direction is along the junction. Also, the lowest order
modal electric field, near threshold, is given by
E(x,z) a
 exp [-1/2 kax2] exp [-jaz]	 (7~2)
where k = X271 , considering only the component along the junction E(x),
and the component along the direction of propagation, E(z). In the
high gain medium the propagation constant a and the factor a in Egs.7.1
and 7-2 are both complex.From the relation between these parameters and
the complex refractive index n(x)
	
Few  ,
 
the complex term a = a  + jai
has been calculated. Along the junction where the real part of the
refractive index does not vary, guiding of the fundamental mode must be
provided by the spatial gain variation. From Eq. 7-2 the half width w 
(where the field equals e") of the Gaussian made, gufded by the gain
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variation, can be defined as
1/2 ka i a lNX
and
wx2 s S (2/3 V g„)1/2
	
(7-3)
where S is the width of the pumped region in Figure 7-4, and
9'r :g-Tr#a2
where g is the gain in the active region, g - o is the gain above thres-
hold as shown in Figure 7-4 and a2 is the loss in the adjacent unpumped
region. To define the equivalence between gain induced guiding and
guiding in a dielectric waveguide having a real refractive index, the
mode width wd is derived from Eq. 7-2 where the gain term a i 	C. This
dehivation gives
1 /2 ka1A, 2
n
wd2 z (X S/2 1 i n ) (dn1/n )-1/2
	 (7-4)
where ©n l is the increase of the real part of the refractive index of
the center region over that of the outer regions,in the equivalent
dielectric waveguide shown in Figure 7-4. From Eqs. 7-3 and 7-4 it follows
that the gain g” that gives the same confinement of a Gaussian mode as
an incremental refractive index an d does,is given by g" = 8 dn l . (7-5)
i^
The parabolic gain distribution having its maximum at the junction
center,can occur only near threshold. At higher injection currents the
stimulated emission depletes the gain. The depletion is most effective
at the center of the junction where the Gaussian mode has its maximum..
f	 For transverse mode stability along the junction, the gain-
`	 induced guiding mechanism must be stronger than the mode deformation
by gain depletion. The structure of the channeled
-substrate -planar (CSP)
laser which accomplishes this, is shown schematically in Figure 7-5. The
spatial variation of gain and loss along the junction, required for stable
transverse mode guiding, is accomplished by introducing losses at the
regions outside of ± S/2. In the CSP laser, the active region is only
z
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Figure 7-4. A) Schematic of real refractive-index profile.
B) Schematic of spatial gain,profile.
;	 (D.D. Cook and F.R. Nash, J. Appl..Physics.
[ 	 Vol. 46, No. 4, April 197)5, p. 1660.)
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Figure 7-5,	
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A) Schematic cross section of the Channeled-Substrate Planar
(CSP) laser. 6) An equivalent slab-waveguide-used in the
analysis. Uniform gain go
 was assumed in the active layer.
(K. Aiki, et al., J. Quantum Electronics', Vol QE 14, Feb. 1978,	 R
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0.1 micron thick so that the optical field (normal to the junction)
extends far into the adjacent confining AlkGa l _ xAs layers, One of
these layers, the n-type Al xGal _ xAs layer, does not have uniform thick-
ness along the junction. This layer is thicker over the junction width S,
and only 0.3 micron thick outside t S/2. The optical field over the
junction width S is well confined and subjected only to low losses
in the AI XGa l _ xAs layer with its higher energy gap. Outside the junction
width S, the optical field penetrates into the n-type GaAs substrate.
Due to the lower energy gap of GaAs it causes high optical loss.
The test results of the CSP laser show that the- transverse mode
control.by
 gain-loss guidance can be accomplished up to about twice the
threshold current, The CW power at room temperature is about 10 mW,
the threshold current 40-90 mA. The radiation is a stable TEMoo - mode.
The modulat ion characteristic is linear and does not show any "kinks."
7.2.4 High Bit Rate PCM Modulation of DH-A1GaAs Lasers
Though the direct modulation of p-n junction lasers is a
most efficeint modulation method, the inherent properties of the laser
,can introduce distortions at very high bit rates. The properties
which can adversely affect the modulation characteristics are: a) time
delay between the leading edge of the injection current pulse and the
onset of stimulated emission, b) excitation of a damped oscillation
caused by a resonance-like phenomena, and c) radiative recombination
time in the range of several nano-seconds.
The most direct method to impress information on the light
output of an injection laser, is to amplitude modulate the light by
varying the strength of the laser excitation. This type of modulation
lends itself well to analog modulation. The optical power varies
proportional to the injection current, once the threshold current is
exceeded. And the photodetector current varies propor-
tionally to the optical power. Thus, there is a linear relationship
between injection current and photodiode current. To take advantage of
the linear modulation characteristic, the injection laser has to be
biased with a constant pumping current, to the middle of the linear
{
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modulation range. This bias current requirement makes analog modulation
inefficient.
The more efficient modulation for injection lasers is the
pulse modulation of the excitation. However, the modulation rate can
not exceed an upper limit which is given by the time delay between
the leading edge of the injection current pulse and the onset of stimu-
lated emission. This "turn-on" time is required for the buildup of the 	 .
electron density to the level required to overcome the losses in the
laser. In double heterostructure lasers operating at room temperature
a delay of the order of several nanoseconds is typical, giving a
theoretical 'upper limit of modulation rate of 100 MHz.
The lasing delay time which is proportional to the spontaneous
lifetime Ts can be reduced by the superposition of a d-c bias current
which is close to or slightly above the threshold injection current. Modulation
rates up to 1 GHz have been reported when operating with a d-c bias
current equal to the threshold current.
At the upper frequency limit, short pulses are distorted and
longer pulses are ringing. These effects are introduced by the spiking
fluctuations, a resonance phenomena of the laser itself. The spiking
fluctuations are damped oscillations, which result from the dynamic
I
	
	 instability in the interaction between the inverted electron population
and the optical field in the laser. The response of the injection
laser to a sudden current increase is an increase in photon density
which rapidly depletes the inverted electron population. This results
in a reduction of the optical field until the inverted electron density 3
can be rebuilt by the injection current. Consequently, a damped
c^s'cillation between photondensity and inverted electron density is set
until equilibrium is established with the new operating condition.
r
The spiking resonsancc: frequency depends on the photon life
time z	 , the spontaneous life time rt
	 and the ratiostimulated	 spontaneous
of the drive current to the threshold current. The spiking resonance is an inherent
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property of the injection laser and can only be changed by varying the
injection current. However, in the CW laser the injection current can
only be varied over a small range. The resonance-like phenomenon occurs
at frequencies of 1GHz or higher. A low pass filter amplifier with
a bandwidth of 500 MHz can reduce the effect of the damped oscillat`io,
on the PCM modulation.
For a high bit rate PCM modulation, a radiative recomb#';ration
lifetime of a few nanoseconds of the A1GaAs laser causes the initial
condition of the carrier density at each bit to vary depending on
whether the preceding bit was a 1 or a 0. For high bit rate PCM modu-
lation the recombination lifetime must be reduced; this can be accomp-
lished b driving the laser with an injection current well above ty	 i g	 a 	 ins	 curr	 en	 1	 v	 h
threshold current.
In a laser the total number of transitions per unit time from
the higher energy state to the lower energy state,is
NkQ - N	 B kk p(vkd + kQ	 (7-6)
where N R
 is the total number of carriers in the higher energy state,
BkQ is Einstein's coefficient of induced emission, A kZ is Einstein's
coefficient of spontaneous emission and p(vks) is the time average
of the energy density of the electromagnetic-radiation at the frequency vkz.
The frequency
v= 
ER 
EkkQ	 h
where Ek and Ek are the energies of the higher and lower quantum states.
The energy density p(vkt) can be specified by the average number of
photons n per mode; 3
8Trhv
("kd _"	 n
f	 where h is the Plank's constant and c = 3 x 1010
 cm/s. From the definition
of the Einstein's coefficients follows thaif_
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..r = 6.--3—	 (7-7)
c
The transition rate from the higher to the lower energy states
from Eq. 7-6 is
RkR : B kk, (vkd +AkZ	 (7-8)
While the transition rate for spontaneous emission in Eq. 7-9 is
independent of the energy density of the electromagnetic radiation, the
transition rate for induced emission is proportional to the energy
density p(v kd -
From Egs.7-7) 7-8 and 7-9 follows that the ratio of the induced
transition rate to the rate of the spontaneous emission into a given
mdoe,is equal to the number of quanta n in the mode.
Since Rkt = T, where T is the radiative recombination time
of the Al GaAs laser, Eq. 7-9 becomes
i
1 _ 1	 + 1	 (7-10)T	
Tstimulated T spontaneous
It follows from Egs.7-7, 7-9 and 7-10 that the radioative lifetime T
b
depends on the photon density within the laser cavity and hence on
the degree of excitation.
The higher the laser is driven above threshold, the smaller the
stimulated lifetime becomes. It becomes the dominant factor of the
radiative lifetime of the laser. For high excitation the stimulated lifetime
Tstiln can reduce the radiative„lifetime T by at least one magnitude over
the spontaneous lifetime Tspon'
Experimental results have been reported where the injection
current was increased by more than twice the threshold current to elimi-
nate the effect of prepumping due to the preceding bits. In doing so
purse code modulation of DH A1GaAs lasers of up to 500M bits/s could be
realized with hardly any pattern distortions.
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SECTION 8
FABRICATION OF ELECTRO-OPTIC BRAGG DIFFRACTION SWITCH
I
r.
t
In Section 8-1 the fabrication of thin-film waveguides with
electro-optic properties in single domain crystals is described;
followed in Section 8-2 by an outline of the precision fabrication of
metal electrode structures. In Section 8-3 the properties of an
electro-optic Bragg diffraction switch in Ti-diffused LiNbO 3 are
derived. The implementation of the Bragg diffraction switch in Ti-dif-
fused LiNb03 has the advantage over that in LiNbxTal-x03 , that the
diffusion temperature for Ti is lower than the Curie temperature of
L NbO 3 , while the diffusion temperature of Nb is higher than the
Cui ie temperature of LiTa0 3 . In Section 8-4 the function of the buffer
layer is outlined.
A large single crystal of LiNbO 3 , y-cut, poled into single
domain material with electro-optic properties musta;e purchased from
"Crystal Technology"in California. The surface of the LiNb0 3 substrate
should be smooth to approximately A/5. It also has to be free of
defects such as scratches and pits. Specifically, since the evanescent
filed penetrates into the substrate, the substrate also has to be
defect-free below its surface for about one micron. A combination of
chemical and mechanical polishing can yield the required results.
Before the metal is diffused, the substrate has to be cleaned
thoroughly. This should be done without destroying the surface
smoothness of the crystal.
For diffusion of Ti into the LiNb0 3
 crystal; a thin layer of
O
approximately 300A of titanium is evaporated on the x-z surface of the
f'
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LiNb0 3 crystal. The cyrstal is heated in an Argon atmosphere at
approximately 980°C for 4.5 hours and cooled off in flowing oxygen.
This process should yield a single mode thin-film, electro-optic
waveguide with a thickness between 1 and 2 wavelengths.
0
A layer of Si0 2 of 1000A thickness has to be coated on the
thin-film waveguide to form a buffer layer.
A conformable photomask has to be fabricated which is the
replica of the periodic electrode structure of the Bragg diffraction
switch"
hotoresist AZ 1350 must be coated on the Si0 2 layer with a
O
thickness of approximately 8000A. The conformable photomask must be
placed in intimate contact with the photoresis t, using a vacuum frame
designed for this process. The collimated light of a mercury arc
lamp must expose the photoresist below the gaps in the electrode
pattern on the photomask Following the exposure, a development step
removes the exposed polymer, thereby leaving a relief pattern on the
S102 film.
The residual polymer and other organic contaminations must
be removed from the interstices by the use of oxygen plasma,
In the following lift-off process, first the metal (Al or Au)
is deposited by electron-beam evaporation on the top of the relief
0
pattern and into the interstices to a thickness of about 1000A.
Subsequently, the polymer of the relief pattern is dissolved to leave
the periodic electrodes on the Si0 2 layer.
This is thy' lust step in fabricating an electro-optic Bragg
diffraction switch. The switch should now be ready to be tested optically.
	
n
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8.1 FABRICATION OF ACTIVE OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES
The fabrication of the electro-optic Bragg diffraction
switches for the integrated optic switching matrix is simplified
because the coherent light needs only be confined in one dimension by the
dielectric waveguide. The collimation of the coherent light beam in
the orthogonal dimension is performed by an external microlens. Because
of the one-dimensional confinement, the thin film guide can be a
planar waveguide.
a^
8.1.1	 Ferroelectric Crystals
1ii
The electro- optic Bragg diffraction switch depends for its
{	 operation on the monocrystalline structure of the optically active
material. This requires that the entire integrated switching matrix
of eight inputs and sixteen outputs be fabeicated on a single crystal.
Because of their large el ectro-optic linear  coefficients, the crystals
should be either LiNb0 3 or LiTaO 3 . Both are ferroelectric. They are
optically uniaxial with point group symmetry 3m. They also have high
electrical resistivity to allow application of the modulation voltage.
The most important properties of LiNb03and L TaO 3 are summarized in
Table 8-1.
The lithium niobate is grown in large single crystals by the
Czochralski pulling technique and single crystals are converted into
single domain material by poling at elevated temperature. Large single
F	 domain crystals can be purchased from Crystal Technology. The largest
standard size is 10mm x 10mm x 50mm. However, larger crystals up to
375mm length can be ordered. The lithium tantalate large single crystals
are grown by the same pulling technique. The single crystals are poled
at the Curie temperature. They can also be purchased from Crystal
Technology. The largest standard size is 5mm x 5mm x 30mm. Again,-
larger crystals can be ordered.
Table 8-1. Properties of Single Domain Crystals
LiNbO3 	LiTaO3
Melting Point:
0
1260 C 1650°C
Curie Temperature: 12100C 6600C
Optical Transmission: Transparent from Transparent from
0.4 to 5 microns 0.3 to 6 microns
--Refractive Indices:
at 0.6328 microns n	 -o 2.295 n 0 = 2. 177
ne = 2.203 ne = 2.181
at 0. 8 microns no - 2.257
9}
ne - 2.175
Electro Optic
Coefficients at r	 =33 +30 X 10-10cm/V r	 _ +30 X 10-10cm/V33
0.6328 microns
r13- +10 X 10-10cm/V rl3= + 7 X 10-10cm/V
rz2=
+ 6 X 10-10cm/V r51 -	 1 X 10-10cm/V
r51=
+28 X 10r10cm[V r51 = +20 X 10-10cm/V
Structure Rhombohedral Rhombohedral
a 
	 -
0
5.148A
0
a 	 - 5.143A
c 
	 z 13.863A° CH - 13.756A°
$-4
8.1.2 p lanar Active Optical  Wave ui des
j-
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The planar thin-film waveguide is formed on the surface of
the single crystal of LiNbO 3or LiTa03 by a layer of higher refractive
index. The guiding layer for an efficient electro-optic Bragg diffrac-
tion switch must also have electro-optic properties. Several techniques
have been reported to form the electro-optic thin-film waveguide, they
are: out diffusion, metal diffusion and epitaxial-growth-by-melting.
8.1.2.1 Out
-diffusion
To form a thin-film electro-optic guide by out-diffusion,
advantage was taken that LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 can crystallize in a slightly
nonstoichiometric form, ( L 02)v(M20)l-v' where M%Nb or Ta and v ranges
from 0.48 to 0.5. While the ordinary refractive index n o is independent
of v, the extraordinary refractive index ne increases as v decreases.
Therefore, reducing v at the surface of the crystal should result in
an optical guiding layer. Because of the smaller size of Li compared to
Nb or Ta, Li will diffuse more readily than Nb or Ta. Experiments are
reported on heating LiNbo 3 and LiTa03 in vacuum for out-diffusion of
Li02.
Three LiNbO3 crystals were heated in vacuum to 1100°C for 21
hours (I-2), 64 hours (I-3) and 135 hours (I-5), respectively. Air was
then admitted while the samples were maintained at 1100°C for 2 hours.
The crystals which had been clear, colorless and well polished before
the treatment remained the same after the treatment. The change of the
refractive index along the depth of the crystal, resulting from out
diffusion of Li0 2 is displayed in Figure 8-1. The shift of the interference
fringes from the unperturbed pattern in Fig. 8-1 depicts the index profile.
Distinct shifts in the interference fringes can be observed in Figures
8-1c and 8-1d, where the optical axis c is parallel to t'he . crystal surface
and the incident light is polarized as the extraordinary raA parallel
to the optical axis. The experimental index profile corresponding to
the interference fringe shifts in Figures 8-lc and 3-3d is shown in Figure 8-2.
V.
t	 14.
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Figure 8.1 Interferocrams: (a) ordinary wave, diffusion
along c, I-2; (b) extraordinary wave, diffusion
along c, 1-2; (c) extraordinary wave, diffusion
normal to c, I-2; (d) extraordinary wave,
diffusion normal to c, I-3.
(I.P. Kaminow and J.R. Carruthers, ADDI. Ph s. Letters,
Vol. 22, No. 7, 1 April 1973, p. 3 	 )
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Figure 8.2 Experimental index profiles in LiNb0 3 and LiTa03 for
diffusion normal to z.
(I.P. Kaminow and J.R. Carruthers, A gl. PhysLett_ers,
`. Iume 22, No. 7, 1 April 1973, p.3zb• )
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The profile of the extraordinary refractive index can be approximated
by the complementary error function
lane = A erfc (s/B)	 Eq. 8-1
where s is the depth below the surface and B = (Dt) 1/2 where D is the
diffusion constant, t is the diffusion time and A, is a function of t
and T, where T is the diffusion temperature.
From Table 8-1 we conclude that the diffusion temperature
remained below the Curie temperature (TC=12100C). Therefore, the
crystals should not become depoled by the out-diffusion process at
T-1100°C. This had been confirmed since the electro-optic coefficient
r remained the same before and after the heat treatment.
Out-diffusion of LiO2 from LiTaO3 at temperatures below the
Curie temperature of 660°C would be too slow. For out-diffusion of
LiTaO3, diffusion temperatures were used which were above the Curie
temperature and the depoled samples were subsequently repoled to
reestablish their electro-optic properties. One crystal was heated in
vacuum at 1150°C for 3 hours (B-5) and the other at 1400°C for 20
minutes. The experimental index profiles are shown in Fig. 8-2, where the
optical axis is parallel to the crystal surface and the incoming
wave is polarized as the extraordinary ray. Because the out-diffusion
parameters for LiTa0 3 are different from those of LNb03, the product
of diffusion constant D and diffusion time t, becomes smaller.
Consequently, the diffusion depth s in Fig. 8-2 becomes also smaller for
LiTa03.
From the index profiles It, Figure 8-2 we can conclude that the
out-diffused waveguide can guide a large number of modes rather than a
single mode and a different technique must be used to form an electro
optic single mode waveguide.
u
{
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The most promising technique is the in-diffusion of meta"1
into LiNb03 or LiTa03 to provide electro-optic, sjrgle mode low-loss
waveguida. However, at the high diffusion temperatures, out-diffusion
occurs simultaneously with the metal in-diffusion.
The most efficient electro-optical thin-film waveguides
:'rich have been reported, are formed by diffusion of titanium into
LiNbO and by diffusion of Nb into LiTaO . Diffusion of certain metals3	 -	 3
into the ferro-electric single crystals ,produce a composition gradient,^ 
where the metal mole fraction decreases towar6s the interior of the
crystal. The refractive indices for ordinary and extraordinary rays
decrease with decreasing mole fraction of the metal.
Prior to the diffusion the crystal surface must be cleaned
and polished to great smoothness. The surface must-he free of any
defects as far into the substrate as the evanescent field of the guided
mode will reach. ­
 Mechanical, or chemical polishing or a combination of
both can produce such a defect-free surface.
r
n
To forma metal-diffused, thin-film, electro-optic waveguide,
a thin layer ,of metal of thickneSs T is first evaporated onto the surface
of the ferro-electric crystal and then the crystal is heated at tempera -
ture T in a nonreactive atmosphere fora time t. The important waveguide
parameters - number of modes M, maximum index change An and effective
guide thickness b - can be independently controlled by , the diffusion
parameters T, T and t.
&.1.2.2.1 Tt-Giffusi-on i ntor Li Nb0 3
For diffusion of Ti i nto -1iNbO 3' thin layers (,200 - 800A) of
Ti are evaporated on one of the crysQ," faces of the LiNb4Q crystal.
The crystals are heated in flowing Ar .
 (to prevent oxidation of the metal)
to a temperature in the range of 850 - 1000°C (below the Curie tempera-
ture--.of LiNh03) in a time less than 1 hour and the diffusion time t was
C_ 8-9	 _
measured from that point. After time t, flowing oxygen was admitted
(to reoxidie the LiNb03),and the oven switched off. For sufficiently
long diffusion times, all the metal disappears from the surface. If
the diffusion is stopped before all the metal enters the crystal, an
oxide residue forms on the surface which can be removed by very lightly
hand-polishing the surface.
	 '`J
Observation of the index profile has shown that Ti-diffusion
forms a layer where the refractive indices of the ordinary and the
extraordinary ray are higher than those of LiNb03 . The concentration
profile, that is the Ti to Nb count ratio versus depth below the
surface (y) approaches a Gaussian function for diffusion times long
compared to the time required for the metal film to completely enter
the crystal. It is
	
c(y,t) _ (2/ Y1,T) (aT/b) exp( %?/b2)	 Eq, '8=2
where a is the number of atoms per unit volume in the deposited Ti
film of thickness T,
b = 2(Dt) 1/2 	Eq. 8-3
and the diffusion constant D is
0	 Do exp(-To/T).	 Eq. 8-4
For short diffusion times,, where the metal is not completely diffused
into the crystal,- the concentration profile should be a complementary
error function, as given in Equation 8-1. 	 11
	
_	
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Several experimental LiNbO 3 cyr^ tals with Ti layers of
_.
400A were heated at 8500 C for 6 hours andrPt 950°C for 6 hours. In
both cases the metal film appeared to be completely diffused into the
crystal. aowever,'in the first case the concentration proffl`e had the
shape described by a complimentary error function. In the second case,
because the diffusion rate is much greater at the hj gher temperature,
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the concentration profile has Gaussian shapes.
Since the `refractive indw fk,change An(y) is proportional to
the concentration change of Ti c(y) for the Gaussian profile, the
increase of the refractive index at the surface, An(o), is`
An(o) _ (2 A) («T/b)dn	Eq. 8-5
While the increase of the refractive index at the crystal surface can be
controlled by adjusting r, the diffusion depth in Equations 8 -3'and 8 -4
r,
(;an be controlled indepndently by varying t and T.
The largest increase of refractive index by Ti-diffusion on
the surface of a LiNb0 3
 crystal which had been reported, was the increase
of the extraordinary refractive index to An e(o)= 0:04. It was measured
on crystals where the surfaoe was parallel to the optical axis, The -
diffusion depth b was i micron.
The dominant sources of waveguide loss are scattering from
crystal surface imperfections and, possibly, absorption by the metal
ions. The measured losses at 0 . 63 microns were estimated to be about
ldb/cm.
Experimental Ti-diffused thin
-film waveguides in LiNb03 for
the
0 single section Cobra switch have been reported. Approximately
560A of Ti was deposited by rf sputtering on the LiNb0 3 substrate.
The Ti was diffused into the LiNb03 in an 02 atmosphere at 1100°C for
11 hours to form the desired guided structure.
For the experimental two-section Cobra switch, a z-cut
LiNb03
 crystal was used and the Ti-diffused waveguide was parallel to
O
the y-axis. To form the waveguide a layer of Ti 3008 thick was evapo-
rated on the LiNb0 3 . The 7i was°diffused into the LiNb0 3 at 980°C
for 4,5 hours in an argon atmosphere and copied in oxygen to form a,
single mode waveguide.
r
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For the experimental Bragg diffraction switch in thin-film
r channel waveguide, Ti 200A thick was a-beam-evaporated on a y-cut
LiNb03 substrate.	 Diffusion was carried out at temperatures of 850 -
900°C in a flowing oxygen atmosphere. 	 The diffusion time varied from 5
to 16 hours.'
8.1.2.2.2
	 Nb-Diffusion into LiTa03
a Thin-film electro optic waveguides were also formed in
LiTa03 by diffusing a layer of metallic Nb into the surface to exchange
some of the Ta+5 for Nb+5 ions, so as to form a layer of LiNbXTa1_x03.
Since both the refractive indices of the ordinary and the extraordinary
ray of LiNb03 exceed those of LTa03 , (Table 8-1) a guiding thin-film
waveguide results.
'The waveguides are formed by evaporating metallic Nb onto o,;
polished,-liTa0 3 substrates.
	 The Nb thicknesses were varied from
	
150A
to	 1500A.	 The coated crystals are annealed in an argon atmosphere at s
temperatures close to 1100°C for times ranging upwards from 6 hours.
The Nb diffuses into the crystal and takes up lattice positions
replacing some of the Ta.	 Since the diffusion temperature of 1100°C
° i
is higher than the Curie temperature of LiTa0 3 of 660°C (Table 8-1), the
cyrstals.become depoled.	 To reestablish their electro-optic properties
the crystals must subsequently be repoled. 	 (s j
The crystals, after the treatment, are clear and transparent.
A typical concentration profile for the Nb after in-diffusion into the
L;iTa03 crystal, is shown in Figure 5-2.	 The relative Nb concentration
(x;in the formula LiNbXTa i _ x03) as a function of the depth, is consistent
with film formation by a diffusion process. 	 The refractive indicesof	 f
the single mode LiNbTal-x03 are higher than those of the LiTa0 3 .	 In fact
they are between those of LiNb0 3 and those of LiTa0 3 .	 In an x-z plane
LiNbXTal_ X03 crystal for the TE o-mode, propagating at 51 0 to the z-axis
(used for the Bragg diffraction switch in Figure 3-4) the refractive index
O
is 2.188 at 0.632A:
	
This falls in the range between 2.179 and 2.237 which
are the indices in this direction for pure LiTa03 and LiNb03
9
 
respectively,
_
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To evaluate whether the LiNbxTa l _xO3 thin film can guide only
a single mode, the mode content was computed using the analysis by D.
Marcuse. In this analysis the squares of the graded refractive index
distribution is approximated by a piece-wise, linear distribution, for
which exact solutions of-the guided - wwve problem can be obtained.
Since the refractive index change is proportional to the change of Nb
concentration with depth, the distribution in Figure 5-2 was used for the
computation. The linear pieces for n0 -2.188 to n i w2,1833 extended from
x=o to x 1 =0.77 micron, and`tor n i -2.1833 to n2=2.179 extended from
x i -0.77 micron to 1.5 microns.
The result of the computation was that the LiNbxTa l _ x03 film
with the concentration profile in Figure 5-2 can only support a single mode=
One has to realize that at a high diffusion temperature
simultaneously to the metal in-diffusion, out- ;^diffusion of LiO2 occurs
(Section 8.1.2.1). This presents a serious problem when channel wave-
guides are diffuses since the out-diffusion forms a planar waveguide
outside the channel waveguide, formed by metal in-diffusion. However,
for the electro-optic Bragg diffraction switch which is built in planar
waveguide, the increase in refractive index at the crystal surface due
to out-diffusion only adds to the inc-r;ease in refractive index due to
metal in-diffusion. Furthermore, for metal in-diffusion, the increase
of the refract!,ve index is approximately 10 times as large as the
refractive index increase by ti02 out-diffusion.
8.2 FABRICATION OF PERIODIC METAL ELECTRODES
In the electro-optic Bragg diffraction switch, the precision
in setting up the diffraction grating is determined primarilyby the
precision in forming the periodic electrodes. Photolighography,
specifically shadow printing, together with lift-off techniques, should
yield a precision in forming the elect rode structure of better than 1
8-13'
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micron. These techniques have been used previously to form a periodic
electrode structure,, with a periodicity of ,4 microns and an electrode
gap-to-width ^rati o of one. 
e	 e	 ft'eBPhotolithography requtr s that th  surface o n Bragg
diffraction switch is coated with a radiation sensitive polymer film
and exposed to radiation through- a photomask to form the desired pattern.
Following the exposure, a development step removes the exposed polymere
(positive process), thereby leaving a relief pattern on the surface.
In the following process, the lift-off  process , the metal which forms
the electrodes, is desposited into the interstices of the polymer relief
pattern, The fabrication of the metal electrodes is shown schematically
in Figure 8-3•
For thin film optical work, a positive polymere, named i,
photoresist A' 1350, has been developed with resolution better than 	 `a
0.05 micron. The photoresist AZ 1350 is a strong absorber ofultraviolet
Light. When exposed to radiation it undergoes photochemical decomposition
and enhanced solutility of the photoresist in aqueous alkaline solutions.
To form the pattern on the photoresist, a photomask of the
pattern must be generated. The photomask is a glass plate where the
pattern is formed of a thin-film absorberof ultraviolet light, as
chromium, F2031 silicon or photographic emulsion. The thin-film
absorber pattern is placed in contact with the photoresist and the
pattern is transferred to the photoresist by passing collimated ultra-
violet light through the photomask'. Photolithography is comparatively
simple and inexpensive and the field of view is limited only by the
size of the photomask and the diameter of the collimated ultraviolet
light.
To consistently achieve line-width control of 1 micron or
below, any diffraction effects have to be greatly reduced. This can be
accomplished only when any gap between the photomask and the photoresist
is avoided. For intimate contact, a conformable photomask must be used,
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Figure 8-3. Schematic of fabrication of metal electrodes.
ias,shown in Figure 8-4.
The conformable photomask.consists of a pattern in thin -film
chromium of 0.05 to 0.1 micron of Fe 203
 of 0.13 micron, on Corning type,
k	
0211 glass, 0.2 mm thick. The vacuum sucks the photowask to the photo-
resist to readily conform to its contour,
With intimate contact« diffraction effects can take place
only over the thickness of the photoresist film. Wive diffraction occurs
because of the nature of light which penetrates into the shadow area
of the absorbing sections of the photomask. In the Fresnel regi-on,
progressive diffusion of the optical field into the shadow region occurs
with increasing distances from the absorbing strips of the photomask.
For an index of refraction of the photoresist of na 1.6, the wavelength
of a mercury arc lamp of 4000A in air, becomes 2500A inside the photo-
resist. Thus, to avoid rounding of the sidewalls of the r^?i^f ^,.ttorn,
the photoresist should have no more than a few wavelength thickness.
Some compensation is possible by adjusting the exposure time to obtain
more vertical side walls. (Figures 8-5, 8-6). However, when exposure`'
takes place and the photomask is not in intimate contact with 'the photo-
1
ressist, diffraction in the air gap causes the profile to have sloped
side walls. (Figure 8-7). Such a profile is unsuitable for the lift-off'
technique.
The relief pattern formed by contact photolithography is
shown schematically in Figure 8-3b. The lift-off process which d-oposits
the metal into the interstices of the polymer relief pattern is
shown in Figures 8-3c and,8-3d, In the first step of the lift-off process,
the metal, which is either aluminum or gold, is electron-beam evaporated
from a source at a distance of approximately 40cm. The metal must
arrive at the relief pattern at near-normal incidence.. In the second
step of the lift-off process, the polymer is dissolved to leave the
periodic electrode pattern on the surface of the thin-film waveguide.
To dissolve the polymer, it is required that there is little or no
continuity between the material deposited on the thin-film waveguide and
t	 that deposited on top of the polymere. For preventing this continuity,
it is required that the sidewalls of the polymere relief pattern be vertical.
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Figure 8-4. Schematic diagram of a simple vacuum frame for obtaining
intimate contact between a substrate and a conformable
photomask.
(H.I. Smith, Proc. IEEE. Vol. 62, No. 10, Oct. 1974,
P. 1361.)
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40006
Scanning electron mtcropsph of the crow section of a grating
pattern exposed to AZ 13SOH photorenst using a high-pressure mer
cu.•y arc lamp and the conformable photomaak--intimate contact
techwQus. The photoreaut u 9900 A thick_ because of the angles
used in microscopy. vertical dimensions w (oteshontened relative io
lateral dtmenssont The •tale refers to lateral dimensiofta only The
photot..wk consisted of S alts to an 900-A thick chromium fum on
021 I gimm. It was mane by scanningrlectron•boom lithograph y and
chemical etchutg of the chromium. wtuch caused irregularities along
the edges of the auts. Thew email irregular features we replicated to
the photorenst. The sm" r apace between two of the slits was to the
ongttaal mask. and was, caused by an error in the scanntngrlectron-
bests pettem generator. (Uscrograph by EA9ar.)
$canning electron mtcropaph of the crow section of a grating
pattern exposed to AZ 1350H photoressst. 19 000 A thick.
(H.I. Smith, Proc. IEEE, Vol.62, No. 10,
Oct. 1974, o. 1361)
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Scanru-- Nectro.. nucrograph of the crow action of the edge of
a parlern a	 KI in A.l;fv phororeatat. 3000 A thick. The photo-
Masai, was 1, .aa about : um awa y from the top of the AZ 1 )S0.
The reeul.utj diffracttor::Oussd the rounding of the ude-wail profile.
Figure 8-7.
(H.I. Smith, Proc. 'IEEE, Vol. 62, No.10,
o. 1361.)
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fFor good adhesion of the deposited metal, residual polymer	 f
l	 ^,.or other organic contamination must be removed from the,.,r terstices of
the relief pattern ,, A ior to the lift-off process. This can be
P
accomplished most efficiently by the use of oxy^^en plasma. Oxygen
plasma is harmless to most crystals used for'thln ,,film optical
waveguides. The treatment must be short becau^^ sc of the po 'Iymer
of the relief- pattern is also- removed.	 It has been found that
exposure of the thin
-
film optical waveguide with the polymer
pattern to an oxygen plasma for a time sufficient to remove about
0
100A of the polymer ' thic^ness is more than adequate to ensure clean-up 	 .
of the exposed thin-film surface.
t
x
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SECTION 9
SINGLE-MODE FIBER SPLICING
i
y	 I
!	 t
I^
The development of single mode optical fibers has proceeded
very quickly in the last year, In addition, splicing technology has
rapidly advanced,,, .P;y', fiber fusion splicing sets have become comner-
cially available for multimode and single mode fiber. Specifically,
"Northern Telecom Canada, Limited", in Montreal, is producing a fiber
fusion splicing set for single mode fibers, as shown in Figure 9-1.
Fusion is achieved, using an AC arc." The,!,anit is also used to install
a protective heat-shrinkable timing package over the fused fibers.
Alignment of the fibers is achieved without micromanipulation.
A prefusion cycle can be used to minimize insertion loss. The arc
power and duration are adjusted for the specific fiber being used and
then controlled automatically by the set, The splicing loss averages
about 0.28dr3 for multimode fiber. In the application of interest,
single mode fiber would be used. This fiber would result in somewhat
higher losses in splicing.
The operating procedure is as follows:
1) Strip the fiber ends of any protective coating.
2) Cleave the fiber ends (using a suitable tool) to provide
a smooth, flat end surface.
3) Place the heat-shrinkable tubing package over one fiber
end,''away from the fusion area,
9-1
Figure 9-1.	 Fiber Fusion Splicing Set
by Northern Telecom Canada Limited
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4) Glean the fiber ends, using methanol or acetone.
5) Locate the fiber ends in the alignment head,^
t ^r
6) Observing through the magnifier, separate the fiber ends
slightly and prefose (to round the ends),
7 Touch the fiber ends together and fuse.g
8) Place the package over the fuse area, lower the fibers
!!
I
into the heater and activate the timed heater.
i
9) Raise the completed splice out of the heater and remove
from the handling arms.
► At this stage of the switch development, it annears that
the single mode fiber splicing will be commercially available with low
loss in the early 1980's.
	 As a result, the fiber splicing is not
believed to be a significant problem.
ti
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SECTION 10
DATA FLOW, ACCESS TECHNIQUE, ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOCOL
In the Final Report on the NASA Contract NAS5-24449 of
February, 1979, the conceptual design of an optical switching center
had been developed, ,which is shown in Figures 10-1ar^ri i` "0^2 . - `The switching
function is performed by an integrated optics switc iggmatrix, using
electro-optic Bragg diffraction switches. The da 4l flow through the
1. '\
switching matrix in Figures 10-1 and 10-2 is that 	 racteristic of a
common control space-division switching modol.e. In a^dommon control space-
.
division switching system, the number of connections are limited by
the number of physical lines between stations. Also,the-common equip-
ment is occupied only during the initial stage of a connection and
after the connection is terminated. The connection itself requires
only the activation of the appropriate relaysCl n the respective
transmission lines.
8
In the integrated switching matrix, the number of connections
is also limited by the number of input and output laser beams. Also, to
establish a connection, a single Bragg diffraction switch at the inter-
section of the respective input-output laser beams needs to be activated.
It follows that the optimum data flow through the optical switching
center in Figures 10-1 and 10-2 can only be that of a common control
space.•divT si:on sw.itcMng system.
The typical access technique in a common control space-division
switching system is shown schematically in Figure 10-3. The actual switch-
ing function between input and output lines, performed by the switching
matrix, is controlled by the marker (MKR). The function of the marker
is first to interpret the address which preceeds the information on
the incoming data stream. The addressis, in general, in form of a
pseudo-noise digital waveform. After interpreting the address, the
marke establishes the connection by activating the respective Bragg
diffraction switch. The marker is assisted in its work by an origin-
ating register (OR), the main function of which is the interpretation
„f +ka address.
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Figure 10-3 Access Technique i_n Common Control
Space-Division Switching System
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The keys to establishing a connection are;
1) The market is signalled that a new connection is to be
made, for example, for input line A,
w	 2) The marker instructs input line A to connect to the
input of OR; then the marker releases.
3) The OR interprets the address and passes it to the marker,
4) The marker tests whether the output line to be addressed
is already connected. If it is a priority override can
be establ S'6 d,
R	 5) The marker ma .es the appropriate interconnection between
A
line A and the designated user line.
The architectural scheme for the optical switching system is
shown in Figures 1 and 2. The digital high data rate stream of each
channel is modulated op- .pan injection laser. The properties of the
integrated optics switching matrix require that the laser radiation
be spatially coherent. Because of the high data rate (up to 300MbJs)
and because of the considerable distances (up to 200 feet) for trans-
mission of the data streams, optical fibers are used from the optical
transmitters to the switching matrix. For these input connections
single mode optical fibers must be used. The optical fibers are
connected by an endfire coupler, formed by crossed cylindrical micro-
lenses, to the switching matrix, A similar endfire coupling technique
is used to form the output connections from the switching matrix to
the output optical fibers. Each channel is then detected, amplified,
reshaped and processed.
The optical switching system, using a space-division switching
module, does not limit the protocol, that is, tie data packaging of the
incoming deta streams. The data streams can be frequency-division
10-5
a
,
multiplexed by loading each input line with N channels each of a dis-
creet narrow frequency range, which are transmitted simultaneously.
The data streams can also be time-division multiplexed, where repre-
sentative samples of each of the N channels are taken and transmitted
sequentially. The design approach of the integrated optics switching
matrix, which uses a space-division scheme, is such that it does not 	 j
restrict the multiplexing or data packaging technique.
^i
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SECTION 11
RESOURCES
The capability to build an optical high data rate switching
center as shown conceptually in Figures 10-1 and 10-2 with up to 8 inputs
and 16 outputs relies on present developments of large elongated single
LiNb03 or LiTa03
 crystals and single transverse mode injection lasers,
operating at 0.83 and 1.23 microns.
The elongated shape of a single crystal LNb0 3
 or LiTaO3 sub-
strate required for a 8 X 16 switching matrix, can be fabricated from
a single large crystal, made by_the Czochraski :pulling technique.
"Crystal Technology, Inc.", in ^ountain View, Ca., is the only
supplier of high quality single crystal LiNbO3
 and LiTa03 substrate
in the United States. Single x-cut and y-cut crystal substrates 1 in.
and N in. square are available (del' very
O3	
time not to exceed eight
weeks). Single y-cut LiNb crystal ; are being developed where the
length along the z-axis can be up to 15 in. and along the x-axis can
be up to 2 oe 3 inches. But these crystals can not be used for building
the switching matrix with the electro-optic Bragg diffraction switches.
No development is planned to pull y-cut single crystals so that the
Kllonger dimension is along the x-axis.
However, single x-cut crystals are presently being developed
by "Crystal Technology, Inc." with the long dimension along the y-axis.
Tentative dimensions are 5 to 10 in. along the y-axis, and lk in. along
the z-axis. Fortunately, there is complete symmetry of the electro
optic properties of the integrated optics switching matrix, using
electro-optic Bragg diffraction switches, between the y-cut single
crystal with the direction of propagation along the x-axis, and the
x-cut single crystal with the direction of propagation along the y-axis.
Consequently, the large switching matrices using Bragg diffraction
switches can also be implemented on the elongated x-cut single LiNb03
crystal substrate where the longer dimension is along the y-axis.
ll it
tl
II
/^11
 The development of the x-cut crystal with the long dimension
along the y-axis at "Crystal Technology, Inc." is expected to proceed
simultaneously with the development of the 2 X 2 building block of the
larger switching matrix. Hopefully, the large elongated x-cut single
crystal LiNb03 substrate with the long dimension along the y-axis
will become available at the time wen the large switching matrices
under a follow-up contract should be fabricated.-
An important development of new injection lasers can lead to a
decrease in length of the large switching matrices. "Laser Diode
Laboratories t`^ in Metuchen, New Jersey, is in the process of fabricating
InP lasers with the center wavelength at 1.23 microns. The same company
has also, in the last year, developed a single transverse mode All-xGaxAs
laser and will proceed to develop a single transverse mode InR laser,
radiating at 1.23 microns. Using these lasers with ao - 1.23 microns
will allow to increase the Bragg angle to ng= and to decrease the
minimum spacing between Bragg diffraction switches along the input laser
beams by a factor of 0.68. Thus, i.e., the length of the 8 X 16 switch-
ing matrix could be reduced to 220mm or to less than 10 inches.,.
r
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tc SECTION 12CONCLUSIONS AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
12. j^^ CONCLUSIONS
\\	 The feasibility study of the switching center, using an in-
tegratea_ q tic-;,switching matrix has been completed, The tentative
requirements fore the switching center are a hgih data rate throughput
(up to 300 Mbits/s) having 8 input fines and 16 output lines, Fiber
optic transmission is considered for interconnection in the switching
center owing to the high data rate and considerable transmission
distances within the center, The optical transmitters of the switch-
ing center use injection lasers and transform the output from RF
receivers to optical data streams. Direct modulation of the injection
lasers is used, which renuires a separate optical channel for each RF receiver,
f.
1,.
r.
1-*
The feasibility study shows that a high data rate switching
center, using an integrated optics switching matrix, can be implemented
and should meet the requirements outlined in the Statement of the
Problem in Section 1. The switching matrix uses electro -optic Bragg
diffraction switches. It also uses terminations in-line with the input
laser beams. A key feature of the electro -optic Bragg diffraction
switches is ,
 that the switched "off" position does not adversely
affect wave propagation. The feed-through owing to the limited
. 	 deflection efficiency (80 percent) of the switch in the "on" position
can be eliminated by optical terminations. An additional 'reature is
that only one switch in the matrixC, ds to be energized for connec-
tion of an input port to an output port.
.. **
	
	 The electro-optic Bragg diffraction switches in the switch-
ing matrix are built in planar waveguide. This one-dimensional
confinement property makes it possible for the "off" position to not
f
	
	
adversely affect wave propagation, This design requires that the
radiation from the input optical fibers be collimated with external
4	 #	
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optics. The collimated laser beams forms q ` tht,8 input terminals and
the deflect^;d laser beams forming the output terminals, must be parallel
to each other. The collimation of the input laser beams is performed
by the microlenses of the endfire coupler, Achieving low cross talk
depends on the precision alignment of these microlenses. Though the
endfire coupling method has not been tested, a related technique had
been used previously with very good results,
A novel method of cross talk reduction based on coherent mode
selection in the Fourier plane of the output coupling microlenses
should help to reduce the cross talk to the required level.
The development effort of the program must be directed towards
designing the electro-optic Bragg diffraction switches to be commensur-
able with. the limited size of the single ferroelectric crystal, forming
the substrate of the switching matrix. Fortult(,usly,
 
the geometry of
the switching matrix is well matched to the cross section of a pulled
single ferroelectric crystal. Also, the development effort must
concentrate on the implementation of the endfire coupler with specific
emphasis on the precision alignment of the cylindrical microlenses
forming the parallel laser beams.
Cross talk reduction technique, which is based on coherent
mode selectio,.
-in the focal plane of the output coupling microlenses,
must be tested. The modulation of single transverse mode laser
transmitters up to 300 Mbits /s should be perfected to minimize distor-
tion and prepumping effects.
12.2 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The objective of the development program is to develop an
operational optical switching center, using an integrated optical
switching matrix by 1982. The different phases of the program are
given in the phasing charts12-1 and 12-2,
u
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Table 12-1
INTEGRATED ;OPTIC SWITCHING SYSTEM
GEYELOPPKNT PROGRAM
PHASE 2	 DEVELOPMENT OF SINGLE ELECTRO.OPTICBRAGG DIFFRACTION SWITCH
FOR USE IN
40 AND 8XIG SWITCHING MATRIX
, Develop and evaluate optical
wave^uiae ror eiectro-o tic
raH-
 09 9 rac on sw cnTA&# A$ ._4 na-67^•
-Order material including
single
	
L1NbO3
-Diffuse TI into LiNbO
to diffusion depth of-
t+ 1 micron
-Test Ti-diffused LiNb03
waveguide
-Coat Ti-diffused L1NbO3
with S1O2
-Test 510 coated T1-diffused
LiND03 leguide
2. Invescti ate 4 X 4 and 8 X 16
w tc ng atrI—
Investigate crystal availa
biIity as a function of
size. cost and purity for
1982.
-0ptimize design of flectro-
Optic Bragg diffraction
switch for 4 X 4 and 8 X 16
switching matrix for largest
crystal size in 1982.
3. Develoo 6 Evaluate Optimized
2 X 2 Switch, in2 Matrix at
n m eronf s
-Fabricate periodic electrodes
on 5102
 coated T1-diffused
LiNbO3
-Test electro-optic Bragg
diffraction switch
at 0.6328 microns
-Build and test 2 X 2 switching
matrix at 0.6328 microns
A . Demonstration
PHASE- 3
I. Evaluate 1 X 1Switch at
= 5.82 micron
Purchase single mode
A1GaAs laser
-Develop End-fire coupling
2. Investi gate Cross-talk re3action
3. jftji LElbtt Mo e i a
Ser^-°
4, Fgal uA tt 110 IM01001101 
S. Build and Evaluate 2 X 2 Switching.
?latr x at l - u.jz mi cron
5. DEMONSTRATION
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Table 12-2
1
INTEGRATED OPTIC SWITCHING SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
.
1 1978-1979 1979-?,, ,980	 1980-1981 1Qt 1-1902 1982-1983
base 1
a
Feasibility„ Study
3
base 2
Develop 2 X 2 switch;
test with HeNe	 laser
ease 3
^i
Test 2 X 2 switch with
Al GaAs laser using
optimized endfire
coupl i Mg
lase 4
Develop and test 4 `,^ X 4
switching matrix;
incorporate in
switching center
Modulate laser with 300Mb^sj X
}
is se 5 if
Develop and test 8 X 16 $y
switching matrix„ z
i ncor prate in
switc^iing center
}
zase 6 I% ii
Field test switching	 j
center
i
r
f
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APPENDIX A
The concept of the integrated optics switching system
in Figure 3-1 has been developed in the course of the feasibility
study. To derive at the uwitching concept in Figure 3-1, the
characteristi.,41
 of different types of integrated switches were investi-
gated, also different types of switching network designs, couplers and
integrated laser configurations were studied.
A1.1 INTEGRATED COBRA SWITCH
A1.1.1 Introduction
In general, optical switching techniques for integrated
optical systems either take advantage of the el .ectro-optic or the
acusto-optic effect. Of these integrated switches, the alternating
A^ cobra switch has the special property that the straight<through
power transfer as--well as the cross-over power transfer can be controlled
independently by voltage tuning. This feature allows the cross
tali to be minimized in both switching positions. The operation
principle of this type of switch is described, and the effect of
temperature changes evaluated in the following.
1,1.1.2.1 Operating Princi p;e
The objective of this investigation.,is'°to determine the
merits and performance characteristics of an integrated "cobra"
switch.
A-1
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Al.1,2.1 Operation Print pl
The cobra switch is formed by an integrated optical
directional coupler where the electro-optic effect is used to
switch from the synchronous coupling mode to the asynchronous
coupling mode. The switch had been realized in LiNbO3 by diffusion
of titanium to form channel waveguides. Thin metal electrodes are
sputtered on the two channel waveguides, The electrode configuration
is shown in Figure,A-1. An electric voltage across the electrodes
increases the refractive index in one waveguide and decreases it in
the secokd waveguide,
The electric field  is Applied along ,thb optical axis
of the uniaxial LiNbO, crystal (Figure A-2). The optical Elly mode
(TM) is excited with the optical electrical field vector parallel to
the optical axis of the crystal (Figure A-2). This linearly polarized
field vector is in direction of the extra-ordinary wave of the crystal.
Its change: in effective index with voltage is
n	 =n - 
e r
	 E"
	
A(l)
1 TM
	 e	 33
°	 r
,d
where for LiNbO3 n e
 2.17 at a wavelength of 0.8 micron and the electro
optic tensor coefficient r33 w 32:2 x 10-10 cm/volt.
Though the electro-optic coefficient has the highest value for
the Ell  mode, the metal contact should adversely affect the channel
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waveguide mode. That is, the maximum thickness b ox for which the
channel waveguide can suppp^t only the fundamental mode,
a
k	 max	 2(n l 	n2 )	 A(2)
P	 (where n l is the refractive index inside the guide and n 2 is the
of	 refractive index of the substrate) is changed by the metal contact to
k
a smaller value.
Also losses are Introduced. Though the losses are only
2 db/cm , they should adversely affect the characteristics of the
directional coupler. This'is because the coupling equations which
were derived for lossless elements are also valid for lossy propagation,
but only when the ro aticn constant k (along the coupler)
-	 Y	 P P9	 Z ^	 9	 ut	 _P1 ) is
'	 complex but the term n 1 2 - n2 is real. Such a case occurs when the
absorption in the guide and in the substrate are the same. The metal
contacts on „ the guides in the TM-mode in Figure A-1 increase the losses
in the guides but not in the substrate. Therefore, the symmetry required
for the validity of the coupling equations will not exist any longer.
f	
The effect of the meta l
 contacts on the characteristics of the directional
coupler could be greatly reduced by sputtering a thin layer of a dielectric
on top of the directional coupler before the metal contact is made, as shown in
Figure A-S. The dielectric layer should preserve the dielectric waveguide
mode without greatly increasing the required electric voltage for
switching,
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In Figure A-4 the optical E11 x - mode (TE) is excited,
where the optical electrical field vector is perpendicular
to the optical axis of the uniaxial LiNbO3 crystal. This orientation
of the electric field vector corresponds to the ordinary wave in the
crystal. The change of the refractive index with the external electrical
field is	 3
'	 n1,TE = no - no 	 r13 E	 A(3)
for LNb03 where no - 2.26 X a 0.8 micron and j.,rl3 - 10 x 10-10
cm/volt.
The effect of the metal contact on the TE mode sh ould be
smaller than on the TM mode. This is because in the TE _mode the
optical electrical field vector is parallel to At
 
metal contact, The
change in the field distribution, introduced by the metal contact for fJ
the TE mode, should only affect the evanescent field component which is
proportional to exp.( z) by decreasing n2 . Thus, it seems possible
that the losses introduced by the metal contact for the TE mode are
sufficiently small and will hardly .exceed those of the substrate. In
that case the general coupling equations would be valid for the TE mode.
Also a dielectric layer between waveguide and metal contact could be
added (Figure A-3) in order to mitigate the effect of the metal contact
on the waveguide mode.
A1.1.2.2 Directional Coupler
The coupled mode equations between two parallel guides were
derived for two incident waves, they are:
a (Z,t) = 
A ej(wt - kz a z)
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and	
i	
A (q )
4	 b (zEt)	
B e
j (wt # kz,b Z)
The complex normalized amplitudes A and B of the indicent
waves are independent of Z. In the directional coupler coupling between
the evanescent regions of the two waves perturb the traveling waves
and the complex amplitudes A and B become dependent of the propagation
direction Z. Then the coupled mode equations between two p arallel
guides become
dA z : -j K B(z) a-2jaz	 )dz	
A(5)
dB (z) = -j K A(z) a+2j6z
_	 dz
where K is the coupling coefficient, and d kz a - kz b	 By the
substitution:
A = R e-jdz
and
	
A (6)
B=Se+jaz
the coupled wave equations become:
R' - j8R = - jKS
A (7)
r
S' + j6S = - jKS
The solution of Eq.A-7 in matrix form assuming that the
input amplitudes at the beginning of the coupling region are R0 andS '	 is:
0
C
'I	 R
Al	_j
 8 
S
(RO) A (7a)
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^	 1
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where the asterisk indicates a complex conjugate. The matrix
coefficients are:
Al n cos 2 V CT d +J6 sin z K =+6 }2+ 6
A(8)
B1 = K Sin
	 KK,2^—++ 62)
K` + 6`
The propagation constant k z
 in Eq. A-4 is given by Eq. A-12
together with Eqs. A-11, A-13 and A-14. The propagation constants 
k.z,a 
and
kz,b in the two guides under the influence of an external electric
voltage follow from the same equations, where the refractive index
n 1 is given by Eq. A-1 for the TM mode and by Eq. A-3 for TE mode. The
coupling coefficient K is given by Eq. A-TO, it will also change when an
electric voltage is applied to the waveguides because of the change in
refractive index n 1 in Eqs 11 to 15.
o For the synchronous case where k a,Z = kb ^ Z = k=
 and 6 = 0,
complete power transfer from one guide to the other occurs when
A = 0 (Eq. 8), that is for z _o
.^ II
0
* r
where	
v 
	 0,1,20
	 A (9a)
In the single section cobra switch the power will be
transferred from one guide to the other when no external electrical
field is applied.
For the asynchronous case no power will be transferred
between,,the guides when B 1
 = 0. This occurs when:
(Ke2 
+ 62) L2	 ( ve 7T ) 2 ve_1 2,3	 (9b)
t
iIn the single section cobra switch t
the directional coupler is determined by Eq. 96	
^F
coupling length is
M	 L = it
For switching an external voltage mu
relation in Eq. 9b is met. It is
E	 ^
CKe2 
+ 
62	
K	 l
e
AkzFor a
Akz L
Tr
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aA1.1.2.3
	 Coupling Coefficient
ra
The length of the single section directional coupler for
complete power transfer is strongly dependent on the coupling coefficient
K.	 It seems important therefore, to investigate the functional relation
of the coupling coefficient and the characteristics of the cobra switch.
The coupling coefficient between two channel waveguides with a width
a t
 and thickness b and a separation between guide c, (Figure A-s) is
2	 Ckx	 2	 exp (	 92)
2
s kZ 	a
A (1 o )
I + kx
	 ^2
where for the TM mode '(E^)
t
kx = n
	 1
a1 +
(n l	 - n l	 )	 Tr a A (11)^;
kz	
( k 1 2 - kx2 - k 	 ) A (12)
k	
2n
l	 X	 nl A (13)
e
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where n l is the refractive index of the guide, n 2 the refractive index
of the substrate and n3 the refractive index of the metal contact (For
the TE mode similar equations were deriv6j).
The coupling coefficient in Eq. ,A-10 will change primarily
with dimensional changes, especially with changes in the spacing between
guides. Since this dimension is of the order of 2 microns, the
" tolerances during the device fabrication for,constant K become too
tight to be met. In reference 1 and 3 a cobr4 switch had been reported
with alternating ©S sections to accomplish voltage tuning also for
the power transfer position of the cobra switch.
ii
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A1.1.2.4	 Alternating a6 ^ itch
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In the alternating As switch the coupling length L is61
divided into two equally long sections, their electric voltages are
equal in magnitude but reversed in sign (Figure A-6).	 The assumption is
made that in Eq. A-12, kz = k i p thenapis positive in one section and
negative in the other section (Figure A-6). 	 The transfer through the two
sections is given by the multiplication of the matrix in Eq. A-7a with
,:
the corresponding matrix for the negative As.	 This is
A2 .. jB2	
Al	
_ j 
B1	 Al* - jgl,
_	 A(16) O
-jg2* A
	
,	
- jBl* A
l *	 -jBl* Al
A2 = 1-2B12
B2 = 2 Al*B1
tf
where the matrix elements given in Eq. A-8 are evaluated for z=L/2.
	 For
cross over, A2 = 0, then 28 1 2	1 and from Eq. A-8.
j
2	 22z ,,K
	
^t in	 (2	 K e	 ♦) = 1/2
	 A(l7)
T
J	 .
K 
For complete power transfer the external electric voltage
must , be varied until the relation in Eq.A-17._i_s met.
_I
I For straight through power transfer in the guides it is
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4	 required that 8Z = 0. This occurs when either A 1
	
0 or 6 1 	0.
The first condition implies that 0 = 0 and the second that
2 (e 2 + d 2) _ (vit)Z	v = 1,2,3,...
(l8)
i	 (Ke2 + 62) L2 a 4 (y T)2
To switch to straight-through power transfer the electric
voltage must be changed until the relation in Eq. A-8 is met.
The alternating U switch was implemented .
It is a two-section switch. The term K L was,made
IT
2 7 because it had been determined analytically that for this product
of coupling coefficient times coupling length, the same voltage yields
cross over for the reversed AS switch and straight through for the
y
uniform (non revised d8) switch, as shown in Figure A-7).
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The question which needs to be answered numerically using
Eqs. 10 and 18, is whether a two section cobra switch can be voltage
tuned for optimum switching performance and maintain its performance
over a certain temperature range. The numerically evaluation can be
performed' for LiNbO 3
 (but not for' titanium diffused LiNb03 ) where
the temperature dependence of the refractive indices no and ne and of
the electroptip coefficients r 13 and r33 are published.
Also the approximaitions that k 
	 k l and that the coupling
coefficient does not change with the external electric field, must be
checked to their validity.
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A1.1.2.5 Numerical Evaluation
To optimize the design of a cobra switch the electric field
vector of the optical wave should be parallel to the extra ordinary
wave of the LiNbO3 crystal ( Elly mode), This polarization minimizes
the electric voltage required for switching from straight through to
cross over. To maintain the E lly mode, the width of the channel
waveguides (a) should be larger than its height. It seems important that
the metal contracts are not placed directly on the channel waveguides,
but that a thin dielectric layer of approximately 2 microns be inserted
between the,L1Nb0 3 crystal with the channel waveguides, and the metal
contacts, as shown schematically in Figure 1 The thin dielectric layer
will confine the optical wave of the waveguides and of the substrate
between the waveguides. It will accomplish that the field configuration
of the dielectric waveguide mode is not affected by the metal contacts.
The coupling coefficient between the channel waveguides will
be computed for the E ll y mode, where the width of the channel waveguides
is twice their height. The refractive index of their dielectric layer
between waveguides and metal contact will be assumed to be the same as
the refractive index of the substrate of n e = n2 = 2.17. The
refractive index of the Titanium diffused LiNbO 3 will be assumed to
n l = 2.175. The computation of the coupling coefficient will use
Eqs. 10 to 18 and X = 0.8 microns.
To insure that each guide only supports the fundamental mode
(Elly ) the normalized dimension is limited to
C
This yields
b = 2.2 microns,
for	 a=2b
a 4.4 microns
k x =0.51 x104 	ky=0.8x104
k 1	 17.08 x 104
k Z = (k l 2 - kx2 - ky2 ) = k I = 17.08 x 104
C	 0.966 x 10-4
n = 1.2 x 10-4
where and n are the penetration depth of the field into the adjacent
dielectric with the refractive index n2.
Then K = 6.78 cm-1 for 2 microns separation between
guides.
For the alternating A6 switch for cross-over KL = Z "J2
kza - kzab 21T
and L = 0.27 cm. From Eq. 17, 6 = 6.78 = --- _ -^ An
An = 0.863 x 10
-4 .	
n3	 n3
	
e	 e	 V
From Eq. 1, An =	 r33 E :	 r33	 T
For n  3^!2.'1,a5, r 33 = 32.2 x 10-10 cm/volt, and a length of the electric
N
field lines (e) of (3.2 H + 4) -10-4 cm, V = 7.34 volt.
For complete cross-over of the two section switch where each
section is 0.164 cm long, a positive voltage of 7.3 volts must be
applied to one section and a negative voltage of - ;7,3 volts must be
applied to the other section.
Fo y straight through power transfer Eq. 91) must be satisfied.
To accomplish this the same voltage of 7.38 volts is applied to both
sections of the switch.
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When the temperature changes, the refractive index of
LiNb03 and its electro-optic coefficient also change, the changes are
0.7 x 10-4j °C and 4.9 x 10-4/°C, respectively. Assuming a temperature.
increase of 20° which will result in an increase of n 1 to 2.1764 and
r33 to 32.2098. This causes a decrease in the coupling coefficient
to 6.775 and an increase of d to 0.6795. Both charges with temperature
seem too small to affect the performance of the switch. However, should
the temperature range become larger, consideration should be given that
the temperature change of the ordinary wave is smaller than the
temperature change of the extra ordinary wave. Consequently, operationq,
of the switch in the TE mode would be less affected by temperature change
than in the TM mode.
Al.1.2.6 Material
4
The cobra switch had been built of Titanium diffused LiNb03.
However, LiNb0 3
 has shown refractive index inhomogeneities which would
adversely affect the performance characteristics of the cobra switch.
Considerations should be given to the use of LiTa03 or K6L 4NbO3
which have not exhibited similar inhomogeneities.
A1.2 SWITCHING NETWORKS USING COBRA SWITCHES
In the switching network design J n Figure A -8 the light is
guided in channel waveguides and the DPDT electro optic switches are
of the single section "Cobra" type. In the single section "Cobra"
switch only the cross talk in the asynchronous mode can be reduced by
voltage tuning. The cross talk in the synchronous coupling mode
depends on the dimensional precision of the length and the distance
between the coupled channel waveguides-, which cannot always be
controlled. Therefore, the single section "Cobra"switch would work
well in the switching matrix in Figure A-8 which is especially designed
to compensate for leakage in switches where the cross talk is primarily
in one coupling made.
The drawback of this type of switching matrix is that it uses
2n switches and each "Cobra" switch, whether in the synchronous (off)
or in the asynchronous (on) coupling mode, introduces losses and scatter-
ing. Also, voltage tuning of the asynchronous mode of n2 "Cobra"
switches in the switching matrix must represent a serious problem.
In the altertnati ng d fi "Cobra" switch, both coupling modes
can be voltage tuned to minimize cross talk. This type of switch
can be incorporated into a switching network which need not compensate
for excessive cross talk and therefore, requires no termination and a
smaller number of switches. An optical switching network with four input
 7
and four output,, ports requiring 5 alternating a# switches is shown in
Figure A-9. Because of the limited number of switches in the network,
R	 a connection between a particular pair of ports may block connection
u
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for,-minimum cross talk in a single alternating 60 switch is straight-
forward, it must require much more complicated adjustments when 5
integrated switches or more are used in the network.
The study to find the optimum design for a comparatively
large integrated optic switching network seems to favor the switching
network using electro optic Bragg diffraction switchesain planar wave-
guide where attenuation, cross talk and distortion should be very'
low, rather than using "Cobra" switches.
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A1.2 ACOUSTO-OPTIC BRAGG DIFFRACTION SWITCH
A1.2.1 Introduction
Acousto-optic devices can be used to switch light from one
port to n ports, where n = 2. In their use as light switches they can
be either operated in the isotropic or in the anisotropic mode. In
the isotropic mode, the polarization of the undiffracted optical wave
and the diffracted optical wave is the same. The direction of the
diffracted optical wave always differs from the direction of the incident
optical wave, In their use as light switches advantage is taken of the
property that the direction of the diffracted optical wave can be deflected
by a change in the acoustic frequency . In the isotropic mode there
is no limitation to the acoustic frequency other than set by the generation
of acoustic waves and their attenuation at room temperature. In this mode
isolation between the n output ports is determined by the beam properties
of the diffracted light.
To increase the number of output ports while maintaining isolation
between ports, an array of interdigital acoustic-wave transducers should be
used.
In the anisotropic mode the polarization of the undiffracted and
the diffracted optical wave is orthogonal, so that large isolation can be
achieved by polarization discrimination., This large isolation, however, is
effective only for switching from one port to either of two ports. When
switching from one port to n ports (n > 2) the acoustic frequency must be
varied to change the deflection of the diffracted optical light beam. In
the anisotropic mode the acoustic frequency has a lower limit where the
♦ 	 ,
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undi ffracted and the di ffk '` •:^^ optical waves become colli near . An upper
frequency limit occurs where the isotrophic Bragg diffraction begins to
dominate. Close to the upper limit, where the direction of the diffracted
light is normal to the acoustic wave vector, the deflection range of the
diffracted optical wave becomes very large. In this \^t,oustic frequency
range a light switch should be operated to switch from ot,^`\ port to n ports
for n»2.
In the anisotropic node for n > 2 the isolation betweeri. , 'te out-
put ports is also determined by the beam properties of the diffract' light.
It is important to realize that an acousto-optic device can ne,,,ir
function as a switch alone. The wave nature of the sound beam
periodically moves the optical beam from the direction of the undiffracted
wave to the direction of the diffracted wave. This effect results in
intensity modulation of the optical waves at the fre+ ency of the acoustic
wave. In a communication system care must be taken t at the acoustic
frequency lies outside the information frequency band.
1.1.2	 Operation Principle
Acousto-optic interactions in solids are due to the photo-
elastic effect where mechanical strains set-up by the acoustic waves cause
a change in the refractive index on. The strain and therefore the
refractive index variation is periodic with a wavelength equal to that
of the acoustic wave A. The variation of the refractive index can affect
the phase of the light beam.,which traverses the strained medium.
However, the variation of'the refractive index by the photo-elastic
effect is only in the order of 10-4 . For appreciable phase modulation
the interaction length must be increased by approximately X./An, where
X. is the optical wavelength.
^	 i„-28
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Efficient acousto -optic devices use parametric interaction of
traveling optical waves,	 The optical waves are coupled b 	 the acoustic9	 P	 P	 P	 y
wave, which changes therefractive index by an amount proportional to
the strain produced by the acoustic wave. 	 For sound waves with
frequencies in the hundreds of MHz region and below, the interaction in
the Bragg region is most efficient.
	 In 'this region the optical phase
grating set dap by the periodic index changes can diffract all the
a incident light into a single 1st order diffraction lobe. 	 The condition
for Bragg diffraction is that
nA2
`
^	
w >
p
where: w is the width of the acoustic beam, A i s the acoustic wavelength,
f and ao is the free spacF/ optical wavelength:
Optimum coupling will occur if the wave vectors k of the three
waves and their frequencies w satisfy the phase match conditions, which
r
are	 1µ`,
+	
-.	 +
kl - k2 + ks	 (la)
z + ws	 (I b)
where the indices 1 and 2 refer to the incident and the diffracted
t°
optical waves and s to the sound wave. 	 For the isotropic mode, the
F
vector diagram for Bragg diffracti on is shown in Figure A-10. The vector
components can be written as
k	 cos 01 = k2 cos 02	 y
sin0,,,, +k sin0	 kk12
	 2	 s
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Since the polarization, nf the incident optical wave and the diffracted
f	 optical wave are the same, n l 
s n2 , and	 1
a
'	 cos 01	 k2
cos 41	 cT—i
k
and 2ksin Oo s ks which yields the Bragg angle po
oa sine A- Y sin- ^o	 I's (2)
e  `	 nom—
k	
where X is the optical wavelength in the diffracting medium, v is
M
j
	
	 velocity of the acoustic wave and f s is the frequency of the acoustic
wave which is much lower than the frequency of the optical wave, vo•
k
a
f
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The Bragg angle % is the angle of the incident optical wave
and twice the Bragg angle, 20, is the difference in direction of the0
incident and the diffracted light.	 For fs << vos the Bragg angle is
very small so that the l i ght is incident9 on the acoustic columns at an
angle Q L which is nearly normal to the acoustic wave vector.	 Also the
diffracted wave is Doppler - shifted by the traveling acoustic wave—to
the frequency
vo + fs or vo - fs.
For a change of the acoustic frequency Eq. lb will remain valid since the
diffracted light will shift in frequency to maintain a value wl " Ws.
However, the wave vectors will not sum. A change of the acoustic frequency
by Afs 	s an equivalent change- o Yields 	 chf ek_1 then Eqt la becomess
kr=kz+ks+aks
and the difference in direction between the incident and the diffracted
light increases by
A(20) = sin -I Xo of	 (3)
nv	 s
To operate an acousto-optic device as a switch advantage can be
taken of the change of the direction of the diffracted light with the
variation of the acoustic frequency. However, a deviation from the phase
match condition in Eq. la, also results in a decrease in intensity of
the diffracted light, which can be represented by
p(Ak)
	
sin'^^ l\ s l2
where l is the interaction length of the optical and acoustic waves,
,.\
L w tan 0, and w is the width of the sound wave. The range of the
frequency change for deflecting the incident light beam and consequently,"
the number or output ports is limited by 	 4.
Allowing a decrease in intensity by -4 db, the total frequency
deviation becomes
2Afs : 2 vx
and the deflection angle range becomes
111
f
e
#r
F;
2
± 
n, fs
ma
The number of output ports of a multiport switch is also
limited by the required isolation between ports, The deflected beam
results from the diffraction of the incoming beam at the phase grating,
which is set up by the acoustic wave. The diffraction of a plane wave
by a grating is the product of two functions, one of them represents
the effect of.a single period of the grating, the other represents the
effect of the interference of light from all the illuminated periods
of the grating.
Each single period of the gratin g effectively represents a
reflector to the incoming wave. The length of its apertures is given
by the width of the acoustic wave projected in the direction of the incident
optical wave given as
s - wsin Q
	
(5)
In the far-field the beam width corresponding to this aperture (the first
minimum on each side of the beam) is
AO _ 
2,
, o .r..	 (6)
wsin
The incident optical beam with the diameter D illuminates N acoustic
A-33
wave periods, where N - D	 In the far-field, the width of the inter -
A
ference function set up by the N periods (the first minimum to each
side) is
AB ,^ 2ao	 (7)
.	 D
The interference maximum are spaced 
ao 
apart.
A
Because the Bragg angle Oo is very small the beamwidth of
H,
the diffracted beam is determined primarily by Eq. 7. However, Eq. 7
only defines the beamwidth within the first minima. But the sidelobes
outside the first minima can not be neglected. The first set of sidelobes
outside the beamwidth given in Eq. 7 are only 13 db below the main beam
for uniform illumination. The sidelobe level gradually decreases to
lower levels for higher order sidelobes. For adequate isolation
between adjacent output ports, the output ports must be spaced further
apart than indicated by the beamwidth in Eq. 7.
The number of output ports ,limited by Eq. 4 can be made larger by
using an array of.interdigital :"transducers rather than a single
transducer, as shown schematically in Figure A-11 . The transducers have
different center frequencies and generate acoustic beams that are tilted
in respect to each other to meet the Bragg condition in Eq. 2.
If the diffracted optical polarization differs from the incident
wave, in the ' anisotropi_c medium, the optical birefringence requires that
Ikd l # sk i (. As an example, , a positive uniaxial crystal is considered
in which an extra-ordinary polarized optical wave is incident Perpendicular
to the optical axis, and the acoustic wave is assumed to be propagating
f	 ,/ perpendicular to the optic-axis. The p.hotoelastic interaction is such
that the diffracted wave is polarized in the direction of the ordinary
wave. The phase match condition for traveling wave interaction"	the
-
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Figure.,,A-11. Guided Wave Bragg Diffraction-Three Tilted
Surface Acoustic Waves
C.S. Tsai, Proc. of the Society of Photo
Iptical Instrumentation Engineers, Vol. 90,
^ .icousti c Optics. Aug. 26-27, 1976.
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same as given in Eqs. la and b.
	 For n i	nd the vector relation is
bygiven
6'2
sin Oi	 1 +	 x-T	 (ni - nd )
i	 o
(8)
z•
sin Od d	 l - z	 (n	 - nd2)
d	 o
where the subscripts i and d denote incident and diffracted wave, respectively.
The definition of positive 01 and °d are shown in	 Figure A-12. Eqs. 8 written
as functions of the acoustic frequency fs become
Xo	 V2
	
a	 2
sin 0.
_
v 	 f Is + f-	 - 2-
	 (ni - n d	 )
i	 so
T
(g)t
Xo	 . 2	 2sin Od =	 n^-dv	 fs _ . v—x^ --- (ni - nd2)fs o
r	 Large isolation between two output ports can be achieved with an acousto-
'	
g	 popti
c 
 switch when operatin g in an anisotropic mode.	 The large isolation
between the two output ports is obtained by polarization discrimination.
But to switch from one port to n ports (n>2)= ip the anisotropic mode,
the acoustic frequency must be varied to change the deflection of the
F	 diffracted optical wave.
In the anisotropic mode the acoustic frequency has a lower
limit fmi n where the undi ffracted and the diffracted optical waves are
collinear given as
i
i	 (C. S. Tsai, SPIE	 Figure A-12. Wavevector construction describing Bragg diffraction
i	 East 1978).	 (_1	 at frequency vd = vi + fs in a positive uniaxial
I	 crystal when the incident optical wave is extra-
ordinarily polarized
h
In the anisotropic mode the acoustic frequency has an upper
limit noted in Eq. 9 to result when f s becomes much larger than the
second (anisotropic) term. In this case the isotropic mode tends to
dominate.
At the acoustic frequency V where
f'o  ^
22	
(10)
the two terms in Eqs. 9 are equal and the deflection range of the
diffracted optical wave becomes very large. For operation near the
acoustic frequency fs : f' the wave vector diagram is shown in. Fi gure A:13=__
For fs u f'; Od = 0 the vector k s is tangent to the locus of allowed
solutions of kd . The change of Oi and Od
 with a variation of the
i
	 frequency fs follows from Eq. 9. While the angle O i changes slowly, the
angle Od changes very fast away from Od = 0, as shown schematically in
Figure 1-4. Actually, the deflection range in the anisotropic mode where
fs
 f is close to 10 times the deflection range for isotropic Bragg
diffraction.	 c
An acousto optic switch from one port to n ports (n >> 2) should
operate in the anisotropic mode where f s = f'. The large deflection
range will make it possible to space the output ports sufficiently far
apart to achieve large isolation among them.
nro
s
s	 ^► 	 ^tj
Mc	 r
a.
Figure A-13. Wave vector construction illustrating Bragg
diffraction near the acoustic frequency fi
f'. The angular scan d • is much larger s
than the diffraction angle 401 of the incident
acoustic beam
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Figure A-13. Graph of angles of incidence and diffraction for
Bragg diffraction near the acoustic frequency
f = f'. The large angular sweep aed obtainable
'	 !	 with a small incident diffraction angle Aei
`	 is illustrated.
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A1.1.3 Implementation
A.1.1.3.1 Acousto Optic Switch = Single Pole Double Throw ,(SPPT)
The design of a light switch for a communication system must
consider the requirement for large isolation between the output ports.
To accomplish large isolation in an acoust-optic switch which connects
alternatively one port to two output ports, the two output ports should
not correspond to the diffracted and the undiffracted beam, This
restriction results because the incident light is being diffracted'by
the periodic index variations produced by the acoustic wave and both
C,
the diffracted and the undiffracted light'intens.ities follow the
envelope of the acoustic waye, Their variations are in-phse and out -of-
phase, respectively, with the acoustic modulation wave. Thus„ with the
acoustic power being turned on, the switch ca,n`only function ai a
periodic 3 db coupler between the ports corresporidtng to the diffracted and
the undiffracted beams. (It can also function as a periodic power divider
with variable power division from 0 to 3 db by changing the acoustic
power)
For a proper design, the two output ports of an acousto-optic
switch should both correspond to symmetrical deflections of the,'
diffracted beam from the phase matching direction. The angular dependence
of the diffraction efficiency is given by
n s sin*j ks L AP)
( ks L ao}Z
IE where A0 is the excursion from the Bragg angle, L is the acoustic
beamwidth and k s
 is the acoustic wave vector. At the half power points
of Eq. 1
LH
P
hksL©e a0.46r
and the half power points appear at the angles ± AG n ± 0.45 A This
corresponds to the deflection of the diffracted beam from the phase matching
condition by
± 2 40 - + 0.9 A 	 (3)
Using the relation for the Bragg diffraction
sin 00. ao . s	 (4)
n'^" A" nv ko
and
cos 00 440 = n 4fs
nv ko
we obtain the required frequency change for the deflection in Eq. 3.
t 4f S s40.9 n ko v2cos 0Q _.	 (5)
2nfS L
For large isolation between the two output ports the deflection
of the diffracted beam from the phase matching condition, 20 Q, must be,
larger than the bendwidth of the diffracted optical beam which is
0 = 2X0	 (6)
D
where D is the diameter of the 'incident optical abeam.
Also, for the design of an acousto-optic switch the switching
speed is an important parameter. The switching speed is limited by the
transducer bandwidth oft and by the acoustic transit time across the
optical keam. The switching time T can be given as
D
T a	 + v
	
(7)
The intensi`,fy of the diffracted guided light beam Id in respect
to the undepleted incident beam intensity Ii is given by
A-4l
n
 On 	 n	 F	
Mz	
Pi	 cos	 L,o	 o	 ^	 ac	 ^^)
F.
where eo is the aragg angle for phase matching condition, L is the acoustic
beam width, F is the overlap integral which has a value from 0 to 1,
depending on the transverse field distribution of the guided optical
waves and the acoustic surface wave
	
and
M2 	 n6 p2
I p	 v3
h
where n is the refractive index, p the effective photoelectric constant,
p the density, v the velocity of the acoustic surface wave and H is the
acoustic beam height.
For the total conversion of the incident beam to the diffracted
beam, the expression inside the parenthesis in Eq.	 (1) must roe	 n .	 Total
conversion of the incident light beam to the diffracted light beam can be
accomplished by adjusting the input acoustic power.
The design of an acousto-optic integrated switch in the isotropic
4 ;
mode is shown schematically in FigureA-14 the crystal is a y - cut planar
of LiNb03 with the optical axis (x-axis) orientated along the propagation h
direction of the acoustic wave.
	 The optical waveguide is formed by in-
diffusion of Ti.	 The waveguide can confine the guided light to within less
than 2 microns of the surface. 4
For an efficient switch the acoustic frequency should be
sufficiently high so that the confinement of the optical waves matched
the penetration depth of the surface acoustic wave.
	
This can be
approximated for an acoustic center frequency of 1 GHz where the wave-
r
?
length of the acoustic surface wave is close to 3.5 microns.;,,
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Figure A-14.	 (a) Single Pole Double, Throw CSPDTj Acousto-Opti,c:Swi.tch
(b) Photo 'Elastic Effect for an Appl ies
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The incident optical beam from a He-Ne laser is at 0 * (1.633
microns. The guided optical wave is in the TE O mode where the electric
field vector is polarized in the direction of the extraordinary ray, in
order to take advantage of the larger induced index change in the
extra-ordinary index.
The laser beam must be incident under the Bragg angle in Eq. 49
which is
00 . 45 milliradian
The two output ports of the acousto -optic switch correspond to
the angle 00 + 200 and 00 W. For these deflections of the
diffracted optical L^ft :m the frequency of the acoustic wave must be
switched from fs + Af to fs - Af.
For a,diameter of the incident optical beam of 1 mm, the beam-
width of the diffracted beam to the first minima in the diffraction
pattern, from Eq. 6, is
os = 1`=
	
milliradian
Consideration must be given to the Guassian field distribution of the
incident laser beam which yields a diffracted beam with low sidelobes
Still, to assure large isolation between output ports, the two beam
positions should be separated by at least 4A0 = 6 - 3.6 milliradian.
For this deflection, using Eq. 3, _a width of the acoustic wave of
L = 1.15 mm is required. This width meets the requirement for the Bragg
condition that the team 2^aOL be larger than 10. In fact, 2^raoL = 282.
nA2	 A2
The frequency deviation fs + Af to accomplish the deflection
from the phase matching condition of t 2 d0,from Eq. 5,is t 20 MHz,.
0
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The acoustic power requirement for depleting the incident
optical beam and forming the throughput to one of the output ports follows
from Eq. 8, where the figure of merit for LiNbO 3 is M2 * 7 x 10- 18 sec/g.
To use these cm-g-sec units, 1 MW must be expressed in the same units,
	
where 1 MW - 104 g crn2	 Then the required acoustic power assuming the
sec3
overlap-integral F - 0.4, is 360 W.
The speed of switching from Eq. 7 is
T_ 1 6 +	 0.. 11 	 - 0.3 x 10-6 sec.40.10	 3.5 x 10 5
In order to reduce the acoustic power requirement the width
of the acoustic wave should be made larger. Assuming L - 7 mm, then
the acoustic power becomes 180 mW. However, the increase in the
surface wave aperture reduces the deflection angle to t 2p o : t 0.45
milliradian and requires an increase in the optical beam diameter to 4 mm.
Then Ag = 0.3 milliradian. The-speed of the switch reduces to
T 1 + 0-- 0.4 1.2 x 10-6 sec.
	
10 x 10+6
	3.5 x 105
To extend the acousto optic switch in Figure A-14 to n ports
where n ­> 2, the bandwidth of the device must be made larger. This can
be accomplished in the isotropic; mode by the use of an array of transducers.
Or the acousto optic multi-port switch can be operated in the anisotropic
.mode where fs a V as outlined in Section A1.2.
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The acousto optic Bragg diffraction switch can attain large
isolation when connecting one input port alternately to two output
t	 1	 h	 th t	 t t	 t	 d t	 t	 1 d fl tipor s on y w en a wo ou pu por s correspon o symme r^ca a ec ons
of the diffracted beam from the phase matching condition. Thus, the
acousto-optic Bragg diffraction switch induces a phase grating in the
"on" as well as in the "off" position (with different periodicity).
In a switching matrix the acousto -optic Bragg di;.f ction
switchrs will introduce torthe propagating waves scattering and losses
in the "on" as well as in the "off" position.
	A1.1.3 Electro optic Bragg Diffraction Switch in the Channel Wayeguide	 n
An electric optic Bragg diffraction switch has also been
reported using channel waveguides. The design is a hybrid between
guided transmission at the i nput and output ports and free space inter-
.
action at the diffraction grating. Fop the free space interaction,
the channel waveguide must be increased in width from 4 to 30 microns}
so that the laser beam can intercept 10 periods of the diffraction
grating as shown in Figure A-15. This design does not ,,have the advantage
that the wave can propagate without scattering in the "off" position
of the switch.
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Figure A-15. Channel Waveguide Bragg Diffraction Switch
r	 fi	 (a) Schematic Illustration
j
	
B. Chen and C. M. Meier
	
(b) Operation Status
Applied Phys. Letters
f	 33 (1), 1 July 1976)
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Three type&^of switches have been analyzed.	 They are the
2x2 "Cobra" switch, the 2x2 electro-optic Bragg diffraction switch and
the lxn, acousto optic Bragg diffraction switch (where n > 2). 	 The
2x2 switches represent the building blocks for large switching matrices.
The l x n switch would be used primarily in time-division multiplexing
to connect	 n information channels to one guided output line and
retrieve the n channels from one guided input line.
The 2x2 "Cobra Switch" uses the electroptic effect, its energy
consumption is low and isolation between ports up to 26 db has been
demonstrated, on a 2x2 two section switch. 	 The electro optic switch
requires energy primarily for switching rather than for holding in the
on
	 or "off" position.
	
The equivalent lumped circuit element of the
Cobra Switch is that of a capacitance.
	
Energy is required primarily to
charge up the capacitance, the energy to hold the charge on the capacitance
is much smaller. 	 Specific values were given for a six-section 'Cobra =
w^
Switch" where the design uses 3 volts d-c bias for the "cross-over"
state and a pulse amplitude of 3.3 volts for the "straight through"
state.	 The resistance of the input transmission line was 50 ohms and
the capacitance of the device 22pF.
The energy to chargo'up the capacitance is
V
E - Cr
E = 10-10 W sec
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The time to charge up the "Cobra Switch" is
T a nIR-4x10-9 sec
Should the switch be turned on and off i.e. 106 times per second, then
the energy required would be 0.11 mW sec.
In a switching matrix where i.e. 10 of these switches are
used the switching energy would increase to 1 mW.
The electro optic Bragg diffraction switch also has low energy
consumption, the required switching energy should be about the same
magnitude as in the "Cobra" switch. But the reported values of isolation
between ports are considerably lower than for the "Cobra" ,switch.
In the acousto optic switch energy is not required to switch
but to hold the switch in the "on" and "off" positions. The required
energy is approximately 450 mW sec (assuming 5 db transducer loss). The
required energy is independent how often the switch is turned on or off.
Also the required energy remains the same when the number of output
ports is increased by using an array of transducers.
Isolation between ports of 25 db -should be obtainable.
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A1.3 COUPLERS FOR INTEGRATED OPTICS
4
A1.3.1 Introduction
The prism coupler and the grating coupler have both been
devised for the conversion of a collimated laser beam into a surface
wave and its reciprocal operation, that is the conversion of a surface
wave into an outgoing collimated laser beam. But these couplers can
not efficiently transform the wide angle radiation from an injection
laser into the guided mode of a dielectric waveguide. For efficient
`	 coupling using one of these couplers the radiation from the injection
laser must be collimated, preferably by a 'set of microlenses.
The tapered thin-fiber waveguide coupler which converts a
a	 guide wave into a divergent output beam, seems to lend itself well (in
the reciprocal operation) to couple the radiation from an injection
laser directly into a guided surface wave.
s>
t'
L	
A1.3.2 PRISM Coupler
The prism coupler provides an efficient technique for coupling
a collimated laser beam into a dielectric waveguide. It uses the
principle of distributed mode coupling between the fields in the prism
and the guide. The coupling occurs between the evanescent fields in the
small gap of lower refractive index between the prism and the waveguide.
The coupler permits excitation of the fundamental transverse mode in
the waveguide (rather than one of the higher order modes) by proper
orientation of the direction of the incident laser beam. The principle
of operation of the prism coupler can best be described using ray optics.
The model of the prism coupler used for this analysis is shown in Figure A-16
A more exact analysis will then be used to describe the principle of
operation of the optimized design, shown in Figure A-17.
A1.3.2.1 Principle of Operation Using Ray Optics
A typical configuration of a planar dielectric waveguide for
use in integrated optical circuits is shown in Figure= ► 18•It is formed
by a thin film on a substrate, where the refractive index of the thin
film of
 is higher than that of the substrate n  or the cover n c , which,
in general, is air. It i s
t.of>ns>nc
1
4
^g
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Figure A-16. Prism Input Coupler
T. Tamir "Integrated Optics" Topics in
Applied Physics, P. 87.
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Figure A-18. "Asymmetric" Planar Di electric Waveguide
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For a wave which propagates along the planar waveguide, only the
x dimension of the beam cross section is guided while in the y
dimension , the wave propagates freely. Using ray optics, a plane
wave incident on the boundary of the film under an angle a which is
n
larger than the angle of total reflection Oc , (where sin Oc* ns (1)),
f
follows a zig-zag path as shown in Figure A-19, The wave is coherent
with a free space wavelength X o , the wave travels with a wave vector
r
knf in the direction of the wave normal and
k = 21r
 °..
The field of the wave varies as
it
e3(±kxx + k zz - wt) -e Jkn f(±x cos 0 + z sin 0 - wt)
For a guided mode in the planar waveguide, the zig-zag picture predicts
a propagation constand asw , which is the z component of the wave vector
knf
kz = 5sw = knf sin 0	 (2)
Only a limited range of angles 0 are allowed which meet the transverse
resonance condition
2kn fw cos 0 - 2 0 s -2 p
c 
= 2M7r	 (3)
where w is the thickness of the film with the refractive index nf,
0S and 0  are the phase shift on total reflection from the film-
--A
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Figure A-19. Side-View Of A Dielectric Waveguide Showing Wave
Normals Of The Zig-Zag Waves Corresponding To A
Guided Mode.
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substrate interface and film-cover interface, rosepectively, and M
is an	 (integer, M = 0,1,2) which identifies the mode number. The9 
phase shifts 0s and 0^ are functions the angle 0 and of the refractive
indices nf , ns and nc . Equation 3 is the dispersion equation for the
waveguide, yielding the propagation constants
sw
 as a function of
wavelength ao and film thickness w. From equations 1 and 2 it follows
for°guided modes that the propagation constant S is bounded by the
a	
sw
Y avelane propagation constants of substrate and filmp	 P 1 
,
kns 
< Ssw < kn f
i
a
	
	
A typical w - Ssw relation of a dielectric waveguide is shown in
Figure A-20 for the modes M =O to 2.
'f	 The waves in the dielectric waveguide are not contained
entirely within the thin film as shown in Figure A-19. .but also penetrate
r	 into the adjacent layers in the form of evanescent fields, as shown
in Figure A-21. For the fundamental mode .. (M=0) the transverse fields in
the three layers of the TE-mode, are
Ey Ece-jPc(x-w) for w < x
Ey=Ef cos[(knf cos 0) x-0f) G < x < w
^w
j	
Ey 
'Es 
ejPsx
	 for x < 0	 (4)
1	 F	
p
t	 _,
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Figure,A-20. Typical w-0 Diagram of A Dielectric Waveguide
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The fields of the guided mode in the dielectric waveguide are those
of a homogeneous plane wave; where the wave vectors kx and k z are real.
The presence of the coupling prism in Figures 1 and 2 changes
the dielectric structure to become multi-layered. When the air gap
>>	 < 	 between prism and dielectric waveguide becomes sufficiently small,
coupling occurs between the evanescent fields in waveguide and Prism,
which results in energy transfer between them. The leakage of energy
away from the waveguide results in a decrease of the energy in the
waveguide in direction of propagation z. Thus, the wave vector kz
must become complex;
kz= a - ja
The coupling mechanism between prism and waveguide can best be described
using Figure A-22. The laser beam A enters into thg.prism of refractive
index n3 and propagates downward with an incident angle 03 . Within
the beam cross section, the A 3 wave is assumed to have constant
amplitude and, therefore, the base of the prism is uniformily illuminated
from z = 0 to z = 1. At the base of the prism a part of the incident--"
wave is reflected, as the 
B3 wave and the remainder is coupled into the
film as an Al wave. Because of the coupling the amplitude of the	 4
waves except that of the A3 wave will vary in direction of z. Since
the coupling occurs through the evanescent fields, the coupling will
.be v: ^,^ y weak, that is,
S » a and S Z Ssw
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I	 Figure A-22.	
(A) Thin Film n Coupled to a Semi-Infinite
f.K. Tien and R. Ulrich	
Medium n 3
 throu;h a gap S, (B) Two Semi-Infinite
P(	 Media n and n Coupled Through a Gap S, and (C)
J. Opt. Sac. America, Vol. 60, Waves iR a Prism-Film Coupler.
No. l0, Oct. 1970) 1% C,
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Because the coupling between the waves in the prism and the dielectric
waveguide is very weak, efficient energy transfer requires traveling
wave interaction. For efficient energy transfer in the traveling wave
mode, the wave vector in the direction of propagation in the prism,
kn 3sin03 ,must be equal to the wave vector $ sw in the thin film guide,
kn3 sin 03 r S sw	 (5)
Further, for complete energy transfer the length of the coupling region
in direction of propagation, 1, must meet the requirement that
Kl = 7T
where K is the coupling coefficient between the modes.
'j
I
In the multilayer structure in Figure A-22 representing the
prism coupler together with the thin film waveguide, the leakage of
energy from the guide to the prism through the gap with the width s,
is indicated by the ray B 13 	Figure A-22a. The ray A3 , incident through
the prism is totally reflected at the prism-gap interface. Though
the angle 03 is slightly smaller than the angle O 1 , total reflection
still takes place because n 3 > n (nf). The totally reflected ray
is the - ray B3; while leakage of energy from the prism to the guide is
indicated by the ray A1, both shown in Figure A-226.
The resultant Al wave in the guide is the sum of A' and All
Similarly, the resultant reflected wave B3 is the sum of B3 and B3;
both shown in Figure iA922c. In the prism-film coupler „the ray A l is
being built up from the ray A 3 and because of the phase matching
r
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condition in Eq. 5, A' must always be in phase with All The two waves
add in phase and the amplitude of A l must increase over the coupling
length 1. From the analysis,it follows that the rays B1 and B3lare
always 180° out of phase:; thus, the resultant 63
 must decrease over
the coupling length.
The build up and decrease of the waves (along the direction
of propagation) which are coupled from the prism. coupler into
the dielectric waveguide, are shown in Figure A-23. The amplitude A3
which represents the cross section of the incoming laser beam projected
on the base of the prism coupler, is assumed to be constant over the
coupling length from z = 0 to z - 1. A l (z) is zero for z = 0 0 it
increases over the coupling region and reaches its maximum value for
z =1. For z > 1 no energy is transferred from the laser beam to
the waveguide any longer (dl =0)y but energy is leaking from the wave-
guide back into the prism (B3 > 0) and A l (z) becomes-smaller for -
z > 1. The wave which is reflected at the prism base (93) is constant
over the beam cross section from z=0 to 1. The wave B i which is
leaking from the waveguide back into the prism is set up by the
wave;B l which increases from z=0 to z-1, thus, B l and B3 grow
t6gether from z=0 to 1 and become smaller for z > 1. Since B3
is always 1800 out of phase in respect to Bl i the sum of the reflected
waves B3 decreases with increasing z from z =0 to z=1 and finally
becomes negative. In summary, the energy transfer from the prism
coupler to the waveguide over the coupling region results a) from the
constructive interference of the wave in the guide and of the leaky
wave from the prism, and b) from the destructive interference of the
A-63
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Figure A-23. Distributions of Wave Amplitudes in a.Prism-Film9
Coupler for a) Incident Beam, b) A l orB 	 Wave
p, K, Tien and R. Ulrich
J. 0 tic Son. America, Vol, 60,	
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r
reflected incident wave at the prism base and of the leaky wave
from the guide into the prism.
Using the simplified ray optics approach the alignment of
K
the prism coupler requires the adjustment of tre angle 03
 to meet
the total-reflection condition and the phase matching condition in
Eq. 5.
	
Then the coupling coefficient must be adjusted to meet Eq. 6
for complete energy transfer from the incident wave in the prism to
theuide mode in the dielectric wave uid^j 	 over the coupling le ngth9	 g	 1,^	 p	 g	 9
1. The coupling coefficient is Eq. 6, is proportional to e_2Pcs
r
where	 pc 	 is the decay of the surface wave in the air region in Eq. 4
and s is the gap width.	 The coupling len gth in Eq_. 6 is given by,
1 = 2Wsec 03 , where 2W is the beam width,,of the incident laser beam.
For an incident laser beam having a uniform amplitude
distribution as shown in Figure°A ;.22, `.it follows from the ray optics
A analysis that the beam must be incident as shown in Figure A-16', i;e.,
its right-hand boundary must intercept the prism corner.
	
If the
beam is shifted to the right of that corner, a portion of the beam
falls outside the coupling region, this portion of beam energy will
"-
not be coupled into,„the waveguide.
	
If, on the other hand, the right-
hand boundary of the beam falls to the left of the prism corner, energy
from the guided wave in the waveguide can be coupled back by the ray
B 1 the prism.3
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A1.3,2.2 Modification of Alignment for Increased Coupling Efficiency
	 bl
The alignment of the laser beam in respect to the prism corner,
however, must be modified for increase in coupling efficiency. The
modification is required because of a lateral displacement of a light
beam reflected by a dielectric surface (coos-Hanchen Effect. If
a bounded beam is incident on the interface between a denser and a
rarer medium under an angle which is larger than the angle Oc for total
reflection, not all the power is reflected at the interface, but a
horizontal power flux also occurs within the rarer medium. This
flux - Is mostly confined to a region that lies immediately below the
illuminated portion of the interface. The horizontal flux is accounted
for by radiant power from the incoming beam that penetrates through
the interface. After traveling some distance within the rarer medium,
this flux re-emerges into the denser medium and joins the bulk of
energy flow to form the complete reflected beam. The lateral flux
along z causes the reflected beam to be displaced in the z-direction
from the position ;predicted by geometric optics, as shown in Figure A-24.
Leaky waves in a multi-layered structure (i.e., the prism
coupler) experience an energy shifting mechanism= s-along the dielectric
boundaries that is analogous to that described for a single dielectric
interface. Only the lateral energy shift is larger for leaky waves
in a multi-layered structure than for the reflection on a single
dielectric interface. In the previous section using ray optics the
1#o' 1 energy shift had not been considered and the decrease of the
6
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Figd^e A
-24, Lateral Displacement D of a Bounded Beam at a
Dielectric Interface. The Dashed Lines Show
the Boundaries of the Reflected Beam as Predicted
by Simple Geometrical-Optics Considerations;
The Thick Arrow Indicates the Direction of Energy
aFlow in the Lower MediumT. Tami r and N. L. Urtpn i ,
J. Opt. Scc,-:America, Vol. 61,
4	 a No 10, Oct" _ 71, P. 1397
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reflected wave B 3 from zwO to l was based on the destructive interference
of the reflected beam 3^ l at the prism base and the leaky wave a3, which
were assumed to be synchronous. The difference of the lateral energy`
displacement of the reflection at a single interface B3 1 and of the leaky
wave B3, changes the decrease and later increase of the reflected wave'
B3 as a function of z. This is shown in Figure A-Z6 for an incident beam
with Gaussian amplitude distribution, where we observe that the region
of destructive interference has become shorter and the reflected wave
starts to increase before the amplitude of the incident laser beam
has become very small.
To minimize a loss in coupling efficiency in the prism coupler
introduced by the lateral :energy displacement.,.. the incident beam must
be positioned as shown in Figure A-17, where its right-hand boundary
overshoots the lower side of the prism. For the highest coupling
efficiency, where the product of coupling coefficient times coupling
length is 2a wo = 1.36, the offset of the beam with respect to the
prism should b,` wo— - 0.733 where WO = W sec 03 and W is the half
beam width of the Gaussian beam.
To explain the function of the off-set of the beam in the
prism coupler, we must remember that over the coupling length two-zr
the propagation constant in the waveguide is complex kz
=ssw 
+ ja
where a represents the loss due to the leaky wave. The geometry is
modified at z > zr to suppress the leaky mode, so that k z = 6sw, thus
supporting tn guided mode. An incident beam as shown in Figure A-17,
therefore, transfers a major portion of its energy into the thin
film waveguide. The energy in the leaky wavy region is shifted
j - A-68
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^ 	 1
horizontally along the positive z direction and would be reradiated
back into the reflected beam if the leaky wave structure would
extend beyond znzc. Because (x n 0 at z y zr , the leakage back, into
the prism is avoided and the coupled energy is propagating in form
of m guide mode in the z - direction.
A1.3.2.3 Beam Shape
The prism coupler in Figure A-16 and A-17'is shown as input coupler.
By reciprocity, it also can function as output coupler. however,
using the same configuration for input or output, their efficiencies are 	 t
different. This is because the beam radiated by the leaky wave of a
multi-layered dielectric structure has exponential amplitude distribution
rather than Gaussian, shown in Figure A-26 • The output coupler when the
height of the coupling gap is adjusted to yield 2 aw o - 1.36,
can theoretically convert a surface wave into a radiating beam with
an efficiency of close to 100 percent. For the input coupler, because
of the disparity of the Gaussian shape of the incident laser beam and
the exponential shape of the leaky wave, the coupling efficiency can
only be 80 percent.
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A1.3.3 Gratiro Cougler	 1
When using a prism coupler, which protrudes from the integrated
optics structure, many of the potential advantages of integrated optics
would be lost. The grating coupler, is of special interest because its
design can be compatible with the realization of these advantages. A
typical grating output coupler is srPwn in Figure A- 7. The grating
is a phase grating, it is often in form of a photo resist film which
has'been exposed to a laser interferometer fringe pattern. Depending
on the specific photo-resist and 'the developing procedure, the.,grating
assumes a sinusoidal, triangular, or trapezoidal shape. The presence
of the grating changes the propagation properties of the surface''wave
in the thin-film waveguide. At the interface of the thin film
wavegude and the super-imposed grating the guided wave changes to
a leaky wave. The leakage of energy is in direction of the discrete
diffraction lobes of the grating. The objective of the design of
.an efficient grating coupler is to avoid all diffraction beams but
one backward beam in' t`he substrate, as shown in Figure A-27.
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F gureA- 27 Grating Coupler With Prism ors the Substrate for
Converting an Incident Surface Wave into a Single
Leaky-Wave Beam. The Usual Parameters are such
that Backward LeaKage Occurs in Practice.
^ » T. Tami r ll lnteq.,{ated Optics"
Topics in Applied Physics, p. illj
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Assuming a sinusoidal phase grating, where the periodic
l^	 variation of the dielectric constant in direction of propagation z is
e(z) 0 er ( l - M cos •—a z)
where er
 is the average value of e(z), M is the modulation index and
d is the distance between striations, (which are parallel to the y
direction ) '
 The solution of the wave equations for the field
components of the characteristic waves in all of the uniform regions
of the structure, (airy film and substrate.) under the influence of
the grating are,
^ 	 +C (J) J (k x + k z)	 (7)
^ ^x
l z) _`C Fn a	 xn	 zn
where *he i nd-x (3) refers to the -h __	 .	 _' _	 .., ^ l
(J)	
J411 IIIC ^^it^ with
	 a(a^r), 'Oft
or s (substrate), and Fn are the amplitudes of then space harmonics.
The proagation factors of the space harmonics kzn are related to the
fundemental longitudinal propagation factor kzo by
k	 k	 + 2^rnzn	 zo	 (8)
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Each of the space harmonics observes the dispersion relation,
	
k (J)-
 
+ (k^2 _ kzn2)l/2	 (9)
2	 2
where k^	 ko s^.
If the grating is sufficiently thin, the fundamental
propagation factor kzo is very closely ;,liven by the propagation
factor of the guided wave Ssw on the uniform layered structure (with
no grating). The propagation factor of the guided wave asw on the
uniform layered structure (with no grating). The propagation factor
of the guided wave 0 s was defined in Equation 3. It is bounded by
the plane wave propagation factors kns of the substrate and knf of
the film, as shown in Figure_A- 20, The fields of the dominant fundamental
partial wave 0=0), can be approximated by the fields of the guided
wave in Equation 4.
The characteristics of the grating coupler can best be
derived from Equations 3, 4, 8 and 9. For the fundamental partial
wave ( n=0) which travels in direction of propagation z of the guided
wave, the fields in air and substrate are evanescent with respect to x,
because k(a) and kxo, are imaginary, as ca n be shown from Equation 9.
Because ssw>kn^>k,
r^
(kxo^2 - (k2	 ^sw2 ) <, 0
C (s) ) 2 ^ (k2n 2 _ a 2) 
< o
xo	 s	 sw
All higher order partial waves (00) posses small amplitudes. As the
surface wave, enters and progresses along the grating, a very small
amount of the field scattering occurs. Because this scattering is
4
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surface wave incident on the grating of the coupler be
ned into a leaky wave having a single propagating space
in the substrate and no propagating one in the air region.
be
 accomplished by choosing the appropriate ration of
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l	 transfori
harmonic
*1
	This can
a
very weak, the surface wave field in the grating region z >0 (on a local
scale) is essentially quite similar to that in the region without
grating z< 0. However *
 if the grating is long, the energy leakage by
scattering adds up to a large portion of the energy Aorought into
the grating region by the incident surface wave. Because of the regular
placement of the scatterers, the individually scattered fields interfere
constructively only along certain preferred direction at angles which
are given by
k sin Oan ^
sw
; 27rn 	 n = +1,+2	 ( 10)
for radiation into air; and at angles
kns sin 3Sn Bsw T "`T
for radiation into the substrate.
Leakage of energy of the n-th space harmonic into air can
only occur when k ( a ) in Equation 9 is real; leakage of energy into
the substrate only when k ( s ) is real. The leakage of energy causes
xn
a decay of the guided wave with z as 't progresses along the grating
region. Hence, the propagation factor k Zn along the grating region
cannot remain purely rea'1 but, instead k zn changes to a complex value.
kzn = ssw + 2dn + jot 	(12)
For an efficient grating output coupler it is required
ito yield the following relations
a))2( k
xn 
_
(s) 2
(kxn) s
xn
0
( k2 - (Bsw + 2- a-"-) ^)< 0 for n = -1
(k'n s - (asw + d ) 2 )> 0 for n = -1
(k2n 2 - (OsW + T—
	
0 for n - -2	 (13)
I!
Jf
The Brillouin diagram for a spatially modulated layered
structure i-s shown inFigu a Ai 28.. (figure A-20 shows a similar, relationship.	 r
for;-he dielectric waveguide). The propagation factor B o of the
modulated structure is very closely equal to the value 
ssw 
for the
surface wave along a uniform (M=0) layer. The propagation factor
30 is bounded by the plane wave propagation constants of substrate
(kn s ) and film (knf). These limits are the straight lines OB
and OC in Figure A-28. For small values of d
	
_<0.3), that is inside
the triangle OLG, the propagation along the grating regions is that
of a guided surface wave, where all k (j) for j=a and s are imaginary.
For Sod = N Tr the grating manifests itself by causing a stopband.
Outside the triangle OLG for 0.32< 
d< 0.38 Equation 13 is met,
where 
kX'-1 
is real. Outside the larger triangle ODG for d > 0.38
kX -1 and kX 
1 
-1 are both real.
J 
Thus, for values of d for which the operation point is inside
the smaller triangle OLG (e.g. point P) the surface wave remains
bound even if the grating is present. As the ratio di ncreases and
the operation point corsses the line FG (e.g. point Q), a single
radiation beam appears in the substrate (Equation 13) and the surface
wave is changed to a leaky wave. for larger values of d where the
A-77
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Figure A- 28
-Variation of sod for the Fundamental TE and TM
'	 Modes Along a Modulated Layer With e =
 1, 	 3.611
2.25, M 0.5. The insert showy the fist
slopband for M = 0.08
(S. T. Pena, T. Tamir and H. L. Bertoni,IEEE Transactions
MTT Vol
 . ,TT-23, No. 1, Jan. 1 27 5, p. 123)
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operating point is above the DG line (i.e. paint R) radiation beams
appear in substrate and air regions.
1n , Figure A-29 the attenuation factor in Equation 12 is
shown. In the surface wave region that is for values of inside the
triangle OLG ( in Figure A-28), is practically zero. In the stopband
around Loa peaks strongly. Outside the stopband above the line FG
the attenuation factor a is due to energy leakage into the radiation
beam in thL substrate. Above the line DG, a is due to two radiation
beams. As seen in Figure A-29- a varies slowly in the leaky wave region,
except in the vicinity of points which correspond to/",thi onset
of additional leaky wave beams in the air or substrate region.
From Figures A-28 and A-29 follows the design of an efficient
grating coupler where the surface wave, incident on the grating, is
transformed into a leaky wave having a single propagating space
harmonic in the substrate. For instance, for o f = 1.9 and ns = 1.5,
the ratio which meets the requirements of Equation 13, must be
between 0.32 and 0.38
The beam direction of the space harmonic (n = -1) from
Equation 11 is given by
	
kn sin O	
2n
s	
s, -1	 Osw	 d
'
	
For ns=1.5, and 
ssw
	
1.7k and d = 0.35, 0' 1	 - 50.S;-
The beam direction of the space harmonic (n =1) in the substrate is
backward. However, the leakage angle E) _ l is larger than the critical
angle for total reflection between substrate and air. To be able
to couple from the substrate into air, therefore, it is necessary to
C
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FigureA-29, Variation of the Attenuation Parameter a with
t	 Frequency for the same Grating as that in Figure 28
The Range Shown Allows for Either a Sinqle Beam in
the Substrate (e.g., Point Q in Figure 28) or for
Two Beams, One Each in the Substrate and Air Regions
(e.g., Point R in Figure 28)	 Inside the t-topband
a Becomes Very Large and Reaches a Peak Which is
WellOutside the Vertical Range Shown.
Roi "^,( rengg, et al, IEEE Trans ction t^1T— PITT-23, No. 1, January 1975.)
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deform the lower boundrry of the substrate or to add a prism as
shown in Figure A2?. i
A comparison between the prism coupler and the grating coupler
shows that in both couplers the surface wave is converted into a single
output beam. Thus, the efficiency of thf1 grating output coupler can
also approach 100 percent. Also the beam sha z of the two outputpp	 p	 pt^^	 p
couplers are quite similar, as shown in Figures A-20 and A-26. When coupling
a Gaussian beam by a grating input coupler, because of the disparity in
beam shapes, a maximum effic i ency of only 80 percent can be attained.
Similarly, the requirements of off-setting the beam in
relation to the grating fdr maximum efficiency (shown in Figure A-31),
also holds for the gratiF.- ^ oupler.
Al 3.4
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The principle, of the tapered coupler is shown in Figure A-32.
It consists of a section of dielectric waveguide, where the thin film
region is tapered down. \\k'lsing the geometric optics approach, the
waves undergo zig-zag bounces whose angles of incidence on the film
substrate interface decrease progressively as the taper narrows down.
As a result, at point P, the angle of incidence becomes smaller than
the critical angle of total reflection and therefore, the rays are
refracted into the substrate. The energy transfer is augmented by
that of subsequent rays, so that ultimately most of the energy in
the guided wave is transformed into an outgoing beam. Because the
beam formed by a tapered coupler is produced by rays that emerge at
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Figure A-30. Reverse Substrate"Beam Excited By a Film Mode
In a Sinusoidal Grating'-Coupler.
(H G. Unger "Planar 6ptical Waveguides and Fibers" C1orend pn Press,
F. 142.)
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Figure A-31- Alignment of Incident Beam in Grating Input
Couplers for Increasing Coupling Efficiency.
Maximum Efficiency Achievable for Gaussian Beams
is 80.1%. Which is Obtained if aw o 	0.68 and
zc/wo = 0.733
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Figure A-32. The Tapered Thin-Film Waveguide Coupler
(T. Tamir "Integrated Optics" Topics in Applied Physics, p, 118).
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slightly different angles, the outgoing beam is characterizerd:6y a
relatively large divergence. Also, the surface wave is converted
rapidly into the outgoing radiation once the surface wave reaches the
cut-off width of the asymmetric dielectric wavegu de. From these
properties the assumptions can be made that the phase front of
the outgoing radiation`J as close to circular shape
When the tapered thin-film coupler is used as art input coupler
-it seems possible"to match the circular phase front of the radiation
from the narrow side of the p-n junction of an injection laser,
to the required phase front of the coupler. If this can be accomplished
the coupling efficiency-could be quite high between the radiation of
an injection laser and a surface wave, using the tapered coupler. When
evaluating the coupling efficiency consideration must be given that
coupling in the tapered coupler is based on the excitation of the
Eigetmode of the dielectric wave guide rather than in traveling wave
interaction.
if
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Prism, grating and thin•fiber^,waveguide coupler schemes were
analyzed for coupling light energy from a single mode injection
laser into a single mode integrated optic switch. It was found that
the prism coupler has disadvantages because of its bulk size, and
further it
	 p9	 p requires s ecial attention in o tical alignment of the entrance
beam to maintain high coupling efficiency.
The maximum coupling efficiency is less than 80 percent
owing to the different beam shape of the incident light source and
the allowed propagation mode.
a.i
The grating coupler, has the desired form factor for use with
the integrated optic switch. This coupler ;: toles a phase grating and
its efficiency can approach 100 percent, but again the beam shape factor
will limit efficiency to about 50 percent.
The tapered thin -fiber coupler appears to circumvent the beam
hape coupling loss problem, but is still developmental.
k	 7
}	
1
However, the prism coupler, the crating coupler and the
tapered thin-fiber coupler take up space on the switching matrix. Because
of the limited size of the single crystal LiNb03 or LiTaO3 it seems
advistable to use endfire couplers rather than one of three couplers
described in Section A1.3.
1
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A1.4 A1GaAs LASER INTEGRATED WITH OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES
A1.4.1 Introduction
Two methods for integration of A1GaAs lasers with optical
waveguides have been reported. One method attempts to couple the
laser through a transition region to ,tbm,optical waveguide. I the
second method the laser is built di ^`^ef^r^';;r`or the substrate usi'.g
distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) iio tx, Ad of the cleaved mirrerfaces
to form the Fabry-Perot cavity of the laser. The laser„structure
is that of an "large optical cavity” (LOC) laser.
A1.4.2 Transitions Between A1GaAs Lasers and Optical Waveguide
Several design concepts have been reported for coupling the
oscillation from an Al GaAs laser to a single mode channel waveguide.
The interconnecting path is all these designs is formed by a guide
layer that has a slightly higher energy gap than the active layer,
and thus has a small absorption loss coefficient of less than a few
cm
-1
. The transition to this layer in one design is formed by a tapered
section of the active region. In another design the transition is
made over the entire length of the lasing junction. The active
layer is very thin and the optical field of the guided mode spreads
both the active layer and the adjacent guide layer with a slightly
higher energy gap.
A1.4.3 LOC-DBR Injection Lasers with Integrated Passive Waveguide
The most promising laser configuration for integrated optical
systems which includes the optical source, devices, and components in
miniature waveguide form, is the thin-film DBR Fabry-Perot laser.
It consists of an active medium between two periodic gratings
etched on top of the thin film waveguide. The requirements` Ifor this
type of device are high quantum efficiency and low threshold current.
Oscillation in the fundamental transverse mode is also essential,
for operation with low-loss, single-mode fibers. The "large-optical-
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cavity Al xGal-xAs injection laser with low-loss Bragg reflectors" seems
to meet all these .requirements. The configuration of this type of
laser is shown schematically in Figure A-33. The LOC structure accomplishes
the coupling from the active region to the low loss waveguide. The nBR
provides the feedback for the stimulated emission. The LOC structure
is formed by the very narrow (about 0.1 micron) p-type GaAs layer and
the larger (about 1 micron) n-type guiding Al xGa1 _xAs layer. The energy
gap of the A1 xGa l _ xas layer is slightly higher than that of GaAs, for
x-a.l. Thus, it has a low absorption coefficient for the GaAs emission
also its refractive index is slightly smaller than that of GaAs.
Because of the very thin active layer in which the inversion occurs,
and the small difference in refractive indices, the optical field of
the guided mode spreads over both the active layer and the AIGaAs
guide layer, and a large part of the guided mode energy is in the low
loss AI XGa 1 _ xAs layer.
The distributed Bragg reflectors, formed by periodic gratings,
are made part of the AI XGa 1 _ xAs layer outside the active layer.
The function of the distributed Bragg reflector is based on the parametric
interaction of two colinear optical waves by a periodic structure.*
These waves are a forward wave and a "forced" backward wave. Without
the peridic grating only the forward wave can exist. The periodic
grating couples the forward wave to a colinear backware wave, and the
coupling is strongest when the periodic spacing Ais one-half optical
guide wavelength or a low multiples "of it.
*The parametric interaction of the two colinear waves in the
distributed Bragg deflector requires that A = 2° It differs from the
Bragg diffraction of the electro-optic Bragg diffraction switch, where
a > Lo
n-
I
i	 5	
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Figure A-33-Schematic Diagram of the Large Optical, Cavity
DBR Laser.
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A= mXo
Jeff
a
where, m is an integer. For typical value of X0=8700A and neff=3.53,
a
A = m 1233A
The distributed Bragg reflectors should be formed by third-order corrugations
(m=3), where most of the energy is guided by the periodic gratings and the
radiation loss is min; zed.
The parametrid ^interaction introduced by the periodic grating
results in a monotonic decrease of the amplitude of the incident wave
A(0) as it progresses through the grating in the x di rection. The
decrease in amplitude is given by
cosh K (x-L)
A(x) a A(0)	 cosh KL
At the end of the grating where x=L the amplitude A(L) remains constant,
corresponding to transmitted wave, as shown in Figure A-34. The amplitude
of the forced backward wave B (x) shows a monotonic increase from B(L) =0
at the end of the grating to a value B(0) at the frontend of the grating.
For x<O, B(0) remains constant. The forced backward wave, which is given
by
B(x) w -jA(0) sink K (x-L)
cosh KL
j
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Figure A-34.	 Amplitude distributions of A(x) and B(x).
(C.F. Quate, et al. Prod. IEEE, Vol. 53, No. 10, Oct. 1965).
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contributes to the feedback for attotainiig the - stimulated emission
in the active layer of the laser.
The coupling coefficient K is determined by the :geometry
of the corrugations. For the simplest case of a sinusoidal modulation
of the refractive index of the form
n(w) = no(w) + 1/2 En I ejGx + n_le`jGxi
where,
Gs27rl
A
the coupling coefficient is
K . n1 k
W I
^,.	 0
and
	
= n0(w)
 C.
The coupling coefficient K characterizes the strength of
coupling between the colinear waves propagating in opposite directions.
For the case of sinusoidal refractive index modulation K is directly
proportional to the fractional index of modulation and the wave number.
A typical value for the coupling coefficient of the laser
structure shown in Fig. A-331s K a 50 cm -1 .. An experimental laser
operating on 3rd with A=3726A using a triangular shaped corrugation of
O
depth 1500A has been demonstrated. The active region of the laser was
550 microns long. The two DBR regions were 150 microns (on the output
i
reflector side) and 500 microns (on the 'mirror reflection side)
r
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APPENDIX B
To complete the feasibility study of the high data rate
optics switching center, using an integrated optics switching matrix,
it seems important to compare different types of switching systems.
Specifically, the integrated optics switching system was compared to
an opto-electronic switching system and to an electronic switching
system.
BI .1 OPTOELECTRONIC SWITCWIt NETWORK (Hybrid Switching Network)
Switching networks will be analyzed which combine optical
distribution from the input to the output terminals with electronic
switching to form the appropriate connections. In the opto-electronic
network light sources such „as light Emitting Diodes or A1GaAs lasers
are modulated with the information from the n input channels. The
light sources which are coupled to multimode optical fibers distribute,,,
by means of lenses or optical fibers, the input channels to the photo-
diodes. The photodiodes convert the modulated optical waves to electric
signals which then are directed to the m output terminals. The opto-
electronic switching network requires at least n x m electronic switches;
in addition, they either require n light sources and n x m photo-
detectors, or n x m light sources and m photodetecors.
B 1.1.1 ODto- Electronic Network With N Licht Sources. and N X M Photo-
Detectors
The design principle is shown in Figure B 2-1, Each light
source is modulated by one information channel. The light source modulated
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with information channel 1, illuminates m photodi odes the m photo-
diodes are connected to the m output terminals. The second light source
modulat!ad with information channel 2, illuminates m different photo-
diodes. They are connected in parallel to the m output terminals. This
is repeated for all n input channels.
B1.1,11 Optical Distribution
The requirements for the optical distribution from one optical
fiber to the m cooperating photodetectors are: efficient energy
transfer, equal energy division among the photodetectors and confinement
of the light to the guiding structure. To distribute the light to the
photod7ode_S advantage can be taken uhf the t.r^rin nnn7n r, 	 n. of &hey r n.v.w wnglem I M%4IMW r rr W 4 c
multimode fibers, where NA^4 0.21. For efficient power transfer from
the optical fiber to the photodetectors the radiation need only be
collimated in one meridian plane by a cylindrical lens. In the
orthogonal plane the linear photodiode array should fill the light
beam, as shown in Figure B2.2a. The distribution of the light to the
photodetectors can also be performed by optical fibers, as shown in
Figure B2-2b.
A novel design for the optical distribution from the input
lines to the photodetectors is shown in Figure B2-3. In Figure B2-3
the input optical fiber is coupled to an optical multi-mode
B-3
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B) DISTRIBUTION USING OPTICAL FIBERS
Figure. B2-2. Qistribution/^f Light to Photodiode Array
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0fiber with large core diameter. A linear array of .miniature photodetertors
is placed along the axis of the fiber on tho , surface of the fiber core.
To do so part of the fiber cladding has to be removed and the refractive
index of the photosensitive surface of the photodetector must be index—
matched to the refractive_ index of the fiber care.
The photodetectors in the array should be silicon diodes with 	 1
a refractive;index of n, ,21.42. Because their refractive index is higher J
than that of the fiber core of n
	
1.6, the waves inside the fiber core
will not be totally reflected at the core surface. Instead they will be
transferred to the photosensitive Surface of the photodiode. To minimize
reflections at the interface between fiber core and photodiode an index-
matching layer with a refractive index of n. = 2.4 should" be placed between
the two surfaces. To assure close coupling the index matching layer
should be of Pliable material. 	 _	
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To evaluate the power transfer from the fiber core to the photo-
detectors, the propagation of d^tical energy within the fiber crare has
to be studied. The physical picture of guided light propagation inside
the fiber core is that of superimposed uniform plane waves with wave-
normals which follow the zig-zag path indicated in Figure B2-4 and which
are totally reflected at the core boundaries. The plane waves travel
with a wavevector k o f (where of is the refractive index of the fiber
core) in the direction of the wavenormal. The fields of these waves
vary as
exp (-j kn f (± x cos ` o.+ z sin 0))	 (1)
In the multimode fiber the angle range rof the superimposed
plane waves is limited by the requirement for total reflection at the
core-cladding or core-air interface. The plane waves can take up the
angles from 0 > arc sin ns to 0 < arc sin 1.
_	 _	
n f
For the guided modes in the multimode fiber- the zig-zag picture
predicts a propagation constant $
	
s=knfsin o
	
4?^
	
(2)
For the multimode fiber the assumption can be made that the
energy is uniformly distributed over the core cross section, so that
the power flux density is S = - , where P is the incident optical
power and r is the core radiusr 'Using the zig zag picture then S is
also the power flux density of the waves with the wave vector kn f in
Figure 82 -4.
The optical power which is transferred from the fiber core to
the photo detector (using an index matching layer) is proportional to
the power flux density S incident under the angles p, multiplied with the
absorption cross section of the photodetector 7 A, when projected on the
wavenormal of th`e incident waves. Assum1hg a square detector aperture
(A = a 2 ), then the intercepted power fs
., Pih _ S a2 sin Q
	 (1)
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gure B, 4.	 side View of a Optical Fiber Showing Wave Narmals^^
'of the Zig-Zag Waves Corresp
(
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Obviously, the largest contrAbution will come from the waves where
arc sin - S
of	 (4)
For typical value of P a 10 mW, r = 300 microns, a a 150 microns
sin O. 0.16, Pin = loop, W.
The light energy in the optical fiber becomes smaller as the
waves travel along the fiber axis, this is partly because of the
energy transfer- to the photodetectors and partly because of attenuation
in the optical fiber. To compensate for the descreasing light energy,
the active areas of the photodetectors which are further removed from
the light source, must be larger than those closer to the light source.
There are no optical limitations to the spacings of the
photodiodes in the array. The spacings should be such that the post-
.detection amplifiers can be connected to the photodetectors.
1.1.1.2 Electronic Connections o the Output Linest	 ^t	 p
In the opto-electronic switching system the distribution
of one input channel to the m output terminals is greatly facilitated
by the use of a light source and a photodiode array. However, care
must be taken that the parallel operation of the post-detection circuits
does not seriously affect their transfer properties.
A typical photodetector circuit is shown in Figure H265
The photodiode is represented, by a current generator in parallel with
E	 the photodiode's junction capacitance Cd (of a few pF) and a small series
4	 resistance Rs (a few ohms). The load circuit consists of the Load resistor
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Fi gure B2-5. Typical Photodetecor Circuit
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C=Ca+Cd
`	 RL(approximately 50 ohms) acid an ac coupled amplifier in parallel. The
equivalent amplifier circuit, is formed by the resistor Ra in parallel
with the capacitance C
a
 followed by an ideal, infinite impedance
amplifier with the gain A(f) (where f is the base band frequency).
The output voltage is given by
vout(f) - I(f) A(f) Z(f) 	 (a)
where I(f) is the detector current and Z(f) is the impedance at the
frequency f.
Z(f) ; (R + i^)-1
	
(6)
P
'ion the photodetectors would be operated in parallel, the capacitance
in Equation A2-5 would increase and the impedance Z(f) would become smaller
at higher frequencies,
r	 A better, though more expensive design, would operate each
;)Il'b Lodi ode with a separate post-detection amplifier in order to provide
'	 isolat*ion among the parallel circuits (shown in Figure B2-5).
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	 Schematic of Opto-Electric Switching Network for N
Light Sources and N .X M Photodetectors
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Vin, this design the switching function can be incor-
porated into the post-detection amplifier circuits of the photodetectors.
Advantage can be taken that the amplifiers can be "gated" by changing the
bias voltage so that the amplifier gain becomes greatly reduced and
the internal impedance of the amplifier becomes very high. In the
switching system only the post-detection amplifier in the one channel
which must be connected to the corresponding output line is operated
with optimum gain when terminated by the characteristic impedance of
the output line. The n-1 post-detection amplifiers in the same column are
"gated", so that their gain becomes very low, and their high impedance
will not noticeably load down the output transmission line. The use of
gated amplifiers should not only minimize the cross coupling between
the inactivated and the activated input channels, but also reduce
the noise contribution from the inactivated photodetection circuits.
If greater isolation between the inactivated and the activated
input 'channels, is required, the load resistance in each of the inactivated
photodetection circuits can be shorted,as shown in Figure B2-6. In addition,
the photodiodes can be forward biased or avalanche photodiodes can be used
where the negative bias voltage is reduced from its optimum value of approxi-
mately-300 volts to a few volts.
This switching concept has the advantage that the switches"
primarily change the operating conditions of amplifying devices by
varying the negative bias voltages, where the current is extremely small.
Also, no switches are in the main lines.	 \
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For the proper design of the opto electronic switching network
an evaluation of the signal-to-noise ratio is of importance. The
variables in the network are: the use of photodiodes versus avalanche
photodiodes, and the choice of the load resistance R  in Figure, B2-6.
signal-to-noise ratio is
12
SNR =i + i 2
th
n ih
0 1-
u	
;
ne
where I	 P , r1 is the quantum efficiency of the«,nhotodiode.
by s 0'73 W and P is the optical power. The term bi t represents the
shot noice that is the mean square fluctuation in the rate of arrival
of the electrons,
	
2
= 2 h 2PB , where a=1.6x10' 1 g A  sec and B is the
band-width of the baseband information. The term ith represents the
thermal noise ( Johnson noise,) ; primarily introduced by the photodiode's
.,
biasing resistance R t ,i,n =OTK, where kT = 4.15 x 10 -21 W sec. ThenL
r ,(e R)2^ gZ2
	 PB+4kT 1.e
For photodiodes with avalance gain G the output current b'comes 
	 GP.
The shot noise also increases due to the randomness of the multiplication
mechianism. The shot noise term for an avalance detector is
2 = 2	 .2 r(G)PB' where F(G) is a measure of the degradation due to
the randomness of the multiplication. For , the ratio of ionization
probability k = 0.025, F(G) '74.5.
For an avalance photodiode the signal-to-noise ratio is
jV	
(h Gp)2
2 h G F(G)PB+,4kTR`
For P=100µW, B=300 MHz and a bias resistance of 50S2, the
signal-to-noise ratio using a photodiode where q is typically 0.7, is
N= 1.4x 104
Using an avalanche photodiode with a typical gain of 100, the
signal-to-noise ratio is
N = 0.7 x 105
It follows that when the power coupled to the photodector is
100 µW, the signal-to-noise,ratio of the photodiode circuit is sufficiently
+'high so that no avalance'photodiodes are required.
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In a different approach to connect one of the n photodiodes in
each column to the corresponding output line an integrated matrix switch
of the type F100164 can be used, which can connect one of 16 terminals
alternatively to l output terminal. However, for m output terminals
m matrix switches are required. These m matrix switches would increase
considerably the complexity and the power consumption of the switching
system.
^B1.1.2 0pto-Electronic Switching Network with N X M Light Sources
And M Photodetectors
The different design principle of the opto-electronic switching
matrix is shown in Figure B-7. An array is formed of n light sources,
each of them is modulated with one of the n information channels. The array
is optically connected (by means of lenses or an optical fiber) to the
photodetector 1 with its post-detection amplifier which leads to the output
terminals 1. An identical array of n light sources is optically connected
to the photodetector 2 with its post-detection amplifier with leads
to the output terminal 2. This is repeated for all m detection circuits.
The distribution of the n information channels to the n x m light
sources presents a similar problems as outlined in Section A2-2. Therefore,
this type of opto-electronic switching network does not seem to have any
advantage over the electronic switching network, described in Section A2.2.
We conclude it is the opto-electronic switching network
!-
with the n light sources and 
^^h^ 
n x m photodetectors and post-detection
amplifiers in Figure 12, which shoud greatly facilitate the distribution
of the n input terminals to the switching network.
	
^b
In summary, the opto-electronic switching system which
requires for n input lines, m photodetectors, but n x m post detection
amplifiers,is definitely more complex than the integrated switching
system which requires only m photodetectors and m post detection amplifiers.
V
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SECTION
ELECTRONIC SWITCHING
B1.2.1 Introduction
The electronic design approach to a 300 megabit digital
matrix switch will require the most advanced state-of-the-art digital
technology available; the LOOK series Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL)
produced by Fairchild which operates with rise and fall times of 0.7
nsec. and clock speeds up to 500 MHz. While 500 MHz operation°can be
obtained under ideal test conditions, practical considerations of
component layout and stray input capacitance will reduce the overall
system speed somewhat.
The new technology which permits the higher operating
speeds of the 100 k series ECL devices is the Fairchild Isoplanar II
transistor fabrication process. The new transistors have an area of
only 1.2 mil t compared to the conventional Planar transistors which
have an area of 4.8 mil t . This aliows for a corresponding reduction
in parasitic junction capacitances which in turn gives a higher gain
bandwidth product of over 5.0 GHz.
All devices in the 100 k ECL family are designed to be
used with up to a 50 ohm transmission line. (Some devices can drive
a 25 ohm line.) Due to the fast rise and fall times of these devices,
any connection over 0.6" must be treated as a,transmission line which
will be shown later. Using standard multilayer PC board technology,
a connection less than 0.6" seldom can be implemented, therefore, all
lines in the system must be 50 ohm controlled impedance lines. ,
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B 1.2.2 Circuit Configuration
The essential device for constructing the matrix switch
will be the F100164 16 to 1 multiplexer. The device accepts up to 16
inputs and will select one of those inputs to be the output according to
information presented to four control lines. Eight of these devices can
be utilized to implement a 16 x 8 matrix switch which can be put on a 4 x 14
inch PC board. This is accomplished by driving the inputs of all the multi-
plexers in parallel. The select lines of each multiplexer are attached to
a register which holds the proper switching information. In this way, any
one of the 16 inputs may be switched into any of the 8 outputs.
Figure B-8 shows a conceptual diagram of the switching arrangement.
Matrix switches with more than eight outputs can be easily built
from the basic 16 x 8 building block by running the inputs to the boards
in parallel, Figure B-9 shows how a 16 x 16 matrix switch can be built
from two 16 x 8 switches.
The number of inputs to the switch can also be expanded by either
a 2 to 1 multiplexer board or another 16 x 8 matrix switch. Figure B-10 shows
how a 32 x 8 matrix switch can be built from three 16 x 8-building blocks.
Half of the inputs are run to each switch which gives 16 outputs, but only
half of the inputs are available on any given output. The 16 outputs are run
into another 16 x 8 matrix switch which gives only 8 outputs, but now any of
the 32 inputs can be switched to any of the 8 outputs. Another less comp-
licated approach would be to utilize a 2 to 1 multiplexer card where each
output needs only to choose between one output from either 16 x 8 switch
board. This configuration is shown in Figure B-11
A 16 x 128 matrix switch can fit into a single tray approximately
;.	 20" x 18" x 6". The same tray can also hold a microprocessor for controlling
the switch with memory, several I/O parts, a USART, and TTY or CRT inter-
face circuitry. If there is need for a larger switch, more trays can
easily be added.
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Figure B-9 . 16 x 16 MATRIX SWITCH FROM TWO
16 x 8 MATRIX SWITCHES
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,B1.2.31 ever Requirements
Each switch board requires:
-5.2 volts @ 2.74 Amps
-2,0 volts @ 4.6 Amps
A + 5 volt supply will probably be required for control circuitry. A
16 x 48 switch will require at least a 160 watt power supply for the
switch PC boards alone. A 16 x 128 switch will require at least a
425 watt power supply.
B 1.2.4 Transmission Line Considerations
The 300 M bit/sec. requirement presents some special
problems in the transmission of data in the areas of device fanout,
coupling of transmission lines, and reflections on transmission lines.
t^
t
I	 ^,
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Since the devices used have 0.7 nsec. rise and fall times,
all connections longer than 0.6" must be treated as transmission lines.
A typical design parameter used in digital circuitry for determining
whether a length of line need be treated as a transmission line is as
follows any connection with a length over Sr/f
electrical distance of rising and falling edge
 hich ever is less)
is a transmission line. For instance, on a 50 Q microstrip line,, the
speg4 of light is 3.2 times slower than in a vacuum due to the electric
field partly being in a dielectric (fiberglass s r	 15)
3 x 108 rim /sec = 9.375 x 107 m/sec = speed of light on micro
3.2	 strip
Sr/f - ( .7 x 10-9 sec.) (9.375 x 10 7 m/sec.)	 6.6 cm
Sr f - 1.64 cm. = .65"
4
Using strip transmission lines
Speed of light 3 x 108 m/sec. = 3 x 10 8
 m sec_. _ 7.75 x 107 m/sec.
r
Sr/f = (.7 x 10 -9 sec.) ( 7.75' x 10 7 m/sec.) _ 5.4 cm.'
Srf = 1. 35 cm= 5"
4
B'-22
Fi.2.4.1 Reflcctions
All Tines in the system will be 50 9 impedance lines. Nigh
speed communication between boards will be via 50 n shielded, twisted
air. High seed data between t points
	 the same C board p	  p	 n wo 	 e P  d ill bew
via 50 0 shielded strip lines. Termination of these lines will be
50 n (to - 2.0 volts).
The nominal input impedance of the 100K devices is 50k St
with about 2 pf of parasitic capacitance (most of which is due to stray
^	 wiring capacitance).	 This is too large an impedance for an effective
termination of the line. 	 At the highest frequency of the signal, the
capacitive	 reactance, which is by no means controllable, is approxi,
ma'tely - J160 Q	 ( Calculation based on 500 MHz,Rhighest frequency
device can carry effectively), 	 This input impedance can cause ringing
along the transmission line because of the impedance of the devices'
which feed the transmission lines is less than 50 Sd	 A 50n	 terminating
resistor is required to significantly reduce this ringing.
The 50 n termination serves an additional purpose; 	 the 100K
series ECL requires a pull-down resistor on the output in similar
manner to the more standard 10 k series ECL family.
	
(The 50n	 resistor
is tied to -2.0 volts instead of -5.2 volts as is standard practice
to conserve power).
B-1.2-4.2	 Fanout
l .
The DC fanout 'capability of 100K series ECL is in the hun-
dreds of gates due to low input power requirements.	 However, the t`
stray capacitive, reactance at high frequencies becomes very small
using even a small number of gates. 	 Using the 500 MHz frequency for
calculation, three inputs represent only-J150 n impedance with 2 pf
capacitance per gate.	 At this point, the -j 50 	 Input reactive
impedance and the 50 n terminating resistor in parallel can short out
the higher frequencies of the Fourier spectrum of the pulse	 nd slows
the edge speed of the data slightly.
i
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On each card it is necessary for 16 inputs to receive the
same signal	 F* i9 rre 5.11 shows hov thfis i s accompl i shed without
violating AC fanout rules. The signals are received on the board
(one ECL load) and immediately drive two multiplexer chips. The signal
continues and drives a buffer chip (F100122). This buffer chip can in
turn drive two other multiplexers and another buffer and so forth
down the board. Connections from the transmission line to the devices
are very small compared to the wavelength of the signals to be used.
So far, interconnections on a single board has been discussed.
t
	
	
The next consideration is how to drive many boards in a
larger switch configuration such as 16 x 48. The problem is solved
by and ECL gate with multiple outputs. The signals are received by
a special receiver device (FlOO114) and sent to a device with four
outputs. One output is used to drive the first two multiplexers and
a buffer. Two other outputs are used to send the signal differentially
to the next board. Thus, the signals are "daisy-chained" from board
to board to allow simple and effective expandability of the switch.
A schematic depicting one input line is,provided in Figure B -12.
i
	 C^
5.1.2,4.3 Coupling of Transmission Lines
i Lower speed digital systems in the past have used micro.strip transmission lines which are PC tracks of a specified width and
height above a ground plane. Microstrip lines are rather susceptible
to coupling since 50 Q lines must be comparatively wide However,
spacing between lines must be small for dense circuitry.
Strip transmission lines would be an improvement over micro-
strip transmission lines in terms of decreased coupling. The difference
between microstrip lines and strip lines is that strip lines havp.a
ground plane above the PC track as well as below it. Microstrip lines
have only one ground plane associated with them. Also, 50 n strip
lines are not as wide as microstrip lines for the same distance from,
ground plane to signal line. This allows greater flexibility in PCI^
layout.
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SOLUTION TO AC fANOUT PROBLEM
FOR MANY BOARD INPUTS
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In Figure B-13 a tentative layout of the multiplier F100164 together
with the 16 transmission lines for the electric switching network is
shown. The multiplier is placed on top of the 16 transmission lines.
To ascertain that the connections from the input terminals of the multiplier
to the transmission lines, are equal length, the center spacings between
transmission lines must be made equal to the half-center spacings
between input terminals (This requirement concurs with the position
of the input terminals on both sides of the device),
The transmission lines are microstrip lines where the dielectric
spacing b is equal of the thickness of the PC board, (b * 10 mil = 0,025 cm)
and the dielectric constant is that of a standard fiber glass board,
Er = 4,4,
The characteristic impendance of the microstrip is
Zo = 10 4 ( 34F J7 + 8.83 b)'l
For a pin spacing of 0.1 in, of the multiplier, the center spacing
between transmission lines must be 0.05 in, =0.127 cm, Then the spacing
between the edges of the microstrips is S - 0,057 cm.
Of major concern is the coupling between adjacent transmission
lines. It is important to realize that the boundary conditions of
parallel miorostrips are such that coupling can occur through even and
1?
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Figure B-13. Connections of Input Lines to Multiplier
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odd modes. Because of the excitation of both modes coupling is
contradirectional,	 as shown schematically in Figure 0 -14.. The wave
traveling from terminal 1 to terminal 4 will couple into terminal 2
but not into terminal 3. Coupling between. the parallel microstrips is
dependent on the interaction length 1. The ratio of the voltages at terminals
2 and 1 is
v2	 k sin G
v i _	 cos o + j sin 0	 (4-1)
where 0 27r
'	 X is the wavelength in the microstrip
7oe Zoo
	
k = `W^ `"oo-	 (4-2)
,band Z de and Z oo are the characteristic impedances of the coupled
microstrip lines for the even and the odd excitation, where
	
Zo = _oe Zoo
	
(4-3)
For Er = 4.4, b = 2.8 and w = 2.3 Zoe	 53.5Q and. Zoo = 46.5R.
	
a
Then,
k o.W.
The voltage ratio in Eq. 4-1 becomes largest '
 for t _ (2n+1) 4 , n	 0,192...
Then the coupling between microstrip lines is
C 20 log = 23 db
Il
i
3Figure B-14i Contradirectional Coupling
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The coupling changes periodically from C, a 0 for interaction
lengths of n^ to C a 26 db for (,2n+1 jl- g to the closest coupling of
C=23db for (2n*1	 , where n	 0, 1, 2.
The wavelength xe of the microstrip with a dielectric where
cr= 4 4, is approximately ac "TO
	
At a frequency of 300 MHz 	 13cm
and for the third harmonic in the Fourier spectrum of the pulses 	 433cm.
These values should be taken into consideration in the layout of the
switching network. Coupling between the microstrip transmission lines
can be decreased when an upper ground plane is added. The upper ground
plane reduces primarily the characteristic impedance of the even mode
Zoe and thus reduces the coupling factor in Eq. 4-2. It also follows
from Eq 4-3 that the upper ground plane reduces the characteristic
impedance of the transmission lines Z 	 For the upper ground plane to
S l 9r]1 71 corn t l •, reduce the coup ling ,  i is spaci ng 	 ^L	 s..,.ost'rvi py 	 t   	 from the ^ 14r-vim LI-rp
should be no more than 0.025 cm.
If this design approach can be implemented the characteristic
impedance of the shielded microship lines could be further reduces by
making the lines wider without exceeding the specifications for coupling
between adjacent transmission lines.
C
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A possibility-kr construction of a matrix switch is using
ceramic substrates. The silicon chips can be bonded directly to a
ceramic board which has many layers of metalization. This helps to
alleviate stray input capacitance of the devices, but it becomes more
difficult to get 50 n lines close to the devices because the chips are
small and require many connections to the relatively wide 50 n lines,
A combination of PC technology and ceramic technology would
be the hybrid approach. A hybrid is a small piece of ceramic with two
or three silicone chips bonded to it. The circuit is then mounted into
a case similar to the packages used with standard IC products. The
number of pins required for each hybrid makes this approach impractical,
Each multiplexer requires 16 inputs, 1 output, 4 control lines, power
and ground_
Small quantities of the two above mentioned technologies are
very expensive compared to standard PC boards. Therefore, it is
recommended that a six layer fiberglass PC board be sed in the con-
struction of the switch. There should be two layers of sigials which
will necessitate three layers of ground plane for strip ti±ansmission
lines and one layer for voltage. 'Figure g-15 shows a typical cut
away section for the PC board.
31.2.6 Sums,	nary
The matrix switch can be totally electronically implemented
using the Fairchild 100 k series ECL family of digital logic. This
logic family has a theoretical frequency limit of 500 MHz. Using a
single 4" x 14" six layer PC board, a 16 x 8 matrix switch building
block can be built with 5QQ differential inputs and outputs. The
number of inputs is easily expandable by simply adding more switch
boards and "daisy-chaining" the inputs from one board to the next.
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The number of inputs is also expandable, but a 2 to 1 multiplexer card
is required to allow any input to be switched to any output. The
number of 2 to 1 multiplexer cards required depends on the amount
of input expansion desired. The cards will be mounted in a tray which
is approximately 20" x 18" x 6". Each tray will hold enough cards to
implement a 16 x 128 switch with room for control and interface cir-
cuitry.
2.7 LIST OF FEATURES
4
° Switch made from Fairchild LOOK ultra high speed ECL
16 x 8 Matrix switch on one 14 " x 4" PC board
4 Outputs easily expandable in increments of 8
° Inputs expandable in increments of 16 by using either extra 16 x 8
Matrix switches or 2 to 1"multiplexer cards.
a Inputs are differential LOOK ECL 50 S3 lines
° Interface to optical lines or other level electrical signals possible
with added custom interface boards which can be mounted in same tray
with switch boards.
Microprocessor controllable 	 Microprocessor with limited support
hardware can be mounted in- 	with switch. (Support includes
USART, ROM, RAM, and I/O Parts,, Others available on request)
a 16 x 128 switch will fit in one trey { 18'" x 20"x 6" )
Switch uses standard voltages: -52v, -2.0v, +5.Ov (+5v is used
only for microprocessor and/ or interface circuitry.)
° Outputs are differential LOOK ECL which are designed to drive up to
1000 ft. of high quality twinax 50 Q cable.
° Inputs represent only one 100K ECL load plus 50 Q termination
regardless of switch size.
More than one tray of switches may be used for applications re-
quiring very large switches.
Forced air cooled trays for heat dissipation
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The concept of an electronic switching network is described z
using multiplexers of the type 100164. Though the performance character-
;.
istics of the multiplexers would lend themself well for switching a
	 -
300 Mbit/sec data stream their reactive input impedance will limit their
use in a large switching network. The reactive input impedance of
parallel devices can reduce the rise and fall times of the data pulses
=F
considerably. However, buffer stages can be used in the switching
	 is
network to mitigate the effect of the reactive input impedances.
The multiplexers together with the buffer stages form a
rather complex switching system with large power consumption, The
simplicify of the integrated switching matrix is outstanding in com-
parison to the electronic switching system.
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